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II

In tvhich the technical -sand strategic discussion of last

~ussue is Continued, <ind a proposal is made for a first

^step toward the international control of atomic weapons

by Hans A. Bethe

XTAST month Louis N. Ridenour pub-

^ I 1
^ ar^c ^e on the hydrogen

A bomb in this magazine. The dis-

cussion is continued in this second arti-

cle l>ecause of the tremendous impor-
'y*- tance of the issue. Ridenour described
-the essential parts of the theory of the
nuclear reactions in the hydrogen bomb,

wnnd also discussed the likely effects of

the bomb on our military security. I

*gree entirely with his view that the cre-

mation of the H-bomb makes our country

more vulnerable rather than more se-

cure. It remains for me to discuss two
^ things: On the technical side,* I shall try

to clarify the many misconceptions that v

have crept into the discussions of the

^H-bomb in the daily press. On the po-

litical side, I wish to take up the moral
rrtSme and the meaning of the bomb in the

general framework of our foreign rela-

tions.

^Everyiyxlv who talks. about atomic ;

energy knows Albert Einstein s equation
E==Mc2

: viz., the energy release in a nu-

clear reaction can be calculated from
the decrease in mass. In the fission of

the uranium nucleus, one tenth of one
per cent of the mass is converted into

energy; in the fusion of four hydrogen
nuclei to form helium, seven tenths of

one per cent is so converted. When these

statements are made in newspaper re-

ports, it is usually implied that there

ought to be some way in which all the

j-ipass of a nucleus could be converted

-into energy, and that we are merely

i waiting for technical developments to

make this practical. Needless to say, this

is wrong. Physics is sufficiently far de-

veloped to state that there will never be
a way to make a proton or a neutron or

any other nucleus simply disappear and
convert its entire mass into energy. It is

rue that there are processes by which
various smaller particles—positive and
negative electrons and mesons—are an-

nihilated, but all these phenomena in-

volve at least one particle which does not
normally occur in nature and therefore

must first be created, and this creation

process consumes as much energy as is

afterwards liberated.

All the nuclear processes from which

vVEDITOR’S NOTE
The author is responsible only

for the statements that appear
in the text of this article. The
illustrations and the captions

hat accompany them were pre-

pared by the editors. The infor-
T

mation contained in the illustra-

tions was compiled cji the basis

of previously published material.

energy can be obtained involve the re-

arrangement of protons and neutrons in

nuclei, the protons and neutrons them-
selves remaining intact. Hundreds of

experimental investigations through the
last 30 years have taught us how much
energy can be liberated in each trans-

formation, whether by the fission of
heavy nuclei or the fusion of light ones.

In the case of fusion, only the combina-
tion of the very lightest nuclei can re-

lease very large amounts of energy.

When four hydrogen nuclei fuse to form
helium, .7 per cent of the mass is trans-

formed into energy. But if four helium
' nuclei were fused into oxygen, the mass
would decrease by only .1 per cent; and

/the fusion of two silicon atoms, if it ever
.. could occur, would release less than .02 .

^per cent of the mass. Thus there is no
-prospect of using elements of medium
atomic weight for the release of nuclear
-energy, even in theory.

THE main problem in the release of

nuclear energy in those cases that we
’ can consider seriously is not the amount
of energy released—this is always large

enough—but whether there is a mecha-
nism by which the release can take place
at a sufficient rate. This consideration is

almost invariably ignored by science re-

porters, who seem to be incurably fas-

cinated by E-Mc2
. In fusion the rate of

reaction is governed by entirely different

factors from those in fission. Fission takes
place when a nucleus of uranium or plu-
tonium captures a neutron. Because the *

neutron has no electric charge and is not
repelled by the nucleus, temperature has
no important influence on the fission re-

action; no matter how slow the neutron,
it can enter a uranium nucleus and cause
fission. In fusion reactions, on the other
hand, two nuclei, both with positive elec-

tric charges, must come into contact. To
overcome their strong mutual electrical

repulsion, the nuclei must move at each
other with great speed. Ridenour ex-
plained how this is achieved in the lab-
oratory by giving very high velocities to

a few nuclei. This method is very ineffi-
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- defeating its own aim. Instead of sav-

ing lives, it takes manv more lives; in.

place of one soldier who would die r

battle, it kills a hundred noncombatant

/-civilians. Surely it is time for us to re-

^-consider what our real intentions are.

'One may well ask: Why advance such

arguments with reference to the H-bomb
and not atomic bombs in general? Is an

atomic bomb moral and a hydrogen
,.~bornb immoral, and if so, where is the

• dividing line? I believe there was a deep
r feeling in this country right after the war

that the use of atomic bombs iv. J rpan
- ~ had been a mistake, and that these bombs

^*&J&bould be eliminated from national arm^.*
v

ments. This feeling, indeed, was one of

the prime reasons for President Truman’s

offer of international control in 1945.

'*We know that the negotiations for con-

trol have not led to success as yet. But
- our inability to eliminate atomic bombs
is no reason to introduce a bpmh which

is a thousand times worse.

When atomic bombs were first intro-

reduced, there was a general feeling that
r they represented something new, that

-the thousandfold increase of destructive

power- from blockbuster to atom bomb
required and made possible a new ap-

proach. The step from atomic to hydro-

gen bombs is just as great again, so we
have again an equally strong reason to

seek a new approach. We have to think

v how we can save humanity from this ul-

timate disaster. And we must break the
: ^ -'v'

* ^abit, which seems to have taken hold

-of this nation, of considering every

weapon as just another piece of roa-

- chinery and a fair means to win our

-struggle with the U.S.S.R.

i
HAVE reviewed the moral issues

that should deter us from using hy-

drogen bombs even if we were sure that

/we alone would have them, and that

they would contribute to bur victory.

As Ridenour explained, the situation is

rather the opposite. We can hardly ex-

^peetto have a monopoly on hydrogen
^bombs/Tf we ever had any illusions

about this, the events of the past few
months should have destroyed them.

fie U.S.S,ft^has4he atomicbomb. She
was undoubtedly helped in her efforts

by the secret information she received
from Klaus Fuchs, which presumably
included many of the vital "secrets”

of our project. But knowing how a
group of scientists put the bomb to-

gether would not by itself enable a na-

tion to make one. If Fuchs had given his

information to Spain, for instance, it

would hardly have been understood; it

would presumably not have been used,

and even if used it would almost cer-

tainly not haveded to success. The prime

^requirements for the job still are a group

of highly capable scientists, a country

determined to make the weapon and a

/'©'eat industrial effort. We know now, if
***• -

theJLS.S.R.

has all of these. For the Soviet scientists

the information must simply have re-

solved many doubts as to which steps to

take next and saved a number of costly

and futile parallel developments.

Their obvious competence will pre-

sumably again bring success to the Rus-

sians when they try to develop the H-
bomb. Yet their decisions and their suc-

cesses are not independent of our own.

Our decision to make the H-bomb, which
showed that we considered the project

feasible, may well have prompted them
to take the same decision. For this rea-

son f think that our decision, if taken at

alt, should have been taken in secret.

This became impossible, however, when
the advocates of the H-bomb used pub-

lic statements as a means of exerting

pressure on the President. If the Russians

were already working on the H-bomb
before our decision, they will now have

increased their effort.

. It is impossible to predict whether we
or the Russians will have the hydrogen
bomb first. We like to assume that we
shall. If so, I refuse to believe that the

U. S. would start a preventive war. That
would violate all the fundamental be-

liefs of this nation, and that these beliefs

are still strong is shown by the history

of the past four years: although we had

va monopoly of the atomic bomb we did

—not start a war. Clearly, then, the time

-will come when both the U.S.S.R. and
Ihis country will have H-bombs. Then
this country will be much more vulner-

able than the U.S.S.R.: as Ridenour ex-

plained, we have many more large cities

that would be inviting targets, and many
of these lie near the coast so that they

could be reached by submarine and per-

haps a relatively short-range rocket. I

i$4htnk it is therefore correct to say that

the existence of the hydrogen bomb will

give us military weakness rather than

strength.

jfpifr, say the advocates of the bomb,
what if the Russians obtain the

H-bomb first? If the Russians have the

bomb, Harold Urey argued in a speech

just before the President's decision, they

-may confront us with an ultimatum to

surrender. I do not believe we would
accept such an ultimatum even if we did

not have the H-bomb, or that we would
need to. I doubt that the hydrogen
bomb, dreadful as it would be, could

win a war in one stroke. Though it might
devastate our cities and cripple our

ability to conduct a long war with all

modem weapons, it would not seriously

affect our power for immediate retalia-

tion. Our atomic bombs, whether "old

style” or hydrogen, and our planes would
presumably be so distributed that they

could not all be wiped out at the same
time; they would still be ready to take

off and reduce the country of the ag-

gressor to at least the same state as our
own. Thus thelarge bomb would bring

untold destruction but no decision. I

believe that "old-fashioned” A-bombs
\ I be sufficient to even the score

in ^ase of an initial Soviet attack with

H-bombs on this country. In fact, be-

cause of the greater number available,

A-bombs may well be more effective in

destroying legitimate military targets,

including production centers. H-bombs,
after all, would be useful only against

the largest targets, of which there are

very few in the U.S.S.R.

So we come finally to one reason, and
only one, that can justify our building

the H-bomb: namely, to deter the Rus-

sians from using it against us, if only for

fear of our retaliation. Our possession

of the bomb might possibly put us in a

better position if the U.S.S.R. should

present us with an ultimatum based on

r their possession of it. In other words, the

«one purpose of our development of the
" bomb would be to prevent its use, not to

use it.

If this is our reason, we can contribute

much to the peace of the world by stat-

ing this reason openly. This could be
done in a declaration, either by Congress
or by the President, that the U. S. will

-never be the first to use the hydrogen
bomb, that we would employ the weap-
on only if it were used against us or

one of our allies. A pledge of this kind
was proposed in a press statement by 12
physicists, including myself, on Feb-
ruary 4. It still appears to me as a prac-

tical step toward relief of the interna-

tional tension, and toward freedom from
fear for the world. The pledge would
indicate our desire to avoid needless

destruction; it would reduce the likeli-

hood of the use of the hydrogen bomb
in the case of war, and it would largely

eliminate the danger that fear of the
H-bomb itself would precipitate a war:

If we do not make this pledge, the

hydrogen bomb would almost surely be
used. Once war broke out, our military

leaders would be blamed, in the absence
of a pledge, if they did not immediately
initiate a full-scale hydrogen-bomb at-

tack. But if such a pledge existed, they
would be blamed if they did use the
bomb first. To be sure, the pledge might
not be relied on by our adversaries, but
at least it would create a doubt in their

minds and they miglit decide to wait
and see. Perhaps they would not wish to

provoke the certain use of the bomb by
dropping the first one. Moreover, if they
started a war, they would probably hope
to capture our country and to exploit

its wealth rather than to conquer a heap
of rubble.

We have proposed unilateral action

rather than an international treaty on
this pledge. We have done this because
negotiations with the U.S.S.R. are known
to be long and frustrating. A unilateral

pledge involving only this country could

be made quickly, and it could not again

lead t<x the disappointment of a break-
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MI 100-10870

MISCELLANEOUS

The Worker is the Sunday edition of the Daily Worker, an East
Coast Communist newspaper.

" * " ^ °

The 1949 report of the California Committee on UnAmerican
cited the National Guardian as a publication launched in r, 3vi“~
York in 1943 aiming at national circulation, and they found it
to be, from its inception, notoriously Stalinist in its staff,

\^_wj?iters, management and content.

On May 7, 1952, the above described meeting was hWba as announced
and the Subject attended this meeting. WILLIAM A REUBEN, in
explaining the Rosenberg case in detail, stated tffct the blame
for the Korean War had to be placed on someone \And subsequently
the entire blame was placed on ETHEL and JIJLIUfjreos?:NRK:Rffl' A
booklet written by REUBEN entitled "To Secure J\Mtice in the
Rosenberg Case” was given to those present to beYdistributod
among the people. (T-9, 5/8/52)
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CHARACTER OF CASS

LEO SCHUBERT

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

SECURITT MATTER - C

Subject resides Apartment 3-C„ll00
ue« S«E

rr
’

s&

rrXV:

£#-

PIES DESmJTIQ
3 MAHS8 1962

/)

OilBRAHAM
„ whom JULIUS ROSENBERG

listed as reference in connection
with employment* U, £$„ Signal Corps*
in 19i|-0e R0S2HBERG and wife* ETHEL,
convicted of conspiracy to commit
espionage and on April 5* 1951* , />/.
sentenced to death, Interview with"

1

POOKSON at which time he mentioned 1

subject, set forth. Subject, when f
interviewed in November* 1950,
disclosed he knew WILLIAM DANZIGER,
associate of JULIUS ROSENBERG, .

' sPffcvrrfWV
y, fiUM< ***A**L S.&'£, 9

/ 3-S /o dZAj£'-^'
V!,
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WFO 121-4643

Confidential Informant T~l, of known reliability,
advised subject is now employed as a professor of

chemistry., American University. Washington. C*

PERTINaM. CONXaCTs \

In connection with the investigation conducted
by the FBI in the cases of JULIUS and M'HEIjTnOSENBERG,
who were convicted in New York“'City on March 29 p 195,1 9
and sentenced to death on April 5? . 1951 , conspiracy

^V-to commit espionage, it was ascertained Vtttt-tttq
rA\ROSENB£RG listed the name ABRAHAM^DOKSON as a character

reference incidental to his employment with the U. S.
Signal Corps, bar Department, in 1940®

F00KS0N, when interviewed on August 9 , 1950,
for additional pertinent data, advised he was employed
by the National Bureau of Standards* He stated he knew
of no -ci von why ROSENBERG had given his name as a
character reference since he was only casually acquainted
with ROSENBERG as a classmate at CCNY during the 1930 * s.
He advised further since leaving CCNY he happened to
have two "chance1

’ meetings with ROSINBERG; the first in
1944> or possibly 1945? on the grounds of the National
Bureau of Standards, where F00KS0N himself was employed,
and the second meeting in Washington during winter of
1949 or 1950 • He stated he could not remember the
circumstances of this second meeting except to state
that he drove JULIUS ROSENBERG to Union Station in
Washington, in his, F00KS0N* S, automobile. He



WFO I2j.-4.6iu

stated that at the second meeting* RUsENBhRG had inquired
of M m whether he was still employed at the Bureau of
Standards and adeed what type of work FUORSOR was handling
FQUiisOR advised he told ROsENBERG he was working on
"hydro-carbons" which was not confidential in nature©
FOOhsOM denied that ROsENBERG had attempted to compromise
him in any way or persuade him to turn any information
over to ROSENBERG© When questioned concerning the
individuals known as Maa KLITCHER and WILLIAty DaNZIGER*
FOOhSOH advised Maa ELlTCJiEH and WILLIAM DaNzIGER were
once involved with a friend of his * FOurSom^s named
LEO SCHUBERT who was employed as a chemist by the
Bureau of Standards and who went to CCNl in the middle
1930’ So According to FOORoOR, SCHUBERT * ELITChEr and
DaNZIGER were part of a group of ten fellows in
Washington*, C©« who approximately three or four
years ago were involved in a plan to promote a low-cost
housing development o

N

On August 17* 1950*, abrahAm FoorSOr was
interviewed a second time© He furnished a signed state-
ment involving his relationship with dULlUs ruserBerG
which is comparably similar to the information
obtained from him on the initial interview© After
executing the statement photographs of known associates
of JUlIUo ROserBekG were again exhibited to FOCRSOH©
On this occasion he identified a photograph of MaA
ri .ttchkH as an individual whom he had met at the
home of L&U SCHUBERT o

Regarding Maj^ELl'i’ChER it is noted he has
advised he first became a Communist Party member in
approximately- 1939© He was affiliated wrtE^the
Communist Party in Washington*" i) 0 Co* until approximately
1948
~

Concerning WILLIAM DaNZIGEr it is noted that
Confidential Informant T»2* of unknown reliability* an
admitted member of the Communist Party* Washington*
D© C©, who has furnished/reliable information* in duly
of 1950* advised wILLIAm^arzIGek had been a member
of the Communist Party in Washington*^ D ?__CU^.from
approximately 1939s untll the summer of 194^ 0 The
Informant advised DaRZIGer was a member
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of a Communist ‘ir-ll in the navy Department during the
period of his employment at the Bureau of Ordnance,,

On November 169 1950 , LEO SCHUBERT was
interviewed in his residence by agents of this Bureau
in connection with the JULIUS RoSEmBerG case* SCHUBERT
stated on this occasion thatihc^ did not know JULIUS
or El’BEL ROSENBERG or MURTOifsOBELL (HORTON SOBKLL
was convicted along with the ROSEnBeRGs for
conspiracy to commit espionage; D SCHUBERT admitted
knowing Max ELITCbEk only as having been a fellow
participant in a low-cost housing plan that was being
promoted by several private individuals in Washington^
D 0 C es some three or four years ago e The only other
person known to be an associate of JULIUS R0senBerG c s
whom LEU SCHUBERT claimed to know was WILLIAM DANzlGER
whom he said he met through mutual activities in the
United mblic Workers of America 0 At the time of the
interview with sCHUBerT*, when askedj, he stated that he
was not now and had never been a member of the
Communist J'artyo

HEARING BEFORE LUYaLI'X BOARD
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1 LEAD PAGE

THE NEW YORK OFFICE:

AT NEW YORK a NEW YORK:

Will, if it is possLble at this time,
interview MAX and HELENA ELITCHER for
all pertinent information concerning
subject and his wife, EDITH SCHUBERT.
Will inquire as to sCHUBhiiT®a Communist
Party membership or affiliation#

THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:

AT WASHINGTON, D. C„:

Will report the results of a
day mail cover placed on the
subject’s residence.



ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

WFO 121-14.6143

INFORMANTS;

T-l

T-2

I A suitable pretext eon-
/ ducted by the writer..

MAX ELITCHER, as set forth
in the repol*t of Special
Agent CHARLES P. SILVERTHORN
dated August 1.6, 1950, at
New York, in the case
entitled "WILLIAM DANZIGER

„

Espionage - R, New York
file 65-l5396 n

"

RfcJrERMCB: Bureau letter dated December 26, 1951 •
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NY 100-99586

This merger took place at the founding convention of the new

union held at New York City on October 7, 1950*
. , x. ; -

* “ Confidential_InformantT-9 . of known reliability

f • In connection with another investigation, Bureau

aeents on July 19, 1950, interviewed ALFRED SARAlIT, Cayaga

Heights Road, RFD 1, Ithaca, New York, and^his wife and on that

Tail SARaNT executed a waiver authorizing Bureau agents to con- .

duct a search of his residence at that address. . In connection

with this search a Bates List Finder was located and amjng the

names, addresses of concerns, end telephone numbers of individuals

in 'file New York City area that appeared in the above list finder

was the following: "BRAND, . OSCAR" .
•

. Mr.* Avv.}. .

tv,. LOHISE^aRj.NT. the wife of

.

ALFRE^tSABaNT ,aNT,

was also interviewed^ t he above date at her residence ' and

she stated that 03CaR 7- HAND is a folk-song singer whom she

met through BETTY. SaNDEBS, a friend oi hers, who is also <* idk
song singer.

The "Daily Worker'1

,
an east coast Communist daily

newspaper, dated April 4,; 1948, Section

reflects an advertisement which indicated that People s Song ,

Erooklyn, New York, was presehti/g a program entitled kongs

for Action" at the St. Felix Street Playhouse and among those

scheduled to perform was EETT^aBANDERS.

People's Songs, Inc., has teen designated a

Communist front organization by the California Committee on

Un-American Activities in its 19^8 report, page 392.

of* unknown rellabllit

[w
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10 was,-v .,"-x ' It is. to be. noted that JULIUS ROSENEERC
Sentenced to the death penalty on April 5, 1951, for conspiracy
to commit espionage* - -.N. •

.

• '

V/..'; ALFRED SARANT, on August 9, '1951, according to
information furnished by Mr. DONALD HAYUS

,
Tuscon, Arizona,

fled' the United States* •

1

•Confidential Inf

The "Journal American" dated August 6, 1951

»

contains ah article by HOWARD RUSH? 'ORE entitled "Loyalty Probers
Turn to WNYC" in which is stated in part as follows:.

• t /
• * » *

"Frequent appearance of entertainers linked
with Communist front groups" on municipally owned radio station.
WNYC is being probed by Senate Committee investigators, it was

, learned today*-, '. ;y . : ... •
.

*

"Testimony has been given before executive sessions
of the Senate Sub Committee on Internal Security concerning
the tax supported station and particularly a folic song program
headed by OSCAR IRAND. .

' '

"Witnesses told the Senate Investigators the
Communist Party for years had utilized such folk song programs
to feature Red entertainers and songs which carried the party
line in their lyrics.

.

' ~

"BRAND, who has appeared before Communist branch
meetings as an entertainer, had TCNYXKRABER as his guest of
honor on last night's 'Folk Song Festival' on WNYC.

"KRAEER was introduced by BRAND as a 'CBS
executive' whose hobby is .'revolutionary war songs'. A witness
testified recently before a Senate sub committee here that
KRABER over a pe'riod of 10 years had been connected with such
Communist fronts* as the American League for Peace and Democracy,
American Writers. Congress,' Jefferson School, Peoples Songs and
the Theatre Arts’ Committee* -

"FRAUD has acknowledged that he epreared before
Communist and pro-Communist front grouus but according to
SEYMOUR N.£S5I3EL, WNYC Director, BRAND has denied being a
Communist.'
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REPORT MADE AT

ALBANY, NEW YORK

o
SEYMOUR HOROWITZ, "wss •

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

100-12108

DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE
MADE

9/22/51 6/l5;9/19/51

REG. REC’D. JJL
REP’T. FORW. M

REPORT MADE BY

PETER F. MAISON efg

CHARACTER OF CASE

SECURITY MATTER - C

sting change in address at

Ithaca Tost Office from 303 College Avenue,

Ithaca to 6U Woodland Street, Mount Kisco,

New York. Subject interviewed at Mount Kisco

6n June 26, 1951, at which time he denied
membership in the Communist Party or a
munist Party organizations*

Records of the Ithaca Post Office reflect that early in June

the subject posted a change in address from 303 College Avenue, Ithaca

6U Woodland Street, Mount Kisco, New York
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ALFRED/SARANT , according to Cpiffidential Informant T-l, of known

reliability, was identified by JULIUS/ROSENBERG, convicted Russian espionage

a gPTv^.
> as having been a member of his organization# SARANT, after being

questioned by Bureau agents, fled to Mexico and his whereabouts are presently

not known*

On June 26, 1951, the subject, SEYMOUR HOROWITZ, was interviewed at

his residence, 6U Woodland Street, Mount Kisco, New York, by Special Agents

ROBERT L. STEVENSON and WILLIAM A. FLYNN, JR. HOROWITZ admitted having been

employed as a painter with KENNETH HANSEN during August and the early part of

September, 1950, in Ithaca, New York. He advised, however, that he did not

know ALFRED SARANT, that he had never worked for him as a painter in Ithaca,

and that he did not even recognize the name SARANT.

HOROWITZ further advised that this work as a painter was for DONALD

BENNETT and CARL GOLDEN. With reference to GOLDEN, HOROWITZ stated that he

had known him from about the first part of 19U9 from their mutual activities

in the American Labor Party. In answer to a direct question, HGRCMITZ denied

he was a member of the Communist Party, that he knew any Communists, or

belonged to any Communist Party organizations. He further stated that he had

resided alone at 303 College Avenue during his last year at Cornell.

Confidential Informant T-2. of known reliability, advise_d

|»iT>
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report made by

ROY JAMES HERRICK fw

SFPJffT

CHARACTER OF CASS ,

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

SYNOPSIS OF FAi

'«**?*P

OlHEBSnSS
*

Forum continued its series of lec- -

’es during the spring and fall 195l»

bifr* sponsoring at times, speakers with
\ Communist Party affiliations. Steering

J f Committee composed of members of Communisl
yQf of Maryland - D. C. Forum use,d

,J -./by Communist Party as a means of fostering
'ft- 7 / i communist Party ideology through a front

ro

DETAILS
: / AT BALTIMORE. MARYLAND.

n/itJi

5WKL_

mi-.
Aa

jf
V •

Lv

ORIGIN. SCOPE AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES

A. Organizational Structure

Baltimore Coniicterrcn
known reliability, oi

W

of

04

As previously reported, the Baltimore
Porum has no formal structure or membership other than a list
of sponsor-arwhen the occasion demands. These sponsors are

APPROVED AND
FORWARDED*

SPECIAL. AGENT
IN CHARGE •

QQPIttS- nw^TROYBD
A
\

@ ^eaM^W37483
'

2 )

2 - WO (for information)
2 G-2 Ft. Meade 2 ONI Balpm.
1 OSI , Boiling Field
3 Baltimore (100-13351)
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BA 100-13351

that President Truman immediately
order hi 3 Attorney General to intorwanfi
in the Federal Courts under provisions
of the Federal Civil Rights Act and
demand that

;

•Willi© McGee Shall Not Diel*"

Daily Worker, May 7* 195l» P* 7» (Editorial)

It is to be noted that in the Forum meetings
held on February 11, 1951* and May 13, 1951* the speakers,
stated that the Negro Race is suppressed in its expressions
of liberty and failure to receive fair and jfcportihL teL'ls, Tbc speake:
cited the "Martinsville Seven,' 1 the "Trenton "Six" and WILLIE
McGEE as Negroes who were discriminated against by the Courts.
Concerning the communist Party stand on the conviction of
JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG for war time espionage, the
following article appeared in the Daily Worker:

"The brutality of Judge Kaufman *s death
sentence in the so-called t Judicial Process*
staged amid hysteria with no other
evidence than the un-corroboratod word
of government witnesses, is an effort to
•make people realize* what they refuse
to realize. That is, they must view war
with the Soviet Union as * inevitable*
or bo considered potential » spies and
saboteurs »

•

"

Daily Worker, April 9* 1951* P» 1 (Editorial)
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The Palo Alto Times on 5/9/52, page 2, column 7, carried arotice

rati+ioned "Rosenberg Committee to Meet Here Thursday" and set, foror: that this

org^atio^^fld meet on Thrusday night, 8 H at the Palo Alto fe-ndV
Center*

San Francisco T-7, of known reliability, advised on 5/22/52 that Room

C of the Community Center at Palo Alto was rented to the ”Peninsula Comnittee

to secure justice in the Rosenberg case," to hold a meeting of

at 8 PM on 5/22/52. • SA's RICHARD HARE HET-SON ana the repor ,..ng Agtnt o..,erv

the subject, in attendance at the above rc-ctioned meeting on ahe evening of

5/22/52. y
It is noted that JULIUS and ETHE^ROSEtlBSlG. referred to above as the

"Roseribergs” were convicted in the U. S. l;iS&4 .Court in 1951 of espionage

for the Soviet Union.

IV. ALIASES USED BY THE SUBJECT?

" The records of the Passport Division, US Dsyartnent of State, and the

records of the Voters Regisx-atior Department. Santa D.'.ara Countv. refxc.t the

cct f s name as EDWARD
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SECURITY MATTER - C

V

Confidential Informant T-li' of unknown reliability, advisedjiAN££/ f

SHOIKET, a mechanical engineer employed at the Brooklyn Navy YajapX''

and~l~ter at Mare Island Navy Yard, San Francisco, Calif*, Joined

the Industrial 16B Branch of the Communist Party, New York City*

Other members of the C.P. branch included JULIUS and ETHEL

ROSENBERG cnrrentlg on trial in New York for conspiracy to commit

espio:

iubject in interview denies knowing JULIUS

IENBERG or ary other member of the C«P membership in

lustrial 1(iB Branch of the ^Pj,
......

nKETobse^e^^treet C.P,Iubject 1 8 father, NATHAN ShUiiUiT ODservea at Btnscu meeting of .

Seattle in fall of 1949 and at one meeting on 10/23/49 donated $5*00

C.P. (Confidential Informant T-§|pof known reliability, advised in

April, 1950 that R. SHOIKET, 5800 17th Avenue South, Seattle appears

on the subscription list of MRussky Golos", a Russian language news- 1

paper owned by the Russian Section of the TWO. . .which has been de—— t -J

V

New ifrk
2 - Philadelphia (AM3D)

2 - San Francisco (AM5D)
1 - OSI, MeChord

FILE -De
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1947. The American-Rusaian Institute for Cultural Relations with

Soviet Union has been delcared within the purview of Executive Order 9335* Back-

ground and description of subject set out*
|)

P

I-ETAILS* AT SEATTLE . WASHINGTON

r
'*'

(confidential Informant T-^Hnof unknown reliability, advised the New

York Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that one HENRY

SHOIKF.T joined the Industrial 16B Branch of the Communist Party,

New York City, in the latter part of 1942* This informant recalled

SHOIKET as a mechanical engineer employed in the Brooklyn Navy

Yard, New York, who was transferred in 1943 to the Mare Island Navy

Yard, San Francisco* California* Informant recalled that SHOIKET

graduated from City College in New York City in 1938 or 1939 and

recalls that this SHOIKET was bom in Russia and that his father was

a jeweler and that the family resided in the Astoria Section of

Queen New York prior to SHOIKET »s transfer to the West Coast in 1943.
*

>-j>
.
/; • <-

This informant adviBBd^tHatUULIUS and, ETHEL^OSENBgRG were members

of the Industrial 16B^Branch ofthe Communist Party atthe same time* The ROSEN-

BERG’S are presently on trial in New York City for conspiracy to commit espionage.
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HENRI N iTHAN SHOUCET was interviewed on March 26, 1951 at which time

he denied knowing JULIUS ROSENBERG or ETHEL ROSENBERG and denied ever having been

a member of the Coomniet Party. He specifically denied membership in the

Industrial 16B Branch of theCoaamnist Party in, Key York City. <*. -

wa

p/5

^Confidential Informant T*2, of known reliability, advised on *

April 11, 195^1that the name "R. SH0IK3T, 5800 17th Avenue South, Seattle 8, Wash-

ington, July 31, 1950 - X" appeared on a subscription list of the "Russky Golos’J

a Russian language daily and Sunday newspaper published by the Russky Publishing

Company, 130 East 16th Street, Manhattan, New York. This informant advised that

the MXn appearing with the above name and address indicated a daily and Sunday

subscription to this newspaper,
Pf> : p-A;-,. yjfjf

IfUi Sk k
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Records of Confidential Informant T-12
Records of Confidential Informant T-13
Records of Confidential Informant T-14 **

Records of Confidential Informant T-3
y *• ...

Confidential Informants T-Q through T-14 are of known reliability, **

The New York Office also advised that a review of the records of
^ [_Gonfidential Informant T-l|jKpf knowti reliability, failed to reflect any in-

formal on not already furnished by Confidential Informant T-o^ u
.

WILLI

IUS ROSENBERG:

1/



attended CCNY approximately at the same time in
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SAC, Seattle

Director, FBI

HENRY NATHAN SH3UET
SECURITY MATTER - C
(Seattle file 100-20650)

April 14, 1951

"fv
“ 'h: U

report SA William C. Tower dated 3-29-51 at Seattle
instant ease,-

Attention called to fact that information on pages, and
in the paragraphs, listed below should hare been reported in
Details of report rather than as Administrative Ettas

i 5} paragraphs 3,4,6 and 8,

<

paragraph 1, all but last sentences paragraph 2,
Fage 7* paragraph 5 which begins "He claimed" and ends

with "1946 - 1947*
Bags 8| paragraph 7*
Page 9j paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

All of the material referred to above is pertinent and
essential background information. It should.be included in the
Details of your next report which is to be submitted within the
Immediate future.

Reference made to list of names appearing on page 7
referenced report. Name Michael Sidrovich should be MLchael
Sidoroviclu Last name of both Max and Helen Elticher should be
hlitcher. All offices correct accordingly,

•>n °J Seattle directed to SAC letter No. 26, Series19a, dated >13-51. Page 2, paragraph 3 of that letter reflects
that reports prepared in Security Matter cases, where subject is
employed in a vital facility, shcwld have a statement on the
administrative page of each report to the effect that the subject
is employed in a vital facility and should set forth the name

°Z *?ency Jf
71®® security responsibility. These instructions

shotted be complied with in subsequent reports,
f *

;* '
•.

,

- *x _ *
. *

;

•

Seattle should submit recommendation as to whether Security
Index card should be prepared on this, subject*

i ALL information contained
.

? * HEREIN IS UNGLAS6IFIED oW
100-378684

j

cc — Hew York
Philadelphia
San Francisco

4-
.Nl

Vi
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THIS CASS ORIGINATED AT
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nat»at HEW YORK NYro^Ho. 100-99‘NEW YORK
MS

nuna 100-99991

REPORT MADS AT I REPORT MADS BY

NEW YORK
DAT* WHIM . 4.TBW F«,WHICH MU. ItVORT MAD* wt

7/26^51 26,30/51
*

* RICHARD A. MINIHAN

CHARAcrm or cam

IiENRY NATHAN TSIIOIKET ESPIONAGE - R

SYNOPSIS OF,FACT
^Subject arrived with parents A*/
i Brooklyn, NY, June 20, 1951* 'Has U

'

/
j

been residing with aunt, ROSE KATZ, /

'2949 West f?th St., Brooklyn. 'Subject
-.hi.3 requested Morgan Brothers, NYC,
to deliver furniture on arrival to

2367 63rd Street, Brooklyn, where
he has secured an apartment. MILTON
MANES, Bridgeville, Pa., advised he
was member of YCL, CCNY, in 1937»
and recalled one NAT SHOIKET among
others tas a member

COPIES DESTROYED

92 APR 25 19S3

DETAILS:

F />
f

l‘*.‘
-

A * y \ New York, stopping at 2949 West Fifth
^1 1 — • . — < 1 m-r r t _ ml* — _ ^ «

{^5^ Bureau (10(5^373684)
V
'T- Albany (Info .

)

1- Albuquerque ( Info .

)

1- Baltimore (Info.)
1- Boston (Info.)

PROPERTY OF FBI—This confidential report and its contents are loaned to you by the FBI and are not to be

• A- ’ distributed outside of agency to which loaned.

- P -

At two p.m. , June 20, 1951 » SAS RICHARD
A. luNIHAK and JOSEPH J. PALGUTA observed
the subject .and his parents proceeding
easterly on West Fifth Street, Brooklyn,

M S. «OVmnaiCMT MIMTIM omct 16 KNIT-1
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MANES stated that ho attended three or four
meetings of this Engineering Group during the first six
months of 1937> all of which were hold at a hall locatod
in the vicinity of Union Square and li+th Street, Hew York
City, which was owned by some Italian nationality organization
friendly towards the Communist Party. He said that the
following persons, all of whom were either engineering or
chemistry students at the College of the City of Hew York
at this time, were active members of the Young Communist
League group at the college and had attended tho group's
meetings with him during the first six months of 1937:

1 . juliusVrosenberg

MANES stated that ROSENBERG was a "very active"
member of the Young Communist League (YCL) at the College
of the City of New York (CCNY) beginning in about 1936*
At one time during the period 193o-1937» he served as
Executive Secretary of tho entire YCL Branch at the college.
According to KANES , ROSENBERG spent a great deal of time
in YCL activities, MANES stated that ROSENBERG devoted
much of his time to Spanish Loyalist Relief activities,
and also took part in picketing conducted during several
strikes at New York City during his attendance at CCNY.
MANES specifically recalled that, during the summer of
1936, he received a letter from ROSENBERG, in which
ROSENBERG wrote that he had been arrested by the New York
City Police and had spent one night in jail in connection
with picketing during a strike at Orbach’s Department
Store, ll+th Street, New York City. MANES said that
ROSENBERG had written that he had used an alias at the
time of his arrest, but did not mention the alias he used

2. MARg^AGE, also known as MARCUS^OGARSKY

MANES stated that he later heard from JULIUS
ROSENBERG that PAGE was active in tho American Veterans
Council, and MANES volunteered the opinion that PAGE
had subsequently "graduated" from YCL to the Communist
Party. MANES said that ho had no definite knowledge that
PAGE was a Communist Party member, but had drawn this ^

j

- 3 -
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assumption from hearsay, as well as from tho fact that
PAGE was a close associate of ROSENBERG*' In addition,
MANES recalled that on one occasion ho was asked directly
by PAGE 1 S sister-in-law, LEOM'JpttRKOWITZ (ph.), "Why
haven't you joined tho Party?" KANES stated that, from
the manner in which MARKOWITZ asked this question, which
was in PAGE'S prcsenco, it had seemed quite clear at
that time that both she ap.d PAGE took Party membership
for granted. fcC-J

3. NAT^gSSMAN
y-‘

>

MANES said that SUSSMAN, who was an electrical
engineering student, was the most political astute and
well-informed member of the Engineering Group with reference
to Marxist theory and Communism in general. He further
advised that SUSSMAN, along witij^KARK PAGE, was probably
more closely associate^witJ^PCfiSENBERG than any other
member of the group.

MANES stated tiitt he could not recall this
individual’s first name, which ho believed was NAT. He
advised that SHOIKET was a chemical engineering major at
CCNY.

g* IRVING7WSIITGARTEN

According to MANES, WEINGARTEN was a chcmica^

NATHAN SUSSMAN has advised that IICRRIS^AVITT.,. also known .v.
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as MORRIS SAVITSKY, had been a member of Branch 16-B of the
Industrial Section of the Communist Party along with JULIUS
ROSENBERG and HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET.njM

9. IRVIN SS

MANES said that GUSS was probably a mechanical
engineering major, and specifically recalled seeing GUSS
and JULIUS ROSENBERG together on at least one occasion in
Washington, D. C., during, the year 19^0* when ROSENBERG
and his wife lived at 193& Biltmore Street, N.W. It was
MANES* recollection that GUSS was employed in Washington,
D. C., In some capacity at that time, ft/}

With respect to the foregoing individuals,
MANES advised that he knew nothing concerning the activities
or whereabouts of any of these individuals since 1937*

In addition to the aforementioned members o
the Engineering Group of the YCL at CCNY, MANES recalled
the following individuals as being active in the general
YCL Chapter at the colleges

1. LAWRENC OBEL

KNOBEL was Chairman of the YCL at CCNY and
Editor of the school publication, ,fThe Campus," which,
according to MANES, was a decidedly pro-Communist student
newspaper and which had been suspended on several occasions
by college authorities fqr "radical editorial policies."

2,

MICHASSTWOFSIE

WOFSIE, according to MANES, was a campus
representative of the "JJaily Worker."

-fcu

3.

ARNOLI 5R00G '

4.

SIMON^SLAVIN

5. LOUI ERHAM
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SARSKY (phO'YU]
MANE6,MASARSKY, Recording to MANS6, was expelled from

the YCL as a "Trotskyite."

MANES, stated that he knew nothing concerning
the background or subsequent activities or any of the
above-named persons, except for -what is noted. He recalled
attending one general meeting of the YCL at CCNY during the
Spring of 1937, at which about $0 persons were present.
However, MANES was unable to furnish any details.

**” With respect to the meetings of the Engineering
Group of the YCL, vhlch he attended, MANES stated that no
effort had been made to disguise the Communist character
of the club, and that discussions had centered around
support of the Loyalist forces in Spain, the organization
of a strong "anti-Fascist front” and efforts to have the .

YCL group infiltrate and gain a controlling position in
various "legitimate11 student organisations. According to
MANES, members of the Brapch,r including himself, paid
regular monthly dues and carried YCL membership cards.
He said that the meetings were very informal, and he could
not recall whether they had officers or merely elected
a different chairman at each meeting* However, it was his
recollection that ROSENBERG, PAGE, and SUSSMAN generally
took the most active part in discussions and organized
the club's activities.

With respect to his own former membership in
the YCL, MANES stated thrt he had been recruited into
the "Engineering Group" by JULIUS ROSENBERG in about
January, 1937; that he had joined the organization despite
its known Communist character because he was in sympathy
with the anti-Pascist activities and objectives of the
group, as well as Communism in general; but that he had taken
no part in the affairs of the YCL or any other Communist
front group- since 1937» except for signing a peace petition
sponsored by the American Peace Mobilization Committee in
194-0, at Washington, D. C., again at the instigation of
ROSENBERG. MANES stated th*?t he had been very sympathetic ^
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towards Communism during his junior and sophomore years
at CCNY, stating that, although this affiliation was
probably attributable in part to his youth and friendship
with ROSENBERG, he was not endeavoring to minimize his
own responsibility for this action. \tA.)

Confidential Informant T-2, of known reliability,
advised that the subject and his family had not received any
correspondence at 294-9 West Fifth Street, Erooklyn, New York,
to date. T-2 further advised that the subject had re-
ceived one piece of C.O.D. correspondence., (not specified) .

dated June 2, 1951, from Cordova, Alaska, and a magazine. \Vt)

DAVID GREENGLASS, convicted and self-admitted
Soviet espionage agent involved in the ROSENBERG espionage
network, was exhibited photographs of subject and his
parents, and advised that he did not recognize them or
possess any information concerning them. UM

Reference is made to an individual named KATZ,
68 Stratford Road, Brooklyn, New York, who, according to
Confidential Informant T-3» of known reliability, corres-
ponded with the subject op April 10, 1951* Confidential
Informant T-l advised that one AB^JrKATZ resides at this
address . («ia n
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ADMINISTRATIVE (CONT’D)

LEADS (Cont ’d)

PITTSBURGH

At Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Will report all pertinent information developed
through MILTON MANES concerning HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET under
instant caption.

NEW YORK

At New York. New York

t/ Will spot-check subject’s activities.

, Will attempt to develop information concerning
subject’s Communist activities while in New York City.

Will identify subject’s associates and contacts

It is noted that leads to identify individuals
mentioned by MILTON MANES are being handled in the JULIUS
ROSENBERG espionage investigation. Upon completion of these
identifications, more complete detail will be set forth in
instant investigation.

REFERENCE

Pittsburgh letter to Bureau, 6/l/5l,
MJULIUS ROSENBERG; ETHEL ROSENBERG, was.,
ET AL; Espionage - R. M

Report of SA RICHARD A. MINIHAN, at New York,
3

5/23/51.

hint -set A/.'/. <•<-*>' A / ¥7
[tj
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Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM t

SUBJECT:

DIBSCTOS, FBI (100-378684)

SAC, PITTSBURGH

DATE: 9/27/51

BZHR7 NATHANSHOIEET
ESPIONAGE - £

Gi$
Berep SA BICHARD A. MINIHAM, 7/26/51, Hew Tort,

^

On 9/15/51 ,_MIIfl!OGANES , former associate of JULIUS
iiber of the Tonne; Communist League chanter of tfie CIt\

yc WU y/ BAjaua|nAflj», xormer associate or 0 UUlus
ROSENBERG send a member of the Toting Communist League chapter of tihe City
College of New Yorkin 15J6 and 1937, was reinterviewed by Pittsburgh
Agents, During this interview, MANES stated that he had been unable to
recall any additional Information concerning his association with ROSENBERG
other than the information previously furnished by hia With the exception
of the following:

r~
MANES said that in addition to the individuals already \

'

identified by him as former members of the TCL chapter at City College of I

New York during 1936 and 1937, he also recalled thlt one ABE.&ABKAS wt a \
member of this group. MANES stated that he knew nothing concerning PARKAS 1

*

background or activities other than his membership in the "Engineering
Club" of the TCL and the fact that he was an engineering student at this ^

time at City College,

C <
v

\<- (S*

A

With respect to ROSENBERG* s early activities with
Communist elements in the vicinity of the subject's home on the lower

'

East Side of New Tork during the early 1930’s, MANES stated that he now
recalled that the subject had been acquainted with one HIMAN/SIGMAN, who, "A

U

like the eubject, frequented the "Social Center" operated £y\ the CP on the
lower last Side. MANES pointed out that he had no knowledge that SIGMAN was v‘ <V
a member of the CP but it was his recollection that SIGMAN' S brother JAT W

sjSIGMAN, had formerly been employed as an engineer in the Soviet Union~an3 \had given several talks regarding conditions in Russia at the "Social Center,"
)

„ A photograph of HEHRT NATHAN SHOIKET was exhibited to
MANES and he stated that SHOIKET was identical with ( NAlV^koigET previously /.
named by him as a fellow member of the TCL chapter at CCNT.

-V- /
'

''

A photograph of MORRIS'SayITT, wa, Morris^avitskr mm .It! I?! <<^1
shown to MANES in an effort to determine whether SAVITT is identical with

referred t0 M SAVITSKY, who was previously named by
'

MANES as a member of the TCL group at CCNT. However, MANES could not
identify SAVITT’ s photograph and stated that he had no clear recollection A ‘

1
r

of what —»- ...SAVITSKT looked like. f

t«VK f"

«

* A* ,

T5-I444 DESTROYS® .
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STANDARD FORM NO. 04

'^Office Memorandum • united states government

to
:
^Director, FBI (100-378684.)

from ai'-j SAC , New York*

s>
subject^/ HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET
\ . ESPIONAGE - R
sv
2 Rebulet, 10/3/51 •

date: December 7> 1951

M
.

* Enclosed herewith are the original and four copies of the
report of SA RICHARD A. MINIHAN, dated December 7 , 195>1> at New
York.
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REPORT MADE AT

I
NEW YORK

DATE WHEN

12/7/51

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

9/19,22,27; .

10/1,5,6,17,19,1

REPORT MADE BY

RICHARD A. MINIHAN

V

TITLE

An HENRY NATHAN^SHOIKET

i 24 , 27 ; 11/13 ,

1 19,20/51
CHARACTm or CASK

ESPIONAGE - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

t* .3 ,\.\V?
y
/yA

Classified by*

Diciassifv on; DADR. >^ _ UjDeclassify on; DAD

Pp
9

A&y .a
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'A

Subject and parents continue to
reside at 2367 63rd St., Brooklyn,
NY. Physical surveillances and
spot checks failed to locate any
employment of subject. Informant
advised subject received no
pertinent or significant cor
pondence.

phone numbers appearing in 1937-
1938 address book left by SHOIKET
at Seattle residence identified
ag commercial establishments, NYC*
Name of ROSE KATZ, 291+9 West 5th St.,
Brooklyn, NY, appeared on 191+3 CP
Nominating Petition. GEORGE MAXIM
KATZ, son of ROSE KATZ, transferred
from CP, Syracuse, FY,

?o<
‘

Information
concerning' Fairplay Publishers, a
correspondent of RACHEL SHOIKET, set
forth. MILTON MANES, in reinterview
9/15/51, at Pittsburgh, identified o^Jt
photograph of subject as individual
- -u * _ -1 "i ^ A — .. f

^
ILgho was fellow member of YCL Chapter,

CCNY. HARRY GOLD advised he could

£
&**

APPROVED AND
FORWARDED:

^PBCIAL AOENT
IN CHAWOE DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

COPIES OP THIS REPORT

©- Bureau (IOO-37868I+)

2- Seattle (100-20650)
3- New York (100-99991)

COPY IN FILE
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NY 100-99991

not recognize photograph of subject
or parents. W

- P -

DETAILS: Physical surveillances and spot checks conducted
-

» .
on subject and subject’s residence, on September 19

,
22, 27? October 1, 5, 6, 17, 19, 2k, 27; andNovember 20, 1951* failed to reflect any pertinent or unusual

activities.

„ '

°

n November 20, 1951, during a physical surveillanc.
on th subject by the reporting agent, HENBY NATHANSHOIKET was observed entering the engineering firm offices of-

R. H. Popham, R. R. Popham, Pavlo and Popham, 1251 Avenue of theAmericas, New York City, at 9:1|.0 a.m. , where he remained
for approximately 15 minutes and then boarded a homeboundsubway train. The files of the New York Office failed toreflect any pertinent information identifiable with the abovementioned individuals.

0n October 6, 1951 and October 17, 1951, duringphysical surveillances conducted on the subiect bv SA VICTOR
TIJRpi and the reporting agent, subject was observed in thevicinity of his residence during noimal working hours

.

\ _ , . , .. .

O®11^i^ential Informant T-l, of known reliability,
<,

tha
J

t
?
e ®ub J®ct received a registered letter, number

*

n?i?
96, °n September 27, 1951, from the Department of the Army,Office of the Provost Marshal General, Washington, D.C. T-l

7
further advised that subject’s father NATHAN/SHOIKET receivedcorrespondence from one KATZ, 68 Stratford ffdad, Brooklyn,New York, on September 27,

n . ,
Confidential Informant T-2, of known reliabilitvadvised that suble^t fvi. j_. . .
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NY 100-99991

in 1936 and 1937, was reinterviewed at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
by agents ef the Federal Bureau of Investigation. During this

interview, a photograph of HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET was exhibited
to him and he stated that SHOIKET was identical with^wA*afo4nTKKTT—
previously named by him as a fellew member of the Young Communist
League Chapter of the College of the City of New York, pc)

The Young Communist League lias been designated by
the Attorney General as coming within the purview of Executive
Order 9835*

•*

r
..

'

Reference is made to the names C .aWAXMAN

.

and , M . M *

'BIGGER, which, according to Confidential Informant T-12, of known
reliability, appeared in an engineering book belonging to subject*
The files of the New York Office failed to reflect any infor-
mation identifiable with these individuals. yM '

Reference is made to the name pjt.KOLBECK, 288 East
201st Street, New York City, which appeared on the inside cover
of a book belonging to subject* The files of the New York Office
were searched under the sur name KOLBECK and no pertinent infor-
mation was located identifiable with the aforementioned individual.
Neighborhood inquiries in the vicinity of 288 East 201st Street,
Bronx, New York, failed to reflect any information concerning
P. KOLBECK... The current New York telephone directories for
the Boroughs of Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, ana Queens failed
to reflect any subscriber with the sur name KOLBECK having an

J.nitial "P” , or a given name beginning with the letter "P". (*;

It will klso be recalled that an illegible name with
the address Elrasford Apartment, I4.26O Broadway, also appeared in
a book belonging to subject*. Concerning this address, it is to
be noted that this is a large
to Confidential Informant T-j

-10-



NY 100-99991

IB^LfOUHARHY^ZOLD, self-admitted Soviet espionage agent »

presently serving a 30'ye^tf sentence' at the United' States Peni
tentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, was exhibited a photograph
©f HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET, his parents, and his ' automobile, and
he advised that he had never met SHOIKET or any member of his
family.^ ;

-11-



STAMDARO FORM NO. 64

Office MeM. um • UNITED

to , Director, FBI (100-3786%)

from , SAC, New York (100-99991)

SUBJECT: HENRY NATHAN^SHOIKBT
ESPIONAGE - H

wholesali
Reference is made to LOUIS POSNER

ldridge Street, New York Cit
JI^Pi

GOVERNMENT

date: January 7, 1952

material

The Miami Office is requested, in the absence ofderogatory information in their files, to interview LOUIS
POSNER for any information he might possess concerning
subject’s Communist affiliations and associations with JULIUS

v^ROSENBERG and other members of Branch 16b, Industrial ~
Division, Communist Party. LOUIS POSNER should also be

concerning the^Coraraunist activities of subject »s
parents,, NATHAN and RACHEL-^SblKET,j>^^

Sufficient background information concerning
subject has been furnished the Miami Office in information
.copies of New York reports in instant case*

2cc: Miami “imTIW CONTAINED

DATE

ram:e?6JAN 1 1 1952*

l¥3
MAN 8 1S52 •



•>

•‘APR um
t/r

' TLLETYFE

.

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. Clejof

Mr. Glavfn

Mr. N<c>o?*

' ^
* yf —

WASHINGTOJKIO FROM SEATTLE VIA SFRAN 13 /14/ 9-30PM

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC NEW HAVEN DEFERRED
|

HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET, ESPIONAGE R. &£tT YORK INFORMANT HAS h&fbrf-^

FIED SUBJECT AS MEMBER OF SAME CP CLUB AS JULI SEN BERG IN NINE-

TEEN FORTYTWO IN NYC. SHOIKET ON INTERVIEW DENIED KNOWING ROSENBERG

AND DENIED CP MEMBERSHIP. SHOIKET HAS REFUSED TO COOPERATE WITH

BUREAU AND REFUSED TO FURTHER DISCUSS ROSENBERG OR ASSOCIATES, AND

HAS RETAINED CP ATTORNEY SEATTLE.

9t*'.r



rrAwtao NWINOlM % -3
Office Memorandum • united states government

TO MR. BELMO:

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE: April 11, 1951

<
. c

HEART imU SHDXKR
ESPI0KA3K - 1 . .

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE

fe*^-**! 3^-y

TDlMB

PURPoai

ClHj_

alarm

NlchoU

Trmcy_

To summarize available Information on Henry Hatfaan
Sholket end to advise aa to status .of investigation of him. Hathan
Sussman has alleged that one Benry*Sholket vas member of Industrial
16-B Branch of CP in HYC in late 1942 along vith and Julius
Rosenberg. At request of ABBA, SDHZ, and in attempt to secure
verification of Rosenberg's CP membership, Henry Hathan Shoikst.
believed identical vith

T»l». 1

To point out
0-2, OH, and 061 in

To point out that no allegations of espionage
uch located to date, though subject and

Wm To advise that Sea

viev of Shoiket's employment,
have been made, nor evidence
father have acted suspicious

.

instructed to immediately rec
' To recommend that considering Shoiket's alleged connection vith

Julius Rosenberg, his present employment, his lack of cooperation, and
his family's CP activities, that investigation of him bo continued to
determine If possible if be has ever engaged in espionage activitie^.

DETAILS
... An Investigation vas originally instituted on Hathan Sussman, va.
on the basis of information received from David/oreenglass. Greenglass,
in telling of his connections and activities vitR JuliuB^Rosenberg

,

N
*

\

$
O

mentioned that Hathan Sussman vas an associate of Julius Rosenberg anA had
been in contact vith Rosenberg for a number of years. He further described
Sussman as one vho might passively give information to Julius Rosenborg,
though be, Greenglass, did not believe Sussman mould be an aggressive spy.
He added that Sussman vas a maafeer of tbs YCL vhils at CCHT, that Sussman
and Rosenberg attended that echool at the same time and van in periodic
contact during tho years 1938-1947.

*

CM

Sirig&itW'hrfi

A

>«

oo
Q
ta

FXP:bc
100-378684 •

ce: 100-337124 (Sussman)

Attachment (tel to Seattle)

cumas destroyed

&3A4 APR 30 1963

W
gsD

3h r



Bataan Sussman was Interviewed and has admitted CP membership,
particularly membership In a CP club known aa the Industrial l6-B Branch of
the CP. He also has admitted that Julius Rosenberg was a of that
group, that be has known and associated with Rosenberg for some years.
However, he emphatically denied that he bad ever engaged In espionage or
had ever been approached, by Rosenberg or anyone else to engage In that
activity.^,)

0e0f**
During tbs course of the Interviews with SusBaan be recalled

that one Henry Sholket had joined the Industrial l6-B Branch of the CP In
the latter part of 1942. He recalled Sholket as a aechanlcal engineer who
was employed In the Brooklyn Navy Yard and who was. In 1943, transferred to
the Mare Island Havy Yard, San Francisco, California. He stated Sholket
graduated from the College of the City of Bev York In 1938 or 1939, that
Sholket 's father was horn In Russia, was a jeweler, and that the family bad
previously resided In the Astoria Section of Queens, lev York^'H/

In connection with the trial of Julius Rosenberg, the ABBA, SDBI
contemplated using Hathan Sussman as a rebuttal witness to prove that Julius
Rosenberg bad been a meaber of the CP. In connection with that testimony the
AUSA also desired to obtain witnesses who would corroborate this testimony by
Hathan Sussman. He asked that all Individuals known to have been mashers of
the Industrial l6-B Branch of the CP be Interviewed to determine whether any
of them could and would so testify./ fyi

In view of Hathan Sussman 's allegation that Henry Sholket had
bean a member of the aforementioned cp ciuh. Bev York Office
mission to In

tervlev Henry Hathan Sholket. 1

Seattle files reveal that during the Fall of 1949 an unidentified
elderly couple were observed by Seattle Agents In attendance at street meetings
of the (HP. At one such meeting on 10/23/49 this couple were observed to donate
$9*00 to the CP. During August, 1990, this couple were observed at the



Frontier Book Store in Seattle. Upon leavingjtt»\Btare the corbie w(
observed to enter a ear registered to Henry Hrahoifcat. 5800 - 17th Avenue
South, Seattle, vhich was dsterained to'bethe address of the subject of
Instant case. Seattle directories shoved that Hathan Shoiket *s wife's
name Is Bachel, and that he is a Jeweler at 2315 Market Street. Hathan
Shoiket was positively Identified by Seattle Agents as being identical
with the male member of the elderly couple who previously had been
observed at CP meetings in Seattle. flC)

fi&r 1

Office de

The San Francisco Office, as of 5/5A91 advised Seattle that
a Mrs. R. Shoiket, 5800 - 17th Avenue South, Seattle, according to a
confidential source, had paid $10.00 to the Amerlcan-Russlan Institute for
Cultural Relations with the Soviet Onion. This donation reportedly covered
a five-month period from August to December, 19^7, at the rate of $2.00
per month. 5he Hew York Office, as of 5/5/50, advised Seattle that the

name of R. Shoket, 58OO - 17th Avenue South, Seattle, appeared on a sub-

scription list for the Russian newspaper "Russky GoIqs. n A reliable

informant of the Seattle Office reported that Mr. ap&Jfrs.^B^nBholket,
58OO - 17th Avenue South, attended showings of Russian motion pictures
vhich were shown under the sponsorship of the Civil Rights Congress and
tbs northwest Conslttee for the Protection of the Foreign Born. I't/.J

With reference inted out that he is



‘I:

r rtrr r

urther repo
his paren
his parents, on

e cond

•I Xi

fc^TTTJ

Henry
vcaled that the latter ***&

had held lengthy discussions

be a cover.
to do li sand

ov p* Seattle Office is closely covering the activitie^^feSy
ShoUcet and his parents, and is * “ #

Nathan ShoUcet
* st *->9 i*> *4 . .

'

:Wmi

dissbcnaiios

_ .
- *** P«rtlnent Information having to do vith Henry Nathan Shoiketand hi. parent, wa. disseminated on 3/28/51 to G-2, ONI, and OSI In view ofthe employment of Henry Nathan Shoiket In the Boeing Aircraft Co. fa

OBSERVATIONS V

.... I'fc 1» to he noted that there 1. no definite evidence of espionageactivity on the part of Henry Nathan Shoiket, nor ha. any allegation been nad.



•3

to the effect that he la now, or has been engaged in^Ospionage activities.
However, ftroa the Investigation conducted to date he iin^nii>>fai^iyy § member
of the sane CP group with Julius Rosenberg, Joel&arr, Alfred^Sarant, Hathan
Susanna, and others, lie has refused to cooperattMrtth the interviewing Agents
and has obviously lied in denying that he has known Julius Rosenberg personally;further, as pointed out above, the activities of both Henry Nathan Sholket and
his parents have been suspicious; likewise, as pointed out above, is the fact
that Henry Nathan Sholket is now engaged cm extremely confidential and Important
work'll^

—

The Field has previously been advised to continue the investigation
of Henry Nathan Sholket under a Security Matter - C classification. However,
in view of the information set forth in this memorandum, and particularly in
^the preceding paragraph, the recommendation set forth hereinafter is being

RBCOmENDAIIOH

It Is reconaended that the Seattle Office be Instructed to continue
the Investigation of Henry Hathan Sholket under an Espionage - R classification.'
The purpose of such investigation will be to determine fully the background,
past and present activities of Henry Hathan Sholket, and if possible to
ascertain -whether or not he is or has been engaged in espionage activities on
behalf of the Soviets. To this end there is attached a teletype setting forth
Instructions to the Seattle Office4^4,

y

It is to be noted that the attached teletype also includes an
Instruction, to Seattle to immediately submit FD-122 jbrm recommending that SI
card be prepared on Henry Hathan Sholket and that such be tabbed "Detcom" and
"Comsab.

"^ZCf

(U/

-5-
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'T.L INFORMATION CONTAINED

SMSOaki
FBI NEs HAVEN 4-14-51 S-32 PM c ws

D^ECTOR, FBI AND SACS, SEATTLE AND WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE
( ft J l

/ l
HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET, ESPIONAGE DASH R. RE BUTEL TO NH APRIL FOURTEEN.

7jj|
HAMILTON STANDARD PROPELLER CO. IS DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT C

Vl<'

/„ J FOUR DASH MB DASH N. SUGGEST BUREAU DISSEMINATE TO ONI. FOR INFO.
/

~ " —
a WFO, SUBJ. IDENTIFIED BY NY INFORMANT AS MEMBER SAME CP CLUB AS JULIUS

^jfc)SENBERG IN NINETEEN FORTYTWO IN NYC. SHOIKET ON INTERVIEW DENIED

KNOWING ROSENBERG AND HAVING CP MEMBERSHIP. SUBJECT HAS REFUSED TO

COOPERATE WITH BUREAU AND HAS RETAINED CP ATTORNEY. SEATTLE ADVISES

K AND VITAL FACILITY WITH CODE FOUR DASH AF DASH N, FOUR DASH N DASH N,



[

M> I

COOTAMED

t

^ l
!

-S. CCFAR7ME.I, Ct ,c^'
“v^COMihijriiCiiTiOKS SLCI |i

K

fflirJPR 2(C^

Mi. cast s’

Mj . Oiu\ ;a ....

Mr. N it. *( . .

.

etyj>e 7706

FBI .NEW HAVENFBI^NE

Direct

4-22-51 10-17 AM

AND SACS CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, NEW YORK AND SEATTLI

VA-
Mr. Mohr . .

Tele Rooir .

Mr. NfoH.L.

VERY URGENT

HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET-ESP. R. REMYTEL
&

a
yesterday.

r.

y/sl|Y>-
,
-- r 1

i) ~i

•

Ti

ACTIVITIES OF SUB WHILE THAT CITY. AD^^ BUREAU, SEATTLE, WHO IS \P&

ORIGIN, AND CINCINNATI OF DEPARTURE. NEW YORK DISREGARD COVERAGE LA

GUARDIA FIELD. FOR INFO CLEVELAND, NEW YORK INFORMANT HAS IDENTIFIED

SUB AS MEMBER SAME CP CLUB AS JULIUS
N
^R0SENB&RG IN NINETEEN FORTYTWO IN

N.Y.C. SUB ON INTERVIEW DENIED KNOWING ROSENBfiRG AND DENIED CP MEMBER-

SHIP. SHOIKET HAS REFUSED TO COOPERATE WITH BUREAU AND REFUSED

TO FURTHUR DISCUSS ROSENBERG OR ASSOCIATES. HAS RETAINED CP ATTORNEY

SEATTLE. SUB BORN RUSSIA, APRIL 12, 1918 —— FIVE FET FOUR ^*0 SIX

INCHES ONE HUNDRED SIXTY POUNDS- BLACK HAIR — SWARTHY COMPLEX-

TION GLASSES



"HAVEN

iLLu.AL IJnCfco 0*
*“

U. S.
(vfr jOS^iwc

COMiniiWCWiOKS

APft-M495>

teletype
All INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

4-21-51 5-39 PM EST

y f. I'*"'"-

y% t.
...

Mr. Cn-»?tt *•

v,r.

J

,•

:%ii. •“ jfcr

I Tele. Uuuu. .

I Mr. N*u“W

I Ml»»3£I

Director, fbi and sacs, Cincinnati, new york and Seattle

HENRY NATHAN^SHOIKET, ESP., R. BEMYTEL APRIL TWENTY LAST. SUBJECT

TELEPHONED BOEING CO., SEATTLE,

- \\ 1 ‘S iM'n
V0

IN ACCORDANCE WITH BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS NY WILL COVER ACTIVITIES

»ls\ OF SUBJECT,

ATTLE ORIGIN. FOR INFO CINCINNATI,

NY INFORMANT HAS IDENTIFIED SUBJECT AS MEMBER OF SAME CP CLUB AS JULIU:

/^.ROSENBERG IN FORTYTWO IN NYC. SUBJECT ON INTERVIEW DENIED KNOWING

ROSENBERG AND DENIED CP MEMBERSHIP. SUBJECT HAS REFUSED TO COOPERATE

WITH BUREAU AND REFUSED TO FURTHER DISCUSS ROSENBERG OR ASSOCIATES,



ftAMPftmtPOKM NO.«4
I

Offite^
M~emomndum • united SM

/ *

w GOVERNMENT

TO

:

DIRECTOR, FBI
DATB: Hay ht 1951

SAC, SEATTLE
0

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJECT: HENKT NATHAN SHOIKET,

ESPIONAGE (R)

BY S&Uk

7 -HaJX jlwAbanjjj _ If * /

Reference le made to Seattle teletape to the Unreal doted U/2$/5l and/

Bureau tele-type to Seattle dated U/26/51. if.

Enclosed herewith is the report of SA TIHLIAB 0. TOBER dated SA/Sl^ d

in the above-captioned, matter •***** wwo - \ »

It will be recalled that the subject was originally interviewed ailtbj/
|

. rt/+hrwpW York Office, with Bureau authority, in line with the request

of
q
toe\2tad%SLa Attorney, New fork City, trying the ROSENBEM ease, that all

, f A.v,p Tndustrial l6-B Branch of the Communist Party, New York

Cita
t-M-T of SUSSMN that

member of the Communist Party. NATHAN SUSSMAN, former Seoretary-

SSSer™ tLtoSb, has advised that SHOIKET definitely was »—

?

r “C
„?*Lr

cLmunlst Party in New lork and the loung Communist League at

York SUSSMAN has given considerable background information regarding SHOIKET,

5& if7>1 verified, whioh he could not have^ “*®®^
acquainted with SHOIKET. Therefore, it would appear that he is telling

about SHOIKET 1 s Communist Party activities.

^
There has been nothing revealed in investigation to date to disprove

that SHOIKET was a member of the Communist Party, but on

ScThasindicated that SHOIKET undoubtedly was in sympathy with t^^mmunist
zat

SHOKET has denied he had ever be^±'MV SHOIKET has denied ne naa ev«* -

Young Communist League} that he knew any members of the
-

haever had anything more than a very general knowledge- of Communism} however,

when intended SHOIKET definitely gave the
Jj’^hiT^wers ^IxSted the

ing ^J^^^wa^kSS protecting
8
someone else or was himself deeply in-

^
loted that he would not rule out the _»

possibility that he had seenROSElffiljR^a^CClE^n^it that he actually



Subject was flippant in his attitude and stated he would not give the FBI
“the time of day".

The subject's father was observed entering the buildin^housing
the Civil Rights Congress and the office of C. T. HATTfN, ancdHf||^has
advised that JCHNNqASCHBACH

,

Director of the Civil Rights Congress, was aware
that subject had contacted HATT0N~and had indicated pleasure that HATTBN ad-
vised subject not to talk with agents further.

It is noted that sub.lect has denied knowing anyone connected with

siting
with SAVITSKY

. (tf,|

SUSSLIAN has been reinterviewed
e subject on two occasions in New York City — once

SHOIKET was contacted in the presence of GLENN V. DIERST, Plant
Protection Officer, Boeing Airplane Company, on h/2$/$l and again refused to
cooperate with the Government. Subject's employment at Boeing Airplane Com-
pany was terminated by the company on April 27, 1951* (U.I

The subject's father, NATHAN SHOIKET, has indicated to his land-
lord at his place of business that he plans on closing his business on May
25, 1951 and will probably go to New York City or to California. A physical
surveillance is continuing on the subject.(le/J

The investigation to date discloses no information that would re-
move SHOIKET from the general pattern of Soviet agents in the ROSENBERG case.
SHOIKET has the same background, including relatives still residing in Russia
subject to Soviet control, which could be a controlling factor in his refusing
to talk. From information developed, it appears that SHOIKET is ideologically
suited for espionage in that he and his parents were born in Russia; his par-
ents are known to have been pro-Ccnununist as early as 1937, and in view of
subject's membership in the YCL at CCNY and the Communist Party in New York

(976

\&Sm

appears
to a few individuals.!

subject's Communist Parly activities were known only

Subject has had access to information of value to an espionage net
since I9I4O. He is a lone wolf type of person and appears to associate only
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DIRECTOR, FBI
May U, 1951
Page 3

RE: HENRI NATHAN SHOJKET
ESPIONAGE (R)

'Is

with his parents* It is noted that while in New York City, subject's father
operated a watch repair or jewelxy business; that he moved to California at
the time subject was transferred to the Mare Island Navy Yard from the

Brooklyn Navy Yard in 19h3j and that he moved to Seattle at the time subject
secured employment with the Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, in 19U7* Sub-
ject' s father has operated a watch repair shop in Seattle since coming here
in 19li7« It is not known by the Seattle Office at this time what business
subject's father was engaged in in California. The father’s business is
ideally suited for a cover for espionage contacts, fat*)

*-*•

It is believed that SHOIKET definitely has knowledge of informa-
tion which would be of value in investigations of persons involved in the
ROSENBERG ring. It is also felt that every effort should be made to secure

all information in SHOIKET' s possession* There appear to be three methods
in which this might be accomplished:

1* SHOIKET might be subpoenaed before a Grand Jury as a witness
in the event there is a Grand Jury presently convened which is hearing a case
involving a member of the ROSENBERG ring in order to make inquiry of him as
to his knowledge of the ROSENBERG associates. It is not known by the Seattle
Office whether any such action is presently taking place.

V-)

2* Subject might be subpoenaed before a Grand Jury for question-
ing concerning his knowledge of ROSENBERG associates, independent of any other
action being considered by the Grand Jury. M

3* From the wording of Section 1001, Title 18, U. S. Code, it
would appear that SHOIKET has violated this Statute in that he has denied that
he was a member of the Communist Parly, Young Communist League, or that he
knew ROSENBERG or others in that Communist Party club. He has refused to
elaborate on his acquaintanceship with SAVITSKY. All of these matters are ma-
terial to the investigation of the ROSENBERG case, mt/

)

.1 If SUSSMAN* s statements are correct, SHOIKET has knowingly and

Ofe (_ wilfully made false statements and concealed information, (tcj

The evidence to prove SHOIKET was a member of the Communist Party
would have to come from NATHAN SUSSMAN. This office has no information as to
whether SUSSMAN is available as a witness although it is assumed he is if it .

was expected he might be used as a rebuttal witness in the ROSENBERG trial.fW/

3



DIRECTOR, FBI
May U, 1951
Page h

RE* HENRI NATHAN SHOKET
ESPIONAGE (R)

Investigation now indicates that subject expects to leave the'

Seattle area about May 25, 1951 • It is the opinion of the Seattle Office
that the first of the above suggestions would be the most desirable method
in obtaining information concerning the subject's knowledge of the ROSENBERG
associates. The Bureau is requested to consider the above suggestions and
to advise what action should be taken in this matter. («)
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rent
Manhattan telephone directory lists this phone number to ROSE KATZ, 2949 West
5th NYC. Subject on interview 3/26/51 failed to identify photos of associ-
ates of JULIUS ROSENBERG. T-5 advised JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG, ALFRED
SARANT, JOEL BARR, MORTON SOBELL, MORRIS and SHIRLEY SAVITSKY, MARTY HAMBERGE
SOLOMON TANNENBAUM, NATHAN SUSSMAN and GERTRUDE SUSSMAN were members of
Industrial 16B Branch of CP, NYC, 1942 and 1943. This informant also advised
that HENRY SHOIKET was a member of this branch for several months in 1942-43,
and member of Young Communist League at CCNY. SHOIKET on interview 3/26/51
denied knowledge that any above individuals were members of CP and admitted

only MORRIS SAVITSKY, and denied ever being member of YCL or CP.

On 3/27/51, day following first
subject observed leaving his father’s watch repair shop with his mother and
father and observed to park automobile and carry on discussion with parents
for 20 minutes. On 3/30/51 and 4/6/51 subject was contacted telephonically
in attempts to arrange appointments for further interviews. Subject stated
he did not desire to cooperate further with FBI, and refused to further discuss
ROSENBERG or his associates. Subject observed on evening of 4/6/51 in con-
ference with Cfc'JTERBURY T. HATTEN. New World Life Building. Seattle. Communist
Party attorne

.

cooperation concerning investigation
associates. Subject again refused to discuss any matters with

Bureau Agents except in presence of attorney HATTEN

_ ^ er operates wa
, - ossible pertinent contacts at shop 3/30/51

through 4A3/51 identified and pertinent information set out. One contact
identified as NADA HAUGEN, nee Brusich, aka Collins, Duncan, contacted shop
3/30/51, 4/6 and 10/51 without any legitimate transactions being observed.
This individual appeared to be extremely survei
occasion prior to and after contact vHt.h



B. BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION

Confidential Informant T-jL of unknown Reliability, advised that
JULIUS and ETpi^CSENBERG, ALFRHVSARANT, JOEL^BARR, MORTON^SbBELL, MORRIS
and SHIRLEYjfSAVITSKY, MRKH&HBEa&ER, SOIOMC%TAlJNENBAUM, NATHAN-3USSMAN and
GERTRUD£*$USSMAN were members of Industrial l6B Branch of the Communist Party-
in New York City in 1942 and 1943. This informant also advised that HENRY
NATHAN SHOIKET was a member of this branch for several months in 1942 and 1943
and was a member of the Young Communist League at CCNY. This informant could
not recall that the subject had held any office in the YCL, and stated that
the subject was a member of Industrial 16B Branch, CP, for at least several
months in 1942 and 1943 but was unable to recall specific occasions of the
subject’s presence at meetings. This informant stated he cannot recall the
subject specifically paying dues but stated that the subject probably did so*
The informant advised that he was acquainted with the subject at CCNY for
four or five years and also during both of their memberships in Industrial
16B Branch, CP. This informant advised that during this period the subject
was acquainted with MORRIS SAVITSKY. This informant identified a photograph
of the subject as being identical with the HENRY’SHOIKET he recalled as a
member of the Industrial 16B Branch, CP-

'
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Confidential Informant T-5 has advised that SAVITSKY visited the
subject at the Astoria Queens address of the subject; It is noted that sub-
ject resided at 2525 12th Street, Astoria Queens, from 1941 to 19421 U j

INTERVIEW WITH SUBJECT

Subject on inte
following individuals bes4
have previously been rerrij

HELEI&ELITCHER , WILLIAiSh
ALFRED SARANT and JOEL MI

ew March 26, 1951, was shown photographs of the
.des julius Rosenberg and ethel rosenberg, which
*«d: MICHpfc^IDOROVICH, I^ISEfSARANT, MAlPijTC
KL, DAVETOEEWGLASS, RUTiKrjREEIELASS. MORTON SORT

J-

n
i
ervleK ***** the subject, subject was asked if he wa»

acquainted with this informant and subject specifically denied knowing Mm ,The subject also denied knowledge that any of the above individuals were
members of the Industrial 16B Branch of the Communist Party, and denied thathe knew any of these individuals except MORRIS SAVITSKY«MA.\
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Further concerning the photograph of JULIUS ROSENHERG, SHOIKET, as

previously reported, indicated he recognized the photograph because of news-

paper and newsreel publicity and had taken an interest in the ROSENBERG case

because of the publicity that ROSENBERG had gone to CCNY. SHOIKET indicated
that after viewing a photograph of ROSENBERG in the newspapers he was unable
to make up his mind whether or not he knew ROSENBERG. As indicated before,

SHOIKET would not rule out the possibility that he had seen ROSENBERG at CCN
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On March 30, 1951, and April 6, 1951, the subject was contacted
telephonically by the writer in attempts to arrange appointments for further
interviews# Subject stated he did not desire to cooperate further with the
FBI and refused to further discuss ROSENBERG or his associates.

***
On the evening of April 6, 1951, after the second attempt to arrange

an interview with SHOIKET, the subject was observed by Special Agents EVERETT
W. NELSON and JOSEPH EMMETT BATTLE to enter the New World Life Building,
Seattle, and was later observed by SA NELSON in Room 411-413 , the law office
of CANTERBURY T.-iHUTTEN. The subject remained in conference with HATTEN
from 8:35 p#m, until 10;05 p«m» At that time subject and HATTEN were observed
to leave the building and to contact the subject’s father and mother, who
were waiting in subject’s automobile, and HATTEN was observed to talk with
subject's parents for several minutes.

|\^
|

HATTEN:
;CThe following information is set out to identify CANTERBURY T.

. CANTERBURY THEODOR^ATTEN, also known as BARB^HTtTEN, wasbom August pa. 1017 . «+. ^vi^Wlllnois , of native-born parents.

v&s removed trom ms position as professor at the University' of
Washington by the Tenure Committee for Communist activities, fa

j

- 9 -

V7
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IVAN PODOLSKI, Wintonia Hotel, Seattle, in testimony under
oath at a hearing conducted by the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, Seattle, on March 24, 1950, stated that early in
1944 he was asked by C. T. HATTEN if he wanted to join the Commu-
nist Party.

^ |

On April 7, 1951* attorney C. f^fLiTTEN and the subject requested an
appointment for interview at the FBI Office and appeared for interview at
1:30 p.m. that date. Subject at this time, on the advice of counsel, refused
to be interviewed except in the presence of HATTEN and consequently was not
interviewed. H/L\

The subject was contacted April 25, 1951, at the Plant Protection
Office, Boeing Airplane Co., in a further attempt to obtain his cooperation
concerning the investigation of the associates of JULIUS ROSENBERG. The sub-
ject again refused to discuss any matters with Bureau Agents except in the
presence of attorney C. T. HATTEN. He advised he did not desire to cooperate
with the United States Government concerning this matter.

- 10 -
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wm identify P. KOLBECK, 286 East 201 Street, NIC. This indivi-

dual's name appeared in a book belonging to the subject. Will also

ascertain if this individual ever resided at Elmsford Apartments, 4260

Broadway, telephone WA 3-9527. One copy of an infrared photograph of

obliterated writing appearing in a book belonging to the subject is being

forwarded under separate cover for the aid of New York in attempting to

identify the individual listed in this book above this address. It is

that the name is illegible except for certain letters.

Will attempt to identify C. WAXMAN and M. M. BIGGER, whose names

appeared in a book belonging to the subject with the inscription, "To / .

HENRY for an the information on Vibrations that wasn't in the books." \(A4

By letter dated 3/31/51 the Bureau advised that in September 1940
an unknown outside source provided the Bureau with a list of registered

Communists in and about New York City in 1937. Included was RACHEL
SHOIKET, 2783 15th Street, Brooklyn, New York. New York is requested
to attempt to verify this infonnation. \ZC)

Will furnish identifying information concerning the Fairway Publishers,
Suite 2800, 165 Broadway, NYC. It is noted that mail was received at

subject's residence from this fira.^jj^
J

Will exhibit photographs of subject, his mother and father to DAVID
GREENGLASS for possible identification.

THE PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

AT STATE COLLEGE. PENNSYLVANIA

Will locate and interview H. A. EVERETT, Mechanical Engineering
Department, Pennsylvania State College. This individual was given as
a reference by the subject. This interview should be conducted unless
infonnation in the Philadelphia files indicates otherwise

. Ia k

C

iuctec

•\*J

THE

Philadelphia is requested to exhibit photographs of the subject,
his mother and father, to HARRY GOLD and THOMAS j£LACK. Photographs A.
enclosed herewith.

1 *)
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

V

r

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Will check the records of the Navy Yard Association, U. S. Navy
Yard,. Mare Island, Calif., for infonnation concerning the subject.

- 38 -
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RICHARD A. MINIHAN
CHARACTER OP CMC

ESPIONAGE - R

0 £

Informant advised that Branch 16b, r\
Industrial Div,, CP, dissolved February p*
19UU, and remaining members transferred'’
to other branches# Informant states
members at time of dissolution were:
JULIUS ROSENBERG, SOL TANENBAUM/’AL
SARANT, NAT SUSSMAN, GERTRUDE SUSSMAN,
JOEL BARR, MORRIS SARITSKY, SHIRLEY >
SARITSKI, MARTY HAMBURGER. NAT SUSSMAN •

acifvised subject was a member Of Branch
16b, Industrial Div,, CP, USA, for several
months in late 19U2 and early 19h3# Idcnt
fied subject* s photo. States he was well
acquainted with subject at CCNY and inMv

ki Simferopol, Russia
Arrived US 3/6/20. NATHAN SHOIKET, father
of subject, naturalized 6/27/33, USDC,
EDNY, with subject listed as minor child
on petition* Subject attended CCNY from
1931-1939. m

" P “
Classified by s

cori«* or THI* REPORT

(p- Bureau (100-378681*)
I 1951

2 - Albany (Info#)
2 - Albuquerque (info#)
2 - Baltimore (Info.)

SI

IN60CED-M

PR0P|RT^ contents’are loaned to you by the FBI and are not to be

- jp distributed outside of agency to which loaned.

fclUUN2 1951’

'ed outside of agency to which loaned.
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DETAILS s On March 15, 19UU, Confidential Informant
T-l, of knovm reliability, advised that

the following individuals had been transferred from Branch 16b of
the Industrial Division of the Communist Party, to the community
clubs as indicated below*

COPIES CONTINUED

2 - Cincinnati (Info.}
2 - Cleveland (Info.)
2 - Detroit (Info.)

2 - Los Angeles (info.)
2 - Miami (info.)
2 - Newark (Info.)
2 - New Haven (Info.)

3 - Philadelphia (100-35672) (65-U350) (Info.)
2 - Pittsburgh (info.)

5 - Seattle (100-20650) (Info.)
2 - San Francisco (Info,)

3 - Washington Field (Info.)
3 - New York

- la -
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r

.JNIIIJ^CSENBERG.
10 Monroe Street
Not/ York City
Transferred in February 19U;
Transfer number 12170, to the East
Side Club of the First A.D. Section
of Manhattan.

SOQ^ANSNBAUM
166 Second Avenue
Now York City
Transferred in February 19UU
Transfer number 12178, to the
Eighth A.D. Club of the Eighth
A.D. Section of the Communist Party

• of Manhattan.

’ al\aramt
ho iJonroc Street
New York City
Transferred in December 19k3
Transfer number 123k8, to the Village
Club of the First A.D. Section of
Manhattan.

Avenue
Sunnyside. Long Island, New York
Transferred in February i9i4.il

Transfer number 123i;0,to the Second
A* D* Section of the Communist Party of
Queens County.

0EHTRUDl\lJ3SMAN
U3—09 il7tn Avenue^
Sunnyside, Long Island, Not/ York
Transferred in February 19UU
Transfer number 12186, to the Second
A.D. Section of the Communist Party
of Queerjjr' County.

)5flfeARR

2ldT$dst 97th Street
New York City
Transferred in February 1914*
Transfer number 12185, to the Ninth
A.D. Club of the Ninth A.D. Section’
of the Communist Party of Manhattan.
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ft

is

'SKY

irrison Avenue-
Brooklyn, New York
Transferred in February 19W*
Transfer number 1218U, to the Fourth
A.D, Club of the Williamsburg Section
of the Communist Party of Brooklyn,

SHIRLEyWiRITSKY
'

61 'Rarrdfeon Avenue
Brooklyn, Not; York
Transferred in February 19^4
Transfer number 12183, to the Fourth
A,D, Club of the Williamsburg Section
of. the Communist Party of Brooklyn,

luRTYXHAJ

U2 Ridge
lMBERGER_
IjTreeiT

(phonetic)

Transferred in December 19U3
Transfer number 12180, to the Fourth
A,D, Club,

On November 30, 19h5, ELIZARF^^\r^TTT.>9^jTT£Y.
self-admitted Communist courier , advised that she became aware ora group
of individuals in the early summer of 19U2 , which was composed of a group
of engineers located in New York City. She stated that she recalled that
on one occasion while she ms driving through the lower East Side of thePi 4--.- ! 1L . -

, ^
O w U4.UV VO. L/Uv

City of New York, vdth JACOB 'GOLOS^. to keep ’a dinner engagement , he stopped+ 4- ,4 L T 1 1 1 _ . _ , . . . .
J rjr

U
the car and told her he had to meet someone. She stated she remained in
the car and saw GOLDS meet an individual on the street corner. She stated
that she managed to get only a floeting glimpse of this individual and re-
calls that he was tall, thin and wore horn rimmed glasses,

52NTLEY recalled that GOLOS told her that this person
was one of a group of engineers and that he had given this person her resi-
dence telephone number so that ho would be able to roach GOLOS whenever he
desired. He did not elaborate on the activities of this person and his
associates, nor did he eve-r identify any of them except that this one man
to whom he gave her telephone number was referred to as ••JULIUS”,

\*-l
BENTLEY stated that she received two or three teleohone

calls from JULIUS telling her he wanted to see GOLOS, and she relayed the
messages to GOLOS. She recalled sometime later, probably in 19ij3, that GOLOShad advised her that JULIUS and others in the group had proceeded to Norfolk, \Mj

3 -
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Virginia, where they secured employment of some kind and that on one
occasion GOLQS had traveled to Norfolk to sec them*

^
Approximately six months prior to the death

of GOLQS, ELIZABETH BENTLET stated that he told her that he was turning
over JULIUS and that group to some other Russian whom he did not identify*
She said that her last contact with JULIUS came shortly before the death
of GOLOS after the latter had turned the group over to someone else* On
this occasion JULIUS telephonedher very early in the morning and said he
wanted to see GOLOS. GOLOS advised her later that the reason why JULIUS
had wanted to see him was that he had lost his Russian contact and wanted
to enlist GOLOS* aid in getting re-established. {%,]

% C
*

.

JACOB GOLOS, according to ELIZABETH BENTLEY, was
her Soviet espionage superior, who operated from 1938 until his death
in February 19U3.\jo)

It is to be noted that JULIUS ROSENBERG, at the
time of his arrest in 1950, was described as 5' 10”, 160 pounds, slender
build and wore glasses. KC)

It is also to be noted that one NTT.T.TAM
j

classmate of JULIUS ROSENBERG at the College of the City of New York, was
employed at Langley Field, Virginia, from April 8, 1939 to December 23 ,19u3« WILLIAM PERL was arrested by FBI Agents in New York City on March llj,
1951, °n an indictment issueiin the United States District Court, Southern
District oi New York, containing four counts of perjury. One of these
accounts alleges that P5HL testified under oath before the Federal Grand
Jury, United States District Court, Southern District of New York, that
he did not know JULIUS ROSENBERG. (J&Cj

„ T T “ar,?h 17> ISfr, JIATHA^SIBSMAN, 56-55 205th
Street, Bayside, Long Island, New York, an admitted former mpmw 0f theYoung Communist League, Communist Party, U.S.A., and, Communist Political
Association, advised that an individual named Hgtf&iQIKET joined Branch

19U2
Dlvlsion Communist Party, in the latter part of

. .. „ „ ,
SUSSIW stated that SHOIKET, in 19h3, was employedby the New^York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, New York, as a mechanical engineerand was transferred to the Mare . Island Naval Shipyard, San Francisco,

California, He recalled that SHOIKET graduated from the College of the

j

Pegyee
f

^^
Y°rk ^ ^ 1939 311(1 had received a Mechanical Engineering

- h
iff
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SUSSMAN stated that SHDIKET resided in the
Astoria section of Queens, Long Island, New York, with his parents prior
to his transfer to the West Coast in 19U3. He stated that SHOIKET wasbom in Russia and that his father was a jeweler by profession. He further

^recalled having visited SHOIKET at his residence on at least one occasion,\UJ

.
SUSSMAN said that' the meetings of the 16b Branch were

H®Jd d
H?ing the t:une SH°IKET was a member, at the home of JULIUS .and ETHEL

ROSENBERG, 10 Monroe Street, and that JULIUS ROSENBERG was the Chairman atmost of the meetings. He stated that he, SUSSMAN, was the Secretary-
Treasurer of the club and that SHOIKET ‘would have had to pay his dues to himat the meetings which were held monthly,

, ,,
The Young Communist League, Communist Partv. U.S Aand the Communist Political Association, have been designated by the AttorneyGeneral as coming vdthin the purview of Executive Order 9835,

recalled WTVW „„ °v
1951, NATHAN SUSSMAN advised that here called S.DIKET as a member of the Young Communist League at the Co

ug
NeW
J°55 but could not reca11 any Office held by the subject.He recalled the subject was a member of Branch 16b for at least several

!ShS
+S 1912 and W*3 , but could not recall any specific occasion ofsubject s presence at a particular meeting*

- ,
SUSSMAN said he was Secretary and Treasurer of thedub and that the subject probably paid dues to him, although he cannotrecall any specific time. He stated he was acquainted with the subject forfour or five years at the College of the City of New York, and during subLject's membership in Branch 16b. ^$4)

s sud

. .
SUSSMAN stated he now recalled visitine subject onbW° of these occasions SUSSMAN was accompanied by MORRISSiiVITSKY and visited the subject at his Astoria, New York residence We
*£ SAVITSKY a bicycle o^bylS^je^uring this /isitk The other vi3it, according to SUSSMAN, was to subieetta

Sy 5,834 Slde °f BOT Y°rk °it3r n6ar the Allege <*

was exhibited to AS J

^

P\?J.
ICFY IllTHAN SK0IKEr ^ His parents

he
d he lclentified. HENRY SHOIKET as the individualhe has been referring -to as a member of Branch 16b. He stated he could not
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recall subject*s parents*

SUSSMAN has also advised that no records were
maintained at Branch 16b, but in about February 19Ui> he went to the
Industrial Division Headquarters of the Communist Party, U.S.A.-, on
Bleoker Street, New York City, and furnished them with a list of their'
current membership which he recalled consisted of JULIUS ROSENBERG,
SOL TANNEH3AUH, AL SARANT, NATHAN and GERTRUDE SUSSMAN, JOEL BARR,
MORRIS and SHIRLEI SAVITSKY and MARTIN HAMBURGER, He stated that NATHAN
SHOIKET’S name was not included in the li3t because SHOIKET had separated
from the group at the time he transferred to the Mare Island Navy Shipyard*

SUSSMAN added that with the exception of the women,
all members were United States Government employees, SUSSMAN advised that
Branch 16b, Industrial Division of the Communist Party, U.S.A., had a
farewell party in 19Uli at Bonatls Restaurant, which was located at 32nd or
33d Street, between Eighth fluid Ninth Avenues, New York City.-

SUSSMAN recalled that JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG,
ALFRED SARANT, JOEL BARR, their dates, MORRIS and SHIRLEY SAVITSKY and one
GENENhARKAVY

«

were present. He recalled that they had a private dining
room ahd tKSt ETHEL ROSENBERG sang for the group* fa/

J

SUSSMAN said that GENE KARKAVY was not a member
'

of Branch 16b, but an individual with Than he and SAVITSKY were friendly*.
^
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£>

Soviet espionage agent and ^UTI^GREENSUSS, his wife, Til^gaSlTtedrRussiah
Swi^^cj^iimeanbhat JULl®TI0Sl5'7BffiG told then that JOEL B&RR*Vaa~
formerly ah espionage agent in the United States operating for ROSENBERG
and the Russians* furthermore, that in January 19U8 ROSEMBERG told them that
JOEL BARR was sent to Europe for espionage purposesX

S'"
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It is to be noted that the present whereabouts Jj /

iovto» According to Confidential Informant T-2,_gf___^M.

>/sC

%

of JOEL BARR are unknown, According to^nfidentialjiuormant_T2£i_jOiMM

ALFRED SARANT, a graduate electrical engineer,

advised in July 19^0, that he was a member of the Greenwich Village Club

of the Communist Political Association in 19U3 and 19Uu He denied

membership in Branch 16b. He stated that he was acquainted with JULIUS

and ETHEL ROSENBERG while a resident of New York City, from 19^2 to 19u6.

It is to be noted that the present whereabouts

_of ALFRED SARANT are unknown,W
w.j

l ' ~

JULIUS ROSENBERG, ETHEL ROSENBERG and one MORTON

SOBELL, were convicted in the United States District Court, Southern District

of New yark, on March 29, 1951, on charges of conspiracy to commit espionage (fc-y

On April 5, 1951, JULIOS and ETHEL ROSENBERG were

sentenced to the death penalty and MORTON SOBELL was sentenced to 30 years

in prison.^Cj

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
**

Concerning HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET , the naturalization

records of the United States District Court, Eastern District of New York,

reflect that the subject’s father^^XIM^iOIKET, 1752 Sheepshead Bay Road,

Brooklyn, New York, was naturalized on June 2?, 1933* under certificate

number 3731627,' Under petition number 178706 MTILiI^\SIiQIISEL listed his

birth as July 1, 1890, at Urontaya, Russia, and his wife as RACBSk, bom in

March 1896, at Cherson, Russia, He listed one child named HENRY, born

April 12 , 1918, 'in Russia,''' NATHAN SHOIKET’ S last foreign residence was

listed as Constantinople, Turkeju from where he emigrated on the vessel

’’ASIA" under the name of NOUKHIN^BHQIKCT « and arrived in the United States

on March 6, 1925,\^C)
~ '

si
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May 2, 19hl
2$-2$ 12th Street
Astoria, Long Island, New York

October 1U, 19U2
1277 W+th Street
Brooklyn, New York

November 22, 19U3, from
120 Lincoln Highway
to U32 Siskyou Street
Chabot Terrace
Vallejo,.. California

October 12, 19U5
3h Gilmore Avenue
Cotati, California

September 10, 19U6
976 Grant Street
Vallejo, California I gbl

Confidential Informants T-U, T—f>, T-6, T-7, T**8

and T-9, all of known reliability, who are familiar with Communist activities

in New York City, advised that they did not know the subject or have any

information concerning him. IUl

failed to reflect any information concerning tne suDjecu.|

Confidential Informant T-10, of known reliability,

who is familiar with business activities in New York City, advised that he

had no information concerning NATHAN SHOIKET. I ICJ

16U-18 72d Avenue, Flushing, New

York, who has adm^yjed mejahex^hig in the,Communist P

o

rty#.. Washington, D.C.,

from 1939 to 19U8, and who had stated that JULIUS ROSENBERG approached him

in June h o)|)| and on several subsequent occasions up to June 19U8, to

furnish confidential information for transmittal to the Russians, was in-

terviewed concerning the subject# He stated that he -did not know the sub-

ject and was unable to recognize a photograph of him*lXC\
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°/s 0

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
(Cont» d,)

The records of the Selective Service Bureau,
identified as Confidential Informant T-3, were checked by SE GERARD !1<

LENAHAN.

Copies of this report are being designated
to offices conducting investigations in this and related ROSENBERG
cases,

- lU -
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NET YORK

At New York, New York

V''

9sG

Will interview DAVID GEEENGLASS for any information he might

possess concerning the subject*W
Will attest to develop further information concerning subject>3

activities in New York Gity.^U.)

REFERENCE: Report of SA 7JTLLLUI C, TOWER, Seattle, 3/29/51*
l

r

SQ
, * ;—\ —

—

l 4 ,< i

I

T3flC - 15 -



STANDARD FORM NO*M §
Office Mem*,,wrJum • united sta__ government

SECRET DAIB! Af,rii 5* 1951

Cv*

TO s* DIRECTOR, FBI

\5**
S

1
SAC, SEATTLE -

SUBJECT:
gjjjgj NATHAN 3HOIKET
SECURITY MATTER ^ C

Re report of SA WILLIAM C. TOWER dated March 29, 1951 at Seattle,
and New York teletype dated March 28, 1951 to Albany and Seattle captioned,
"JULIUS ROSENBERG, was, et al, Esp-R." (10

SHOIKET
is identified by WATHAltoSUSSMAN, New,York City, as jt membep. of the same . ...

Communist Party Club in 1942 ‘ as JULIU^ROSENBERG awl ETHEE'ROSENBERG, recently
convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage, JOElJSXRR,. and ALFREIB^ARANT,
both of idiom have fled the United States during investigations . concerning
their connection with ROSENBERG, as well as others. (16 {

SHOIKET , on interview, denied membership in the Communist Party or
denied knowledge of any of the individuals mentioned above. SHOIKET refused
to discuss his parents* interest in CP functions, Seattle, Washington. While
feigning cooperation, SHOIKET definitely gave the impression that he was con-
cealing information. When SHOIKET was recontacted several days after the first
interview in order that he might again be interviewed, SHOIKET refused to
further discuss ROSENBERG or associates, and refused to come to the Seattle
Office for interview. HA/

A full intensive investigation is being conducted at the present
time concerning the subject. The basis for this entire investigation rests
on the statements of NATHAN SUSSMAN to the effect that SHOIKET was a member of
the CP in the same group with JULIUS ROSENBERG. SHOIKET has denied these
allegations, therefore, it is considered of first importance to definitely
verify SUSSMAN' s account of SHOIKET' s CP affiliation. It is noted that
reference New York teletype reflected SUSSMAN was recontacted and was unable
to furnish additional information concerning SHOIKET or his parents, except
that he may have met the parents on. one or two occasions but knew nothing
additional concerning them. (26)

i

The New York Office is requested to again recontact NATHAN SUSSMAN
and specifically ascertain how SUSSMAN knows that SHOIKET was a member of the
CP; ascertain the meetings SHOIKET attended and whether or not SHOIKET paid
dues; also ascertain complete information in detailed form conceraing-SUSSMAN's

WCT/ml°
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SE 100-2065

HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET
SECURITY MATTER - C

entire acquaintanceship with SHOIKET - when he first met him, where he met him.
and the nature of their relationship. Reference New York teletype indicates
that 6USSMAN probably was well acquainted with SHOIKET, at least sufficiently
well acquainted to know quite a bit about his background.

In view of SHOIKET »s statement that he does not know SUSSMAN, it is
requested that NYC specifically ascertain from SUSSMAN if it is possible that
SHOIKET does not know SUSSMAN but that SUSSMAN may know of SHOIKET. It is
requested that NYC furnish Seattle all information available concerning SUSSMAN
in order that this office may have sufficient information to conduct intelligent

*
subJ!^v Jt is requested that NYC also furnish photographs

pt NATHAN SUSSMAN, MARTY^IAMBERGER, and SGJttTANNENBAUM, as well as MORRIS
SAVITSKY and other members of the Industrial' 16B Branch CP, New Yor¥~City, if

AlErV' ?S
One photograph including NATHAASgSHOIKET, RACHEL^HOIKET , and HENRI

NATHAN SHOIKET is being forwarded herewith to New York Oity and San Francisco.
This photograph is a recent one obtained upon a surveillance of subject.

v
r
®q)J

e8ted bhat New York City exhibit this photograph to all sources in theNew York Office having knowledge of Industrial 16B Communist Party Club in

u^DS^nCity *5 J?*
2 * WiU- Particularly exhibit photograph to NATHAN SUSSMAN,

HAMBER
?5\^n? in au attempt to identify the subject. It is alsosuggested that the New York Office review

further suggested that there may be available to the New YorkOffice a yearbook of the City College of New York for the year 1939. It ianoted that many of the subjects of the ROSENBERG investigation attended CCNYand graduated that year. If such a yearbook is available, it is requested thatNYC review the yearbook specifically for mention of SHOIKET, with the view of
locate ** the yearbook a connection between other subjects ofthe ROSENBERG case who attended CCNY at the same time. It is noted that SHOIKET

°f the lndi7idual“ c°naect"1 *«*•«*• cas., exc.pt .

I
.
F"1

}
back«roun<I information concerning SAVITSKT ahould alao b. forrarded

< /
f0r backSround information in conducting any future^ ^interviews with the subject.

^ ^
„ In conducting investigation forwarded NIC by Seattle teletype March
27, 1951 captioned -JULIUS ROSENBERG, wa. ETA, ESP. R,- it was req^tedthat
clTaIi?^H

P
?
C
i
fiCa^ a

!
C
!f

fcai
?

whether or not the subject had access toclassified information during his employment at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.^J



OFFICE•D MORADUM. tes ^Government

Subject:

Director, FBI

SAC y S6&t>tl6

HENRY NATHAN^
ESPIONAGE - R

Date:

iOIKET

May 23, 1951

AIR MAIL
SPECIAL DELIVERY

“ 7

Enclosed herewith for all offices receiving copies of this letter
is a blind memorandum captioned as above which furnishes background information
and Bureau instructions concerning possible surveillance of the subject and
his parents from Seattle to New York City. f*)

In view of the possibility that subject is identical with an individ-
ual involved in atomic espionage whom the Communist Party in Buffalo, N.Y.,
has made arrangements to conceal, the Bureau by teletype, dated May 22, 1951,
advised as follows concerning the handling of this surveillance:

Ci:2«

"HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET, ESP R. _
M &

Re Seattle let May 15, last, relative to contemplated depart- hq%1
ure of subject from Seattle for NYC. Also ReB&tel May 17, last, en-
titled "UNSUB, Flight of Atomic Espionage Agent, ESP - R", In view of
possibility SHOIKET is unknown subject in question, Seattle maintain oco®,
close and discreet surveillance of subject to determine activities and be

if possible itinerary for travel to NYC. If practical check with motor 2cj
clubs and gas station and/or garage which subject frequents. Seattle
if successful in learning itinerary should immediately advise Bureau and J-q
all offices through whose territory he will travel and make appropriate P
arrangements for subject to be covered while en route to NYC. In event 5s ^5
impossible to determine itinerary Seattle should surveil subject on his
departure using one Bireau car with two agents. When subject stops for Jj £§
night surveilling agents should immediately communicate with Seattle
Office and provide all pertinent information re whereabouts and course
of travel. . Seattle will advise Bureau and appropriate field offices in
•rder that arrangements can be perfected for relieving Seattle surveilling
agents. Seattle as origin this case will have primary responsibility for
coordinating this surveillance in order that it will be conducted in as
effective and thorough manner as possible and to insure that we will be

/y cognizant of^subject * s whereabouts at all times. Keep Bureau advised." itC)

itinerary nor departure date is yet known by the Seattle Qf£it5ep (VC)

Photographs of the subject and his parents and subjects aufromobile
are enclosed herewith* When definite date of departure is knownand route I .

established, pertinent offices will be advj. bj?

|L New York City Philadelphia
WCTtlg Cleveland Buffalo Richmond Baltimore
100-20659 Pittsburg Albany Washington Field Newark
C
/\

San Diego Chicago Kansas City Louisville

0Jorrv5r 1951 Phoenix Milwaukee Omaha Indianapolis
San Francisco Albuquerque El Paso St. Louis Cincinnati
Los Angeles Minneapolis San Antonio Springfield Detroit

.\l WCTrlg
\ V 100-20659
V ccj Salt Lake Li

6 o jp'snisi
San Francis

c

ban Francisco
Los Angeles

Cleveland
Pittsburg
San Diego
Phoenix
Albuquerque
Minneapolis

Advised' separately.
New York City Philadelphia
Richmond Baltimore
Washington Field Newark
Kansas City Louisville
Omaha Indianapolis
St. Louis Cincinnati
Springfield Detroit

Enclosure to all offices: 1 copy of 2 views of auto; 2 copies of subject &parents.
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May 22, 1951

RE: HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET
ESPIONAGE - R

%

HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET has been identified by a New York City
informant as a member of the same. Communist Party club in 1942 and
1943 in New York City as JULIUS/ROSENBEBG and other members of the
Rosenberg espionage network,

SHOIKET was interviewed during March 1951 by the Seattle
office for possible use as a witness in the ROSENBERG case. Subject
denied Communist Party membership, knowledge of ROSENBERG or other
individuals in this espionage network, and was extremely uncooperative
and hostile. SHOIKET retained Communist Party attorney in Seattle,fUl

Subject »s father/ INATHAN^HOIKET,. and mother, RACHEL SHOIKET, are
active in Communist fronts, Seattle, and donate heavily to Communist
Party activities.

Subjects father operated a jewelry business in Seattle which
was sold May 22', 1951. Subject resides with father and mother at 5600
17th Ave. South, Seattle, Investigation reflects no close associates
or friends of subject or parents

In view of the possibility of HENRY NATHAN SHOIKET being
identical with unknown subject who may be concealed by Buffalo informant.
Bureau has requested close and discreet surveillance of subject while
enroute Seattle to New York City. Bureau and Seattle office are to
be notified of subjects whereabouts and activities at all times.

^

j

WCT:hg, Ig
100-20650

\
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0ffice M.er V • UNI OVERNMENT

TO S MR. A. H. mmmrl DATE: May 21, 1951

FROM 1 MR. G. 'E. IffibflKGH

SUBJECT: HENRI NATHAm SHuKET
ESPIONAGE - R

PURPOSE

Shoiket has been identified by Nathan^feussman as a member
of same CP group as Julius Rosenberg, et al, in' 1942-43; when inter-
viewed, Shoiket denied knowing Rosenberg, refused to cooperate and
retained CP lawyer. Info re Shoiket*s association with Rosenberg and
CP activities of parents provided OSI and ONI in view of his e

sified work at Boeing Airplane Com

o suggest possibility
-concealed. To recommend that Seattle

take steps to learn subject's itinerary and institute surveillance on >

nia-leaving Seattle . Appropriate teletype to SeattlTattached for
approval.

DETAILS ^ s' f/)^'
^

Henry Nathai^Siioiket has been identified by Nathan Sussman
as having been a member of the Industrial 16-B Section of the Communist
Party in New York City for some period during 1942-43. According to
Sussman, other mejifcers of the, same section were Julius and Ethel

flifosenberg, Joeiffiarr. Alfred^Oarant, and others. Sussman and his"wife
were also members. Sussman recalls Shoiket as a mechanical engineer who
was employed in the Brooklyn Navy lard and who was in 1943 transferred to
the Mare Island Navy lard, San Francisco, California. He said that Shoiket
graduated from the College of the City of New York in 1938 or 1939, that
Shoiket 's father, a jeweler, was born in Russia, and the family previously
resided in Queens, New York. Sussman also reported that Shoiket had been
a member of the Young Communist League while at CCNY. Sussman could not
recall Shoiket specifically paying dues but was of the opinion that he
probably did so. He did not remember that Shoiket had held any office in
the ICL. Finally Sussman identified a photographyf Henry Nathan Shoiket
as being the individual whom~ he knew aa a jeribex. o£ industrial
B

iMiNran

ivBKi

yi'l

70A
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Henry Nathan Shoiket was born in Russia 4-12-18 and
immigrated with his parents to the U. S. in 1925. He became a
citizen through the naturalization of his father, Nathan Shoiket,
on 6-27-33. He graduated from CCNT in 1939* He was previously
employed by the Department of Transportation, NYC, the Tri-Borough
Bridge and Tunnel Authority, NIC, the U. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn,
New York, and the U. S. Navy Yard, Mare Island, California. He resigned
this last employment on 3-28-42—ta_acsept a better position at the Boeim
Airplane Company on 4-29-47.

Nathan and RacheJuShoiket, subject's parents, both born in
Russia and "Both naturalized? were first identified with Communist Party
ctivities in Seattle in the Fall of 1949. RachelShoiket has been
dentified as a contributor to the American-Russian Institute in 1947
nd as a subscriber to "Russky Golos" in 1950. They both were reported
o have attended showings of Russian motion pictures shown under the
sponsorship of the Civil Rights Congress and the Northwest Committee for
the Protection of the Foreign Born.

Henry Nathan Shoiket was interviewed on 3-26-51 in Seattle.
He denied membership in the Industrial 16-B Branch of the CP, he denied
ary knowledge of such a branch and he denied knowing Nathan Sussman and
other individuals named ty Sussman as having been members of the afore-
mentioned branch, with the exception of one Morrisj^Savitsky, was. He
recognized a photograph of Julius. Rosenberg but claimed that such
recognition was based on recent newspaper and newsreel publicity given

- 2 -
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In view of Shoiket’s identification as a member of the same
CP group as Rosenberg, his refusal to cooperate, his andhis parents
CP connections, his previous employment at Boeing, and his pending
departure from Seattle, that office requests advice as to whether a
surveillance should be instituted on Shoiket to determine whether
on leaving Seattle he actually goes to NYC.^^j

In this connection, your attention is called to a memorandum
to you from Mr* Baumgardner dated 5-16-51.

,

By teletype of 5-17-51, the appropriate offices were alerted
concerning this matter and the New Tork office was instructed to provide

JJjjffalo with a photograph of Nathan Shoiket.

- 4 -



STANDARD form no. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

to

FROM

MR. LADD

MR. BEUO)

DATE: April 10, 1251

Tolaon

subject- BENBX NATHAN SHOIKET

.

* ESPIONAGE B
JUNE

CUa
alavin

Nlcbolt_

ROMS

PURPOSE Trmcy
.

Seattle has submitted FD-142 torao dated 4/3/51 requesting H*rtK)
-

technical microphone surveillances on this subject and his father

Nathan. To point out that investigation to date has failed to

Indicate any espionage activity on subject's part, but investigation
that subject v&s member of same

j

fSaraat , Joej&Barr. et al, and use

Tele. Room

is continuing. To further
CP dub as JullusVRoseriberg

dandy

of technical surveillances in investigation of this subject might

possibly contaminate evidence in any further prosecutive action against
Mm or other members of Rosenberg's group. To recommend that Seattle's

request be denied.

pDETAILS
The Seattle Office has submitted under date of 4/3/51 FD-142

forms requesting a technical surveillance on Henry Nathan Shoiket at
his place of residence, 5800 * 17th Avenue South, Seattle, Washington;

a technical surveillance on his father, Nathan. Shoiket, at 2315 Market

Street, Seattle, Washington; and a microphone surveillance on the

subject's father at the same address, namely,2315 Market Street, Seattle,

Washington.

Investigation of Henry Nathan Shoiket vas instituted on the

basis of the fact that he is reported to have been a member of the

Industrial l6-B Branch ,of the CP along with Julius Rosenberg, Joel Barr,
ition has disclosed that

A

In connection with the trial of Julius Rosenberg and at the

request of the Assistant Doited States Attorney, SDNT, Henry Nathan Shoiket'

vas Interviewed on 3/28/51 by Seattle Agents. His denied being a rahtr of

the CP denied any knowledge of the Industrial l6-B Branch of the CP. />

He recognized a photograph of Julius Rosenberg, but claimed that he was /

FXPihc
ioo-378684 RECORDED * 95
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able to do so through having seen Rosenberg's picture in the newspapers and V)10
newsreels. He admitted that he may have known Roseiber^rt^^J^yMj^^^^^^
attending the College of the City of New York.

He did admit knowing one Morris Savitsky, who has been
sviously identified as an acquaintance of Julius Rosenberg and Nathan Sussman.

He refused, however, to discuss Savitsky other than his admission of acquaintance-
ship.

Since the interview of Henry Nathan Shoiket the Seattle Office has
maintained a surveillance on Mm and his parents. As of 3/31/51 Seattle
reported that Henry Nathan Shoiket and his parents had a lengthy discussion
in a parked car under suspicious circumstances on the day following the inter-
view. Seattle also reported that subject's father appears extremely nervous
and apparently was checking for a surveillance . Seattle pointed out that the
father operates a watch repair shop which appeared to do little business and
which may be a cover. Seattle has stated that at the time of the first inter-
view Shoiket expressed a willingness to talk further with interviewing Agents.
However, as of 3/31/51 he refused to further discuss Rosenberg and the latter's
associates.

OBSERVATIONS

Investigation to date of Henry Nathan Shoiket has failed to uncover
any past espionage activities on his part. He has undoubtedly lied with
reference to his knowledge of Julius Rosenberg, Joel Barr, Alfred Sarant, Nathan
Sussman, et al.

Sarant, Barr and Sussman are all considered to be members of the
Rosenberg group, and it is possible that in any further prosecutive action
against members of that group the use of a technical or microphone surveillance
on Henry Nathan Shoiket might contaminate any evidence obtained. A similar
situation might arise in the event our continued investigation of Henry Nathan
Shoiket uncovers any evidence upon which future prosecutive action might be
taken. In view of the above situation the recommendation set forth below is

being made.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the requests of Seattle as set forth in FD-142
forms mentioned above and dated 4/3/51 not be authorized. In the event such
recommendation is approved there is attached hereto a teletype to the Seattle
Office.

-2-



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
nNo. 1
CASE omaiNATEOAT ISCSW YORK 100-69637

date WHEN
MADE

W YORK APR h 1 1951

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

3/17 , 21-23 ,

27/51

REPORT made by

>ERT S. TAYLOR
CHARACTER OF CASE

MLRTIN HAMBURGER, wa.,
Marty. Hamburger SECURITY MATTER -

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

|

HAMBURGER interviewed 3/23/51,
stated he had attended two' or
three meetings of a study group
in 1943- Denied joining or paying
any dues and any transfer out of
club made without his knowledge
or consent. . EAMEURGER presently
a student at Columbia University.
J*ack ground and description set out.

r t *
-r,*,' v ;

n, '>> • t * t: .vr>
. . - :
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S

'
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•mot*/
DETAILS

:

This investigation is predicated upon a 1

request of Mr. ROY CORK, United States
Attorney, Southern District of New York,
•following an interview1 with NATHAN
rfe^SSMA N in connection with the prosecution
of JULIUS and ETHEL -ROSSKrERG, in progress
at that time in Federal Court, Southern
District of New York.

^During this interview, SUSSMAN advised that
an individual known to him as MARTY

' HAMBURGER had been a member of the ltB
' Club of the Industrial Division of the

Communist Party in 1942 or 1943.

UL*tb mt

c
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100-69637

a
£
b ?±auent}y requested that HAMBURGER be located andinterviewed concerning his knowledge of membership and activitv Infche Communist Party of JULIUS and ETHEL' ROSENBERG*

5

“T''v - Wa® lntervieved on March 23, 1951, by SP R0=ER^ *

information^
Witer at ^ich tirae he furnished the following

^ - j

stated that he was invited bv'MORRIi^; VITsrz toattend meetings of a "discussion group" or "study in ‘his

£e f£a?ed°-?h.A
the L°Wer

f?
St Slde ot Ne“ ^k, y

if?he FaU o? 19;, 3.

«nrt
8
Ji

ted ^'hRt h Can reca11 attending only two or three meetings

acnoo? a^-^SaV^M ’to

"^resLrand^e^d
1^ &nd ai^ e 8a"e time ' he was* noTllrtiouls,rly" ested and he droppeo out of attendance at these meetin-s.

7

HAMBURGER said that h© knew N<- N h ±-u •

Joth'L'S^Trfa^^efJer^06 f ¥ 5.$“.E3Sl

Itesfa* agsss

asCS^SK%£?SSsS&
« eoi?fD f?

en Platur® 8 ‘in the newspapers and not from anv former
while he ^was not

h
? £

a
?

® een
.

J°EL BARR somewhere and
Attendant* +.

positive he stated It might have been during his

- 2 -
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to New York, 3/30/51, entitledJULIUS ROSENEERG, wa*; ET AL: ESPIONAGE -



< Qjpce Memorandum • united states government

1 Director, FBI

J -&AC , Ne4 York

daX**APR 11 1951

MARTIN HAMBURGER
, wa .

SM - C
r» S~ )

ReButel to New York, 3/30/51. entitled,' ”JULIUS ROSENBERG.
ET AL: ESPIONAGE - R."

\\L Enclosed herewith are five copies of the report of
QVf^- -YHT S. TAYLOR, dated APR H ]y5| at New York/

Reference teletype requested a report in this matter tocontain reason for and results of Investigation, any information inthe New York Files, present employment, and full results of intervie
ted out that HAMBURGER was Interviewed at the specif!•
AUSA ROY COHN, SDNY, in connection with the prosecution
and ETHEL ROSENBERG on the charge of conspiracy to commit

Jn vIew of the fact that no information appears in theNew York files pertaining to MARTIN HAMBURGER in connection with
nP'i'l an

?
ln View of the inf°rraatIon furnished byHAMBURGER during the interview, no additional investigation iscontemplated by the New York Office and this case will be maintainedIn a closed status, A . //

*v.L
in a closed status, A , //
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Torm No. l
This case originated a

^RpOITT MADE AT

MEW YORK

rtDER7\L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

NEW YORK

DA
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EN
, 1 /

*'ADf- REPORT MADE BY
- ™ 10/5/50 ;k/jv

100-9308

JUH 1 1951 23r25; CLARENCE W. PORTER

BERNARD GARPINKEL, wa. : George Bennett

CHARACTER OF CASE

SECURITY MATTER - C

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:
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NY 100-93083

JULIUS and ETHEL (his wife ROSENBERG , ANATOLI A .1 YAKOVLEV,
DAVIp<« ilREENGLASS and MORTON SOBELL with conspiracy to commit
espionage. "The ROSENBERGS and SOBELL entered a plea of
not guilty. GReENGLASS entered a plea of guilty and
YAKOVLEV was severed from the trial because he was absent
from the United States. The ROSENBERGS and SOBELL were
subsequently convicted on this charge on March 29, 1951.
On April 5, 1951 ETHEL and JULIUS ROSENBERG received the
death penalty. MORTON SOBEL received a sentence of 30 years
and GREENGLASS, who assisted the government in the trial,
received a sentence of 15 years.

It should be noted that throughout the trial the
testimony reflected that the principal conspirator, JULIUS
ROSENBERG, had made frequent contact with members of his
engineering class at the College of the City of New ^ork,
during the period from their graduation to ROSENBERG'S
sentencing.

photographs of the following named individuals and under their
appropriate caption information is being set forth concerning
his knowledge of these individuals:

concerning

MORTON SOBELL

„ ... lTI— — identified a photograph of SOBELL.
He stated tnsx MORTON SOBELL was on his class lab squad at
the College of the City of New York. They were both studying
electrical engineering at the same time and he advised that
he had done homework at SOBELL' s house. He stated that on
one occasion while he was in Washington, D. C. on business
for the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and
Technicians (FAECT), probably in 1943 or 1944, he saw SOBELL.
He stated that SOBELL at that time was rooming with one
MA^ELITCHER. He advised that he has not seen or corresponded
with SOBELL since that time.

Information regarding the FAECT and MAX ELITCHER
will be set out hereinafter.

i:

- 5 -
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JULIUS aid ETHEL ROSENBERG

I

V

i

4' rV

%r

He stated th77 RfiW'Kyifled
,
a Photograph of JULIUS ROSENEERG.ROo^BERG was also a classmate of his at Collegeof the City of New York and that they had several classestogether. He stated that since graduation he has hadapproximately two chance" meetings with ROSENBERG in New York

ROSENBERG ?
aS

v,

n
!t

ver cloael7 associated with

home
BERG 8tated that he had never been to the ROSENBERG

r

ROSENBERG
^ & Photograph Of ETHELROSENBERG. He stated that he did not know and was neverintroduced to JULIUS ROSENBERG’S wife, ETHEL ROSENBERG.

JOEL BARR

02^/bi.
I

advised thTt he and

^tt!nd«S
lty f ?*" Y

?
rk (CCNY) - MMH|^3tat «d that he hadttended musicales at BARR’s parez^^^^S^ and believed that •

their address was 2kl West 97th Street, New York City.

... ?f f
tat

?
d that he first came to know JOEL BARR when

?£
ey

+y
er6

af
ivin® in tlie same neighborhood in Brooklyn during

barr^6 th6y
Y
e
r
e b0th attendiQg CCNY. He recalled that

6
BARR was very interested in music and that BARR possessed alarge number of recordings and had the hobby of being a "ham"°r * He

?
tat6d that the last he had

S
heardwas approximately two or three years ago at whichtime BARR was studying music in Europe.

barr..,
*tate£ that he first learned about8 tJ^TToEurope from ARTHURftBARR, a brother of JOEL rarr

ln Peter «**** viiiag.;

the Unit
ha

! ?
ccasion t0 contact BARR at meetings of

(UOPWA^of
Qfflce Professional Workers of America Union

ARTHUR BARR is a memb^fTtS miom
^lC6r * H® advised that

published by the Congress of
C

lndJstrial
W
Org^nization

W
(

S

CIOK

- 6 -
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“issue of February 20, ^e
0
UOP*A'frOT

C
the^'cio’ a^of^March 1,

SsS
T
ThU expulsion was for "constant unwavering support o

the principles of the Communist ?arty ... - . .

‘

Pit /1

/pv
('

Regarding JOEL BARR « J® ^3® stated that ROSENBERG
1

Informant
tie* informant

W
that

1
BARR

1
was * engagedlIn espionage

activities with ROSENBERG* •

;

— Confidential Informant T-5, of knownjellablllty.^ho

IS a former m»^^f
0
J.jtion°™rof the Industrial Division of

the
11

communlst^Party
1
in'sev^orVHew “Ifork late in 1942.

Pu?!i^^O.^“f,0“0LW
in?aJvl^w

B
imh

i
SAl

h
ROBERT

e
Ln connection wixn

noted that VIVIA^^SSMAN^n^n interview^w^^^
ahQ formerly

F. ROYAL and RICHARD T. HRADSKY
J^ltted during this inter-

dated JOEL BARR. GL
J®f

M
i?.{i!ctiOTS 6f an individual who was

view th&t acting on the ip®
as a friend of JOEL

unknown to her, who described himself^s^frie^^
of

BARR, she went to Cleveland to s
een instructed by this friend

l?50;„s?e ^S^atS^tS! $2*oSo to leave the United State;MS?: She stated thatdpehad been States.

of BARR to give WILLIAl^fPERL $2# More lnformation re-

contact with WILLIAM PERL will be set out

hereinafter*

- 7 -
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/f/

%

bn MflT»eV»
MTOTERPJEL, it should be noted. Was arrested

op!
cia

J
aseats of the FBI after having

DiJtri W
by
v
th

f
Ped

f?
,&1 Grand Jury for the SouthernNe?Jor

£ on the charS® of perjury for having

SOBELL
b
Jn?Tn<!

t
5i?pS^!J

al arandJ?*7 that knew MORTONas™5’ HELENE^LITCHER and MICHAEL and

WILLIAM DANZIGER

j Identified a photograph of DANZIGER andeteted tna-c tney had been classmates at CCNY.that DANZIGER had formerly been employed at the^R^H? Naval
d

sens

1a^^gaasraK! sasv-

*

I

ILViiRTHORN on September 7, 1953 that WILLIAM^DANZIGER wasmember of the Communist Party,
was

MAX ELITCHER

«, « former «la,.m
-
6ti

d
:fhL

l9
at*ec!??.

0g
ge
aP
^vL^ftSPt

C
gf

2*«
y
oS°

ntaet he
?as had wlth DITCHER after leavlng^college

“*!? >a “aa in Washington, - g C°llaga
poaalU, duringthe period’^
T'ft f*All A(i +’V» e +> U a 1 ,m «» . . . * •

wonffilcr
“ . • , TP a, wiu HO -LW/m T m

hn«?iifl
d was in Washlngton at this timebusiness aid it was then he contacted ELITCHER.

fchat ELITCHER at the time he was
950, set forth above, stated

It should be noted

S£?
r
£i

e
w!?

°n S8
£
t6Bb

!
r 7. 19^, as sat xortn above, at

ColLn?.? S
‘ member of the Havy Cepartment cell of theCommunist Party in Washington, D. 0. from 1945 until 1948.

Hew Ioik
4
Cit??

a er “ 1946 ha left ''•Kington to work in

,
rt should be noted that according to information in

DANZIOER ^Sgtw aC?h8
r
E^TCHER WaS acquainted WittAMZiutsR and that both of them were acquainted with

- 9 -
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\io
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ADMINISTRATIVE PASS

OA ^ AtJSlL
00

,

1^ldentiftl informants mentioned in the report

are
S
as

C
f^Uows-

W ‘ P0RTER> dated JUN 1 1951 at New York

0%
*5

i

T-l

T-2

T-3

Prete interview with
by the writer on April 13 , 1951,

Pretext telephone call to the Allied
Processes Company, 90 West Street, New
York City.

T-4 DAVID GREENGLASS, convicted espionage
agent, reporting to special agents of the
New York Office during early 1951 .

NATHAN * SUSSMAN, who associated with
Section 16b of the Industrial Division
of the Communist Party in the capacity of
Secretary-Treasurer^ and who resides at
>6-55 205th Street, Queens, New York,
reporting on March 17 , 1951,

- 15 -



Office MemMndum • UNITED ST^^S GOVERNMENT
l

/ TO

OM t

SUBJECT:

DATE: JttJy 12, 1951

SCHUBERT
- C

M/i
% \ /
*7

r~ Reference is Bade to the enclosed report of Special Agent
JOSEPH E. KELLER, dated July 12, 1951.

It is noted no recommendation was
on security index.

ide to place the subject

/

In accordance with Bureau instructions, no request is being
made to interview the subject, inasmuch as subject was present when
tm bttit UflP was interviewed by Agents of this. Office on
November 18, 1950, in connection with the investigation u£?ftfLIUS and
ETHEK^SENBERG, who were convicted and sentenced to deathon April 5,
"1951 "uor conspiracy to commit espionage. At the time of the interview
no substantial information was obtained, and EDITH 'SGHUBIRT, along with
her husband, steadfastly denied Communist Party membership. Both were
rather evasive in response to questioning. It is, therefore, felt no
useful purpose would be gained by an interview with the subject at this
time.

o/
/s

The Bureau * s attention is called to the pending case maintaL ned
on the subject's husband, LEO SCHUBERT, Security Matter - C, Bufile
100-370867

.

and to my letter of June 5, 1951, which requests advice as
to the possibility of entertaining the prosecution of SCHUBERT under
perjury statutes., It is contemplated the case of IZO SCHUBERT will be
recoamended to the Bureau for security index. C

- * * a

fa
’TVt

, s

>
JEKrREW
100-22961
Enclosures (5)

97*

a yy

i,J v
7 3°of
/•/}

' J >

RECORDED

-jf

%l.sZx

15

r .ion contained
UNCLASSIFIED - V ,

E Y §•**?*+•***

IJll ^381911 -
IJUL 13 1951

OOPIB8 DESTROYSID

98 MAY 8 1963
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VdbdiKo. X
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

REPORT MASK AT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DATE WHEN ,PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

!**?%, 6/19,22,25-29}
7/12/51 g/2.3/Sl

rmm

EDITH BROFFMAN SCHUBERT

REPORT MADE BY

JOSEPH E. KELLER

CHARACTER OF CASS u
. T D I,

j

> -V ? i [ ;< > I hit

SECURITY MATTER - C

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS!

Subject is wife of LEO SCHUBERT and resides with

hin at HOO Mississippi Avenue, S, E.,Apart^gt

Believedto be nresently not amp'1-—

^

CO

lbx

Pertinent information regarding y ^

Communistic sympathie^^^^ubj^^^y^j|
New Tork noted

j

Jo record

Locatec

o

record found Confidential informants

familiar with certain phases of CP and related

,

activities in the Washington, D. C. Area have no^
I information concernii^eubje et.

, . _J)
^

'''****

approved and
forwarded

riJJ® ^ ^ (pr . r'

eSM

! *jl
, HT^ipECUa- AOINTV INCHARW

0-

3 - Washington Field

COPIES OF THIS REPORT

Bureau

y —
[

DO NOT WRITE IN TtfCSE SPACES
1 001101? 1

\7fl0'38i914\±1 sffiDBDHLJL-——:

Jr li1.DEXED
• 15

JUL 13 1951 tf/f

T\\y^'
iJ®

.«r . nmrn TA VAII DV TUC Z"RI Alkin ARP NOT TO BE: distributed outside of

PROPERTY OF FBI-THlS CONFIDENTIAL REPORT AND ITS CONTENTS ABE LOANED TO YOU BY THtJBIAND ARE NOT TO BE
^

A6ENCY TO WHICH LOANED.
u s COvei*nm(mt printing ornc* io

—

ms»-i
f

* - • - S i
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M
1
!1
1111,1

1

fe'j&’r v ‘.

*^!*>'-**f .V

o ioo-2296i4y ;’t®:•

.

’ ' •
•

.
" /*" Vr* ; . r.*^ . v ' ***

.
*

..

' * '.‘l .-?* »:«'

f^vji ;V.*V^T
2 *c4 i:

jVr “V »- ’
,

*>. '

, *V - - -

-».*«» > >'- l-
‘

'.

- 'dtj£'" - v; >
*

***££*£* Confidential
advised tha

JILi&ZSnwAJ. 4RTTTSON it is noted that Confidential _

Concerning,MILWJBpSON, « “ famished reliable

Informant T-lU, relia^^ n^!S™!ist Party member, has advised that

information, and an *"“f In 19U3 da saw

while in the Communist ParW ^ Washinet
, ABELS® took an

MILTON ABELSON at Communist Party meetings x

active part

\r
cmcharact

miscellaneous

The records of the House Co-ittee on Un-American Activities

contain no record concerning the subject.
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INFORMANTS

,
which is" set.

'' rorto m New York Letter to Bureau, entitled

. IEO SCHUBERT, LGE, dated September 8, 19i;8,

WFO File 121-4*61*3. .
» "*

'

November 25, 1?1*7. >
, .

MAX ELITCHER, as set forth in case entitled, MIU^"
ABELSON, aka "MICKEY", Bureau of Foreign and
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Office Memorandum • UNITED STAtJs GOVERNMENT

to i Director, FBI
9
F&OM , SiC, Hew Tork

DATE: Acgnet 31, 1950

SUBJECT* UHKNOfH SUBJECT, wmA
rr**K

-»•«- •*<<»*. *%;- . -<i

~ Xt la believed that the X. DAVIDSOH referred to by \/| ^P» l®wi;*wn)5*r.s,.i.v. ^ •/ ^^!, Jlc

2 cos Fasklagtoa Field (65-§394) ^ «
r \ _

ecs Hewerk (65*4011)

RFVsMDC Exempt from Odfe, Category ryCTw
65-15216 D«t» ofPtdwiiteitoaiihddhlw

1RDED • 39

COPIES DESTROYED

R533 NOV 9 i960

*> INDEXED • 39
*cy

<#
f

SEP 5 1950
34

in



Letter to Director
IT 65-15216

?
v **

IQtlh^T.

as ike friend of MICHAEL BURD, who la the lawyer who
formerly represented 9* S» • -**. •/

- Vyv/^-aCAJiUKL H.jfLOCH appears to be identical with
subject of Bureau File 100-6691 who has bees active la the Rational Lawyers
Guild. BLOCH, who was bora la lew lark City ca lgHPr^Cfc-lw-wr-

- graduate of City College^ oflew Toxic aad Coluwbia Law School. He was a
practiciag lawyer at 299 Broadway fro* 1924 uatil his entry Into the
United States Amy oa November 28, 1942. He received aa honorable
discharge April 30, 1943. It is indicated that BLOCH was employed two

t

aontks as a temporary trial examiner by the Katicaal Labor Relations
Board. He was employed with the Office of Price Administration in 1943
and late la 1943 shifted to the Fair Haployaeat Practices Committee. He
was married la 1925 but was later separated from his /if*

\>it>

jfasaSL/ij*,
toraey ror JIt is noted that BLOCH is presently the attorney ror JPLIUS and

_ ENBERG who have been identified as Soviet agents and who art"* P
presently being' held in $100,000 ball on charges of ssplcmag*^ !j^

\ '

With reference to RALPH MARUCS, it is noted that cae^UklflL
DAHIEL/haRCUB is a 9. B. organiser in Ohio and has been a key figure in

u

the Cleveland Office. There is ko Indication at this time that he would
be identical with the MARCUS in question.

There is a RALPH MARUCS who is a member of the editorial
board of the^finvil, * publication of the lew Tprk Student Federation
Against War and the Independent Socialist League, formerly"t&PISrNbrs /'•'

Party, inasmuch as the members of this organisation invariably use V*

Party names in connection with any Party activity, it would appear that A
„

RALPH MARCUS is probably the Party name of some Individual and accordingly,
he would not be identical with the MARCUS in question.

,
(fee RALPH MARCUS, 9401 64th Hoed, Forest Hills, Long Island,

was the signer of the Communist Party- Independent Nominating Petitiom

-3—

*
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WPOWT MACS AT

¥ FACTS*

t a-xo-40)
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'

\ 42Sbb
65-15216 AS

DATE WHEN
MADE

9AV50
PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE MY

R&LFH F. MILLER

ADJTIHISTRAIIVE - STRICTLY CCNFIDQfTIAL

Law firm,or group including
i:ORTIME^TEVT*E, FR^NU^CHEIITER. and HS^ITUSL*LOC!f indi-

.cated as assisting BURD in attempt to secure FISHER visas,

j

STAVIS Canmunist Party member and member of NLG. QAVTDCF?
, 'Communist party sympathizer. MORTIMER LEVINE member NLG*

tpSCITElNER Communist i'arty sympathizer and member NLG.
' BLOCH presently attonfot- fiftK JULIUS end ETHEaSOSaTBERG. *

j §» ^presently held §100,000,00 bail on charge espionage behalf

of Soviets.! Background information, previous employments*
1

<J| /^associates/* and contacts of BURD sot out. BURD’S employ-
6 lment with Silvray Lighting, Inc,, sot forth. Background

on Silvray lighting, Inc* indicates this firm probably/

.not identical with firm operated by unknown Sovigi^aggdt,

--WT'ARhDAY, Midland Export Corporation jpresontly in process

f liquidation, residing 344 Cabrini

V «

. [
liquidation,

'
* Boulevard, NYC,

^COPIES DESTROYLA

11 APR $9 19b5

CC li'-T*. a/ t ;
f>

j

- P

L»»
I

i*'

t
%

ID

P V Pi**—, \y

\\

<p.

OautM
ffedMfl (T9*

#

( jS. fWy
l*t5m m

DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

5^-8^ I XXIiUj

2 - Newark (65-4011) l

1 - Phoenix (€5-748) (info.)
2 - San Franoisco (65-4136) (Info,) i --

2 - TJashingtcn Field (65-5394J
3 - Now York

klAfli ns-J^gg •

*—- — INDEXED -93 I

SEP 18 1350

4
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>in\-PROPfifiTY "^h^onfidentiu! report and i

^distributed outside of agency to which lc aned*
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NY 65-15216

It is to be noted that at the present time, £ ANUEL BLOCH

is the attorney for JULIUS and ETHEL RG5EK3ERQ. who have been identified

as Soviet agents and who are presently being held on $100,000.00 bail

on charges of violation of the espionage statutes.

IV. BACKGROUND INFCRI ATI ON ON MIOUEL 3URD

Oh

The records of the r arriage Bureau, Manhattan, were checked

by SE WILLIAM R. S4EEN53Y, and it was determined th3t License No. 26345

was issued to MORRIsJpEISBURD, white, age 30, bookkeeper, residence

313 East 13th Street, New York City, born Russia, and MARTH^pw-EINCMT!

white, age 28, office worker, residence 313 East 13th Street, New

York City, born East Boston, Massachusetts, This was the first

marriage for both and they ware married December 21, 1932, at the

Municipal Builjjing, by J. J. Mc^J&ICK, Deputy City Clerk. Witnesses

were LOUIS jJfFEINSTEIN and JU^pOLON.

MORRIS VffilSBURD'S parents were listed as GERSH SEISBURD,

father, born Russia, and UNA (ffilSBURD, nee ROSENBERG, mother,

born Russia.

VAHTHA a
father, and ETI^fl
the United States'

EfNP.HITZ’S parents were listed as / SAyUI

IBINO'tfITZ , neaiplLVEH? AN ,
mother, both Sm in

- 18a -
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'
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'

^Furui Ho* 1

THIS CASE OWaiHATB) AT

?Ai- bURF^U.OF LNVEi.-.oATION^

WASHINGTON FIELD i

nut no.

mm

(AT

NE,7 YORK

BATSWHO*
MACS *V

3/28/4i 1/26-3/24/49 T. SCOTT MILLER, JR.

CHARAcrm or <

TTTVB

JUDITH CQPLQIL . fTT. ITOS
EEEETU IS

iISiWffr'T CCNT.VEWO
^ssiriru EXCSFJ?,

ESPIONAGE

WHERE SHO ESS. 4>

(rfpPSIS OF FAjQS

^

:rvX?Vf^

1-n

STRICTLY CONFABSNTIAL
3p/

Federal Grand Jury sitting SDNI 3/10/49 re-
turned a true bill on indictment of. fpur counts
against COPLON and VALENTI IE AJ^tfuBIT^HEV for
violation Sections 371, 793, *794 and 2071
Title 18, USC. COPLON arraigned 3/11/49,

yv pleaded hot guilty to the three counts of in-
r-\ ~Z. if\ ipdidtrnent against her, bail, set $20,000.00

H*, which she inunediately made and was released^ »ame date. FBI Laboratory identified type-
writers used to type material in COPLON'S

fc

<4.

CT> p-

? §bu ea

fr o f-

< m d t^ c
. ,

W £e* SC
possession at time of arrest as thre§ ^ °
machines located COPLON* S office, Dept, of £ S ^

oilw

co *=>

to , V; UU
<C t.‘~i 5—

—

— P2 *—

C

CJ> IjJ o

Justice, from office two doors from COPLON'S § ^ 12

office and COPLON'S own portable typewriter §i g > £:
“

kept in her apartment. Handwriting on ioci>- 5 § < to 5
g** raents found in her possession identified as - ^“ COPLON'S, Physical surveillance of COPLON ^ *

set out. Information re COPLON'S contacts and

in

REFERSICE*

ssociates sot out;
• flass. £ 3brt.

R#fc#{jr>-FCIJi

Reports of SA T. Scott Miller, Jr,

1/28/49 and 3/9/49,

1-2. 4. 2_
^ w

/

_V_
Report of SA Thomas A. Mendenhall, Wash!

ty If i »??,/«* ccrntma "

isv^.$ST¥mtxcsn
m*MO * _ iAPPROVED AND

FORWA!

copies or tw« retort

• 5.~ Bureau
’ 4 - Washington Field
,4 - New York

- s54A*“
;oriES

Z 1 MAY' ITT

34 Mmi 8 1949

Tirotr

/>

*-4
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NY 65-14932

Agents

,

Confidential Informant T-3 advised that in about May, 1940,

JACOB GOLOS, known Soviet agent, now deceased, introduced her

to i BE^ROTHMAN, who at that time resided in Nassau County,

New fork, and was employed at the REPUBLICAN STEEL COMPANY

as an engineer. Informant recalled that from the early summer

of 1940 until sometime in the fall of 1940, she met BROTKMAN

approximately ten times to obtain blueprints from him for

GOLOS.

4s

NV^arish
2761 Bronxwood Avenue

Bronx, New York

£. C^BLOOME
320 East 92nd Street

Neva York City
SA 2-9048

The above telephone is

confihential

listed to Mrs . JOSEP^LOOME, registered nurse.

89
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MI 65-U932 V
‘

. +hfl report of Sk T. Scott

confident*,! inf— »?S5 S* « “ f°11OTS ‘

lated -torch 28, 1949, s.Millar, dated Marcn '
o S.

Who was in charge of ^scmne
JusticG ,

30

• rirs^:r^«w> «** *» 30, i«.

when that office was closed.
VTIioii u^t-v —

a.- i cnnrca vfho made available

M. A highly conf idential
*
Ml possessions

on Fauruary 17, , Cornish Arms Hotel,

of PAULI® SLaVIK, «om “6^
Cornis

to

3U lest 23rd Street

Special agents J. h “ photographer Prank

McAndrews ,
the writer ana

S chtfo itzer

»

5 ch'Ve xtze r » /

.

-U^gTH BUSjfauf a former Soviet agan .

A higtay confidentia ^nrce *O
n

made -JjOj
*

Special *gcmts Raymond P. worxn

Glascock#

4- n carrier Old Chelsea Post

M* Soffit, *« ^rk City.

. T r.ar*rier Old Chelsea Post

oSS! S*st°l8th Street, New York City.

• ^

T-9:

. j. ,
~ *

is highly confidential
^ource^who^made^ ^

the personal P^sx ^ station on March 4

SICIfs^cial -gents John U. 0 »Mara and J.

Harold Glascock#



Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FlOU

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, New York

^ CLANDESTINE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS,'
POTENTIALJPffiATOai* ****}&•£&&
ESPIONAGE - R ^L^^\SmShn
(Bufile 65-58776)«^jSiKH^

DATE: August 8, 1950

2971

sort

&nd. JULIUS
of young n<

iv\°

connection- with the investigation of IgCHAEL and 4JW\6lEigR0VICH
iSENBERG, certain investigation was conducted concernIfcg~a'groap
who gathered at a Jewish Mission known as Hermon HodsX 56 Second

Avenue, New York City, during the early 1930

*

3 , This group included MICHAEL
SIDOROVICH* Some members of the group were idcnt^aied and were questioned
regarding SIDOROVICH

When
replied that h
if this inquiry was If»?i)l»«

t»)dM» fcP a

cc NY 65-153U8
NY 65-15380

JAR: MM
65; 151M

^'T 'fS£P:. 621950 •

s





rturvmo powm ho. >4

»

I ^M:e-Me * hdum. 3
UNITE is GOVERNMENT

ijfe -

Cr° 1 Director, FBI

FROM j e an __
SAC, New York

SUBJECT:
miflEUHNA KGENEN, was.

;

ESPIONAGE - H
(Bufile 65-58798) ...

SEIfllET

DATB: October 10, 1950

CONTAINED
f't'-.CTJi.SSIFIED EXCEPT

'

Ci OTHERWISE.

(

•
- ^

. 4^'

"r54^
u^’ Thls 1,t4«r **«. lnpirtu follow,,
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IrOSS D^SANDERS currently known as :

mVJX^SMD^SSj born MVI&&OSENTHAL, .

on 8/11/18 at Rock Island, Illinois*. - .

He graduated from the College of the

City of New York in rebru&ry* l?Ul f .

with degree of Bachelor of Business 4

Administration. Presently residing

22-10 80th St., Jackson Heights, NY.

Is employed by La France Topper Co.f .

manufacturers of topper advertise

it **the product that puts a lasting

creamy head on beverages”. _SAMJEi_

mJ^LOAJ is presently residing Hl?-28 _
Charter Road^ Jamaica^ Long Island

j

is in business for self under name of

. Queen Chemical Go., Bklyn., NY, engaged

in reclaiming commercial solvents.

Firm of Sanders and Sloat, successor

f firm to the Port Trading Co., went out

©f business in June, 1950. SANDERS

[ and SLOAT no longer associated in

^business. RUTH and DAVID SREENGLASS

M^sfllAX and HELENE ELITCHER, all of

whom were associates ef JULIUS

ROSENBERG, stated they never heard

of either SANDERS or SLOAT.
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y i.„i Y^«ant<i T-7 and T-8. both of known reliability, wha
Confad ential Informants

_

T-7 ana .iq, _ advised that they
are familiar with Communist activities nxte

.
*

had never heard of BOSS SENDERS or SAMUEL SLOAT,
,

*‘-v. . .r
;

„ Tn71Tc ramv-NZ for many years a member of tte Communist Party and

until lSUsfthfeditofof the "Daily Wprlcer”, also advised, that he had never

heard of either of these two individuals.
_

*V

DAVlE^HSENGLASS, who admitted acting as
•

T1J2£J2S|pT1f^^ho^were

Company or VLADIMIR MOP.KOVIK,
-J-.-

;;••• . v- V *•

.

<
*' UA]5WTCHER, a classmate of ROSENBERG i^tbe School of Engineering

at City GoUeg.. .hon EOSimiRG persons **'

'

espionage ring, advised tht q never heard of SANDSES or SLOAT,espionage ring, advised
never heard of iuDBRS or SLOAT,

furhom ROSENBERG was m contact, but ne naa nevex

th^ort Trading Company or VLADIMIR MORKOVIN.
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In Bureau letter dated October 1950»

it was also indicated that ELIZAEETH.BENTLEY admitted in
. \ ^ .

hef signed statement on November 3$> 1945T that during the

time she was associated with JACOB_GOLO£ she very often • >

saw nBERNEY"^5CHU STER and his wife wha came into the office

where They ~FalkW*wT€!T GOLOS. BENTLEY stated that at this r'
.

time SCHUSTER was connected with the Finance Division of / < <.

the Communist party district and she also recalled that /,

his Party name was 0CHESTER" J .

'

;
r V

.

Late in the spring of 1944 BENTLEY met SCHUSTER

on the street and had a long conversation with him. SCHUSTER,

asked BENTLEY hoVr GreggVSILVERMASTER was and when. BENTLEY-- *--

appeared not to know SILVERMASTER he ma^e a remark to indicate -

that he was familiar with SILVERMASTER and other persons who r :.•>

were' doing the same type of work as SILVERMASTER-. SCHUSTER :

informed BENTLEY that he had been somewhat irritated over the 7*.

manner in which some of the Communist Party members had been

, taken away from the Party and subsequently returned to the Party

^*^in an extremely nervous state. SCHUSTER indicated that some of Pul

$

y
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/' "'*• On November 30,194% ELIZABETH TrfHENTLEx
furnished information concerning one BARNEY^CHDS?£FU whowae
connected with the Financial Division 'or'the' Communist .Party,

and whose Party name.! was Chester* She stated that SCHUSTER
was a social acquaintance of JACOB GOLOS (one-time espionage,

superior of ABRAHAM BRQTHMAN

)

, and, with his wife, had visited

GOLOS in the Tatt®r^~offTceT On one occasion, however, SCHUSTER

inquired how GREGORY SILVERMASTER was and indicated he was

familiar with SILVEKSTASTER'and others who were doing the same

type of work as SILVERMASTER •VtL) . ^ •• / - : ;V
V'---'/

4

'v .

" 7’Miss. BENTLEY further advised that while.'

SCHUSTER was irritated over the manher in which some of the.

Communist Party members had been taken’ away from the. Party and ;

subsequently returned in an extremely nervous state, he agreed
,
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/
of thdYVfholesale Book Corporation and when the^

C

ommonwealth
Minupress uompany, Inc. , was organized on March 20, 1939, he
’became a Director thereof. He. ia also known to have been a limited
partner in /Screenmakers, Inc/, which was Incorporated on March 25*
19i|.2, In i.914-3, he was rapcw/ted to have received income and/or wages

M A li T?7\T D A TTM MA ^ AT or, V7\t»V Qf of d f fhifrom M. AjfOREENBAUM, MAXT/RIEDMAN^ and the New York. State Committee,
of Communist P^rty; in 1944, f tomAfrfrenol Products Company,*
MAX FRIEDMAN, and^Barnador _SaI.es Company; in 1914-5/ fronts ere enmaker.3..,

Inc , , Eernador Sa'les Company , and the National Mercantile and
Trading Company; .and in 194&, from the Lake Ellis Corporation,

^National Mercantile and . Trading Company , and Phenol Products
' Companv-r In addition, in 19W, ’he" was "reported to be an officer
in theVnotocraft Corporation, SCHUSTER was a co-owner of the
National Mercantile and Trading Company and was connected with
it from 191+5 until January of 1950. He was known to have also
been employed in 1950 b^Premier_. SmQ&ed .Meats, Inc,, and is
currently employed as ah auditor bji(Delca__Fish Preservators, .Jnc,.*
268 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. (&T/S I

• PfroJ
po.

noted that JULIUS ROSEHBEKlr Wdd (JUllVicted on a charge <51 6onspiracy
to f violate the Federal Espionage Statutes in the Southern District
of .New York, on March 29, 1951, and sentenced to death on April 5»
1951 SWLSECfiEL-

11-
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Allegations Of Informants and Sources

a. ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY

ELIZABETH 'fiOBENTLEY, s^f -confessed former Soviet
espionage agent, in a signed statement dated Noyember 30, 1945#
stated as follows concerning BERNARD SCHUSTER;

woyemDer 31

gsfitcj

”... During the time I was associated with GOLOS
(JACOB GOLOS, her Soviet principal), I very often saw EERNEY
SCHUSTER and his wife come into the office where they talked
with GOLOS. I knew that SCHUSTER was connected with the Finance'.
Division of the Communist Party District and also recalled that
his Party name was ’’CHESTER”. All during my association with GOLOS,
I merely knew SCHUSTER 'as a social acquaintance of GOLOS. However,
late In the Spring of 1944* I met SCHUSTER on the street and he
had a long conversation with me. He asked me how GREGG SILVERMASTER
was and, when I appeared not to know him, he made a remark to
indicate that he was familiar with SILVERMASTER and other persons,
who were doing the same type of work as SILVERMASTER. As a matter
of fact, he told me that he had been somewhat irritated over the
manner in which some of the Communist Party members had been taken
away from the Party and subsequently returned to the Party in an
extremely nervous state. He indicated that some of the people
needed psychiatric treatment as a result of the activities they
had engaged in since leaving the Communist Party. He volunteered

-12 -
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tar

Ho describe ...

e worker witn ohoi/ij GOLOS, the Soviet principal of B

T. BENTLEY, and, in addition, he haa /haa dealings with ABE ^
BROTHMAN (a Sov i et o »

confessed Soviet jp'

espionage agent ).It6I
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ished by Confidential Informant T-lk. of known rellablllt

In 1949, SCHUSTER'S name was again carried on a list

of the members of the staff of th^^^for^t^^^|^^^^^rty» .

.

and Confidential Informant T

M

In addition, information furnished

Informants T-l^ and T-lo. of known reliabilit
wiiWl
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/information as to their financing. It is also significant that

/ SCHUSTER has always been active in finances for the Communist

I Party, and further that many of the individuals associated with

I SCHUSTER in the previously mentioned business concerns have had

^Communist affiliations. )

'

,

It has been previously indicated that SCHUSTER^

handled ABE BROTHMAN as a "member at large*' of the CJirlmuniswarty

ng. the war years. it-. h.aA_ala o been previously indicat ed

that;

U

Ir^th^^regar^iit is noted thal

"DAVID GREENGLASS, who has confessed to his involvement in espionage

Lth HARRY GOLD and JULIUS ROSENBERG, has stated that JULIUS IV,
ROSENBERG 6ad a contact named ''PHIL* 1

,
who _has^ be .

en _,identif led as b

^

PHILIPVtSALOFP.

SALOPP

is now operating the Printex corporation of^ America^, "5&*^Vit is

noted, was originally organized by SAM BROOKS and HARR^j-.LLIS.

It is noted that both ELLIS and BR00K5"were connected wiuh the

National Mercantile and Trading Company, as well as ^h Screen-

makers, Inc., with which SCHUSTER was’ also connect^*;':* It is known

that in 1950 "phone call was made from the Printex^ corporation

of American, to the Process Chemical Company, in which HARRY thLib

is connected. With regard to the Process Chemical it is

noted that Ulster Chemicals, one of the subsidiaries of Abraham

Brothman Associates, had an exclusive sales agreement with- Process,.

Ab?ahTsrXan Associate, was the firm of ABE BROTHMAN who was,

handled b-yBERNARD SCHUSTER*' as a "member at large . In ' addition,

MIRIAM V M0SK0WITZ, who was a partner of BROTHMAN ana who was

aisd~cbnvlcted “on November 22, 1950, with EROTHMAN, for conspiracy

to obstruct justice by reason of having persuaded HaRRY GOLD

to testify falselv, haju stated that when BROTHMAN s et UE--j*

laboratory in Grfeens ,Qhe money was put upby BE^ARv>{PIDTO,

who owned the^froc ess^Shemical Compan^p<S;
TOP SttflET'

'

~~~ ~~
‘ \

-31
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The above is being set out in detail because it

shows a tie in between the companies operated by ABE BROTHMAN 1

and JULIUS ROSENBERG with companies operated by HARRY ELLIS and i\

sm BROOKS, associates of /BERNARD SCHUSTER! in a nhmber of companies^
'

"

6. Associations

It has been previously indicated that SCHUSTER is

known to have associated with the following, all of whom are known

to have been Soviet espionage agents:

ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY

ABRAHAM BROTHMAN

JACOB GOLOS

DR. GREGORY RABINOV.ITCH
-|Jp

JiOVITCHJ

NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER

RUBY WEIL

It has also been previously indicated that SCHUSTER

possibly associated with the following known Soviet espionage

agents: tJzffiZCJ ’

JOSEPH

OTTO KA'j

JULIUS ROSENBERG

BODO UHSE

It has further been previously indicated that

SCHUSTER had associated with the following, all of whom have been

reported as having been .engaged in underground activities for

the Communist Party: [Sr\ZLj

TOP S^PET

-32 -
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It is thus noted that the aforementioned group
seemed to consist mainly of individuals employed in the scientific
field. It is also noted that PHILIP MORTON FIELD^-has been
identified as having ^een in contact with SAM^CARR while the
latter was a fugitive from the Canadian authoo’ities^Xron^the
period of 1946 to 1949* CARR was convicted in Canadg^/nr April J

of 1949 » for furnishing a false passport to a known Soviet agent, (,$
With regard to PETER BERGMAN, itjts noted that his

name was found in the address book of ISRAElVHALPERIN, a
Canadian citizen who was arrested and charged with complicity
in the IGOT&<K)UZENKO Russian espionage case. C$nUj

In addition, MITCHELL FEIN and BERNARD FRIEDMAN
were reported, to have been active in Communist Party activities.!

Another indication of an indirect association of
SCHUSTER with a possible Soviet espionage agent is evidenced by
the fact that SAMUEL BECKER gave the name c$T HARRY ELLIS as a
reference in 1945, The association of HARRY ELLIS and SCHUSTER
has been prev^usly indicated, and it is noted that on October 2,
1944, SAMUEIy\BECKER was observed leaving the offices of the ^
F.T artronics •Cornors tl nr. nT Arr,*r-!oa in New York City, with

III.

A . Summary

-34-
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Nothing sDocific is known on this point; however

it can be stated that SCHUSTER apparently was cooperating with

the SILVERMASTER group and further was alleged to have used

an apartment in New York City for photographing purooses which
j x. -U - ^ been used by JACOB GOLOS

5U»:fdrtuUliin

The connections between SCHUSTEX and .EAXL BiiOWDJSh

and between SCHUSTER and JOSEPH KATZ have been previously

discussed. In addition, GREGORY has also been previously

discussed.

i&4
2

turn, had indicate
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b.«

IT

v»i-wivLli

Confidential Informant T-l hHii indicated that

m

It is noted that JULIUS LOLLNBJUG was convicted
in 1951 cn 1 char.30 of conspiracy to commit espionage and
was sentenced to death by the United States District Court
Southern District of Now York

-ysj L
~

* ' ’ 1

This individual was nontinned by Confidential

oortion c

fiul

Tr\ r>

Claslifiod
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TOP SfCRfr

Progress AdmlSistratlon’an^f^i^l ^letoV^as'L*
01’113

fnrim „
. ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY has ick.

™^-?e
JS
b0P

* ^ "»y. 194s.
in Washington

. D C from LfV sh'
,

r
l

uCciVl'd from her contacts— e ’ D * C * rro™ ^tobor, 1944 to December, 19M,TO tflk.Tn hunw *u _ _ „
9 /«+«+•BENTLEY'S contacts wore taken

but she continued to sue K A TZmootings were concerned with
former contacts and concerned
in her employment.

/

&wo.y from hv,r at
until May, 194$.
problems arising
the replacement

the end of 1944,
Those later

as to PENTI-EY '

S

of BENTLEY

ANATOLI OROMC^foSS Firsfs^t T¥hwhom she continued to s.o until Nov.mwf

former ^ 5 S-ilf-edmit t..d

superior from 1939 to W44 and ^9^0*1948 ros^^.
espionage
of ' his .

‘

In addition, FARR’t^OLD, .

Tlt

'bt?)
3 idcntificd KATZ

ism
convicted Soviet
•0 an alternate superior

<&

reported that on

This individual has b-..on unidentified to date,

at on T-l has

TOP\
(rs)
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The records of the Clerk of the U.S. District Court,
New York, revealed that BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR. , and EUGENE DENNIS
were * convicted in U.S. District Court, New York, on October 14,
1949, for violation of the Smith Act of 1940.

The "Dally Worker," an East Coast communist publication
that ceased publication on January 31, 1958, in their issue
dated February 13, 1957, identified DAVIS and DENNIS as two
of the twenty Members at Large of the National Committee of the
CP, USA, who were elected at the national convention in February,
1957

•

"The Worker," a communist weekly newspaper, in the
issue dated July 13, 1958, listed DAVIS and DENNIS as members
of the CP National Executive Committee.

The CP, USA, has been designated by the Attorney
General pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

"The Washington Post and Times-Herald," a Washington,
D.C. , newspaper, on Page A-19 of their issue dated April 9,
1959, carried an article stating that ALGER HISS, a former
State Department official, was convicted of perjury in a case
Involving charges of spying for Russia.

The records of the Clerk of the Court, U.S. District
Court, New York, reflect that ALGER HISS was found guilty on
January 21, 1950, and on January 25, 1950, was sentenced to
five years on each of two counts to run concurrently.

The "New York Times," a New York City newspaper in
their issue dated March 30, 1951, carried an article stating
that JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG were found guilty of wartime
espionage for the Soviet Union in Federal Court, New York, on
March 29, 1951. The same paper in their issue dated April 6,
1951, stated that Federal Judge IRVING R. KAUFMAN imposed death
sentences on JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG on April 5, 1951.
The ROSENBERGs were executed* on-June 19, 1953.

Srfrvt
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TO :

[LAoU s

'

SUBJECT:SUBJECT:

/ .

Director, FBI

SAC, New York

SAMUE^?OCHSTAEDT, was.

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

(Bureau File liO-179U3)

Rebulet, June 30, last.1
'

DATE: July 13, 1950

£
e
ot£!££

i0
o?

adnitSd Espionage agent.

/ ...»uruwwA-*** — —

. The TOSEKBEP-Q inT.stig.tion, in‘ “^T*
,Iith Bm‘e*U i”structionS•

j is being given preferred and expeditions attention.
p ... « I 0/<ry is being gxveu .

. „ sufflMry report in instant case -rill be subsrittrf as soon asj /5

possible.^

eVi% V*

RECORDED 23 r
[

„ 1 'j5ri4i350

9^3
- y/

INDEXED -29

EX-3' l,JU>

RFNs JP

100-59&3
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. M i-r,

Xf S Hemet T/X3/50. ^ -%: '

(a * As the. Bureau is aware, this office is presently preparing a ease

"".against JULIOS&tOSEHBHtG for trial on the basis of a conspiracy to commit

w espionage indftjtaent. The BOSEHBERG case is assigned to SA William F. for-

_ ton, Jr., as Is the captioned ease. It is not possible for SA Horton to

K prepare a submit report in this case at the present tine. However, the .

summary report will be prepared as soon as the requirements in the B06EH- /

~EERG case permit* ---vy - V: /. A / - v^y. y v-

; Ubbc:mfb v fW* \ ' ft 1 y
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nformant T-2 said

T-2 sa

T-2 said

SA WILLIAM R. YATES checked the records of the College
of the City of Now York, vtoere it was learnVd that DONALD D.
GRIEG had been a classmate in 1939 of JULIUsYroSENBERG and MORTON
S0B3LL, convicted Soviet agents. GRIEG was Aoterviewod by Bureau
Agents in connection with the above investigation but no infor-
mation considered pertinent was developed from these interviews.

ccordi ontlal Informant T-2
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Ro-membership in French Arm

Confi

is known
Confidential Informant T-26. whose rcliabilit

vc further information onI

tRH
or of these informants provided any dorogat

ormarion on tho subject EMILE L'*BIN,

F« Information Concerning Ernest Josoph Pataki,
Formor Employee of Federal Telecommunications
Laboratory, Nutloy, Now Jersey

P..T.»KI has boon identified by VIVIA^gL.SSM^N
as having boon her boyfriend during August of 195b SLA
MAN has^ndmit ted a friendship since 1945 with JTJLlfts and
KTHELrjrftOSENBARQ , convicted Soviet esp ionage agents* r

cr

o



Office Memorandum • united states government

ro , Hir*etor, fBI <1|0-19372)
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' O

subjects EME1E LABW
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65 APR 8 1952
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V>
D

OH M.«h 11. 1?52. CHESTER JOHANSEH “JJ"®

*««*.«•
J.

apparently atteapted to secure aaplpynent at FIL when it wae lo

The other application is dated February l£* 19U5*



NK 105-813

JOHUBE* adriaed that ROSENBERG ™* naTar a^.1^ «**”»*%

s:-xsjss 5
thaTperson Son ROSENEEBG contact®! at the tine he applied tor

employment. A .
' _

Bewark files reflect th*^^e (^should
*

y* S telephone nibar of mwnw.
twOUR COWANI. 67 Broad Street, fl» lork City, parent »PW

of FTL.)

There are no other references identifiable "ith SOMMON CHEENBERO 0/

lnd lt u ^ot'known SJLv he 1. idantieal with the .bore Individual. 6

The above information appears in the report of 8A :

1

““J®
at Albany, dated August 7, 1950, captioned "ALFRED IPAMINONDASX^ARANT. mas.

ESPIONAGE - Rw«-

BETtHUT

CC'st SAC Nee lark (U) - (105-331|2)

-5-
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MOBBXt muggy. %I Harrison Avenue, Brooklyn, How Torkj

SiVITSgT wao transferred on Pebruary 23, 1944 fron the Brighton

16th Club to the ,4th A.D. Club, lings County Communist Party,

Els wife SHIB1V*/«IWTSKT is also a member of this club. He

is presently eoployed at the Brooklyn Vary lard as an assistant

electrical engineer. He registered for Selective Service with

Local Board #6, 45 1stor Place, Hew Tork City,

1490 Brooklyn, Hew Tork)

The following persons who are aenbers of the PAHCT

are known to be Connunists or are reported sympathisers. Shese individuals

are presently under the Jurisdiction of the Var Department, and no

Investigation is being conducted*

ppfiwp rrpgWLJLITER- 88 Horth 16*h Street, Vast Orange, Hew Jersey*

^

'**
' j" * aSmbsrof the Orange Branch of the Communist Political

C
' Is sedation. Orange, Hew Jersey, He is known to have attended

two Coawaist Party nestings in Dos Heines, low. Ms occi^*-

i/ tion is that of analytical chemist, end he 1b _*? 5_.r,
project at Colunbia University. He registered with Local Board

412, 461 Springdale Avenue, last Orange , Hew Jersey. It is

known that the IAKT headquarters ef chapter 19 were at one tine

at 88 Horth 16tk Street, the home of the Subject. He was ac-

tive in an educational campaign to organist draftsmen and chemi

at Oeaeral llectric and Vestingbouse in Hew Jersey, ^4

*. 15 *»
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X-
•

XII. GQHMUHISTS OR BEPOBTSD STKPJLTHIZXRS VHD ABB KBCHERS OF IKS

FABCT. EX* TOM Ml

The following persons who are Connjmists or reported

sympathisers, are aembers of the F1ICT. They are known to he members /

of the TAIOT by reason of either their activity In this union, their S

declaration of FABCT affiliation on their nenbez*ahlp hooks of the 1

Connunist Political Association, or because. their aane speared on the \

7A1CT Bailing lists. ; £* \

The asterisk preceding the canes if individuals listed
below indicates that that person has been established as being a member
of the Connunist Political Association or that he is very active as
a nenber of the FABCT and closely follows the Connunist Political Association
line.

Addressed a communication to Governor OEVXT urging^the release
of M0BEI8 TJ. SCHAPPBS, ..

-

. ^
4 .... *

-/

BB&L 448 last 86th Street, lew Torki v.'
She is a nenber of the 16th A.D. Club, Manhattan, of the Communist
Political Association.

e XAEL' 178 Bleeker Street, lew Toxk City*
-Be ms an employee of the Aatorg Trading Corporation la 1939
or 1940. He registered in 1933 and 1934 as a nenber of the
Connunist Party in lew York, and in 1937, 1938, and 1939 he
registered for the Anerican Labor Party, He has associated with

«*f
? «• ••ct.utj to m.the consu

mmEifST
pendeaue

He is presently employed as a radio engineer at the Philharmonic
Hadio Corporation, 538 last 72nd Street, lew Tork. He regUtereJ
for Selective Service with Local Board #68 , 37 Magaa Place, Hew fTork City. The subject is active in trying to organise a local
chapter ef the FABCT at the Philharmonic Badio Corporation. /

- 25
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PILOT RADIO CORPORATION 19
PIN5KY, PAUL 21
PQMEEANCE AND BRELNES 19
PCWSNER, MICHAEL 16
PBESNICK, MIKE 49

QUEENSBRIDGE HOUSING 19

•>

RABIN, RALPH
RAB1N0V1TCH, HERSH
RADIO RECEPTOR CORPORATION
RASHALL, BESSIE
REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
RICHMOND, PEARL
ROBBINS, JACK
-ROBBINS, JOSEPH
ROGERS, LLOYD
ROMAN, SHIRLEY NADEL
ROSEN, JACK D.

\R06ENBERG, JOSEPH-
"

ROSENBERG, JUUUS
HOSENFIELD, ISIDORE
ROSEiJVffilG, ERWIN
ROSS, SIMON
ROTHERSTRE1CH, EDITH
ROYERS STUDIO
RUIS1, NUNCIO
RU1S1, NUNCIO J.

49
11,14
19
49
19
49
50
50
18

;
50
50
50
17
50
6,50
51
51
19
11
51

SALAFF, PHILLIP 51 •

SAMBURG, MAURICE 52

SAPHIER, CHARLOTTE 52
SARANT, ALFRED 52

. SAVITSKY, MORRIS 15
17 SAVITSKY, SlIIRLEY 15
V SCHAPPES, MORRIS U. .

22

SCHERER, MARCEL 21

SCHERER, PAUL 52

SCHMAPPER, ROTH 52

SCHNEIDERMAN, BILL 21

SCHUBERT, MARCELL - 53

SCHUBERT, MAXWELL 53

SCHWARTZ, MILTON — 11,1-5

SCREEN,MAKERS 19
SEGALL, REVA .53
SEVUSH, IRVING 53

SEYDEL CHEMICAL COMPANY 19
SHAPIRO, DAVID- — —^ -53 -

I SHAPIRQ*__HAR8X —-"53
I SHARP, -GEORGE G. 1,7,8

ISHERMAN ASSOCIATES 19



BLAIR, MARGARET
BLEZ, MILTON H.

BUCK, ROBERT G.

BLOOi-:, BEN
BLUM, GLADYS- —- '

' _ZZ.
BOLAND AND BOYCE
BORCW1TZ, SIDNEY

BRAEL, NYNA
BRAM.VELL, FITZGERALD

BRAND, JEAN
BREINES, SIMON
BREWSTER AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION

BRODSKY ,
WILLIAM S.

BROTHMAN, A. AMD ASSOCIATES

""BROWDER, EARL
BROWN, JULIUS
BURCHELL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED

BURNDY ENGINEERING COMPANY

CACCHIQNE, PETER V.-- -

—

CARSERINO, NICHOLAS A.

ICESTARE, FRANK

|

CHAR1TZ, GLADYS
COHLN, MORRIS U1 - -

COHN, NATALIE
.

COLLINS, ^TT ’• -

COLOMBIA UNIVERSITY PROJECT

kmijumiMiT.-VATEL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

COOPER, ABRAHAM
COOPER, MARTIN
COOPER, RAYMOND
COSMOPOLITAN CHEMICAL COMPANY

COX AND STEVENS
CR1TCHLCW, WINSTON
CUMBERBATCH, YVONNE

DATZ, AARON
DAVIS, BENJAMIN J.

DELANO, DANIEL

DE USSER MACHINE AND TOOL COMPANY

DEUTSCH ,
ARTHUR

i

DEUTSCH, RUTH.

DEUTSCH, SYDNEY

26
7

28
28
26
-17

28
29
29

2^
29
17
29
17 ’

20,21
6,30

"17 ""

18
*

_35
7,9 .

21
30
30
30

-22
18
30
63
18
18
30

'

22 , 23,31
52
18\
16
10,16
31^
13
26
21
18
10 ,12*13
31
13



listed
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0

SHEER, SAVA
SILVERMAN, EOBEET HENRY

SIMONDS AERQCESSORIES

SKLAR, SABA
SKOBEL, FRIEDA

SMITH, SOPHIE
SiaTHERS, ANN

SOLAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY /
SOMERS, UOLLIE

SONOTONE CORPORATION

SOPHRIN, HELEN

SOVINSKY, DORIS

SPARER, NATHAN

SPARKMAN AND STEPHENS - •

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY

SPERRY GYROSCOPE CORPORATION

^PTVAK BENJAMIN LOUIS

STANDARD AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, INC0R^^^M
STANDARD F, i

-V.r.TRQNl-GS-RESEARCH CQR^ATIQN

STANDARDS, BUREAU-OP
"

STEINER, SOPHIA'

STEINER, SOPHIE JOSEPHINE

STEINER, SYLVIA
STERNBACH, JACOB

STERN BROTHERS DEPARTMENT STORa

STEVENS INSTITUTE

STQELER, ABE

STONE, Mi-IHffiLEY

STUTSKY, SIMON

SULLIVAN, THOMAS R.

TAILOR SAM
TECHNOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

TECH TALK
TEICHNER, WILLIAM I.

TIGER, ABRAHAM

TODD SHIPYARDS

TOOHEY, PAT

TOUR, 3AM AND -COMPANY

TBIFE*JWRRA3U--
“ ~

OTMP ODDTRUBEN1EINOPROCESS CORPORATION“ sS^“PUCEAND RAYMOND

jUHITED STATES SIGNAL CORPS

SAGO, OSCAR JOHN

/van FELIX, HELEN

VINCENT, THEODORE J.

VOEGEUN, MARION

VOGEL, MAXFIELD
VOORHEES, WALKER, FOLEY, AND SMJ.TH

19

56 ,

54
21,57

47
57
19
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United States Department of Bnsttee

607 0 , S. Court House »

Foley Square
New York 7 ,

New York r
• —
Mr. Token

Mr. Ladd

Mr. -

August
.7;

Director, FBI
Mr. Trorf

.

Mr. Z-I p

Mr.

Dear Sir:

RE: 'INTERNATIQNAL WORKERS ORDER
HEW TORE DIVISION
INTERNAL SECORITT -0
Bureau Tile' # 61 -7341

Mr. Mohr

Tele. F.-r:a

I .Mi, Kms?

. 1 Miss Gcydy
J

f *

Submitted herewith is information obtained by ^
from the building located at BO Fifth Avenue, Thison as noted from the building located at 80 Fifth Avenue,

building is occupied by National Headquarters, IWO, In New York City,

Description of exhibit*

• at
Carl)0n °°Py of IV0 General Office Membership List for the following:

LODGES LOCATION DATE REC’D REC»D BT

Brooklyn, NT 7-13-50 SA JJ EEABHET A
SE S.W. JENNINGS

. /
tX- /. I /

Original and one photo static copy of above beihg retained in the/ Vfc*"+ In 4 mm a a . 1 *
. -f

7-13-50

files of this office
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.

C3 Deleted under exemption(s) with no segregable

material available for release to you.

Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

1 I Information pertained only to a third party,. Your name is listed in the title only.

CD Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that

agency(ies) for review and direct response to you.

Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as

to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s);

I I For your information:

GT The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

(it~ 6 5^
p

/ fcvd. 3.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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'Office Memorandum • dotted states government

*0 i Director, MI (61-10249)

%
dates November 23, 1953

[<jpn

note i * SAC, Pittsburgh (100-8649)

SUBJECT: ^CIWL RIGHTS CONGRESS

UP'V
INTERNAL SECURITY - C
INTERKAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950

Ballet, 10-26-53 and Bulet, 11-2-53.

/-

Thers is forwarded herewith two eopies of a transcript of
the record referred to in relets. The copy of this record
will be retained in Pittsburgh, UA.CB.

Enclosures - 2
REGISTERED MAIL

JEDrtbw

-•/•...Vi. •
s _-v- ' <

'79 JAN.141SM • -

*0k |s ,1353

MM: 1
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HCUA TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM MANDEL

Narrator:

These are the voices of Senators MO CARTHY and MUNDT and of

Committee Counsel ROY COHEN directed at whoa?jk scholar,

who wrote a book ten years ago which the Static Department
later purchased for Its overseas library, bulr this scholar

fought back. On Maroh 24 , 1953 , * radio sj>/ television audienoe

of millions heard the testimony of WILLIAMjptANDEL , author, /]/ , r,

summoned before the Senate Committee investigating Government

expenditures. Lets hear this testimony. MC CARTHY and MDNDTj^
j4

had direoted attention to the Jewish origin at the —--

—

outset.

Mr. MANDEL, you are reminded, that you are still under oath.

Mr. MANDEL would you give Jb your full name please?
\»L AA_K ft w r/, ia

My name is WILLIAM MARKSMaNDEL ana To saTBryou the trouble

of bringing out any possible pseudonyms as you did with the

matter of Mr. ARBOCK (ph) I would like, to make clear that I

am a Jew.

That you are what?

That I am a Jew.

So am I but I don't see that thats an issue here.

A Jew who works for MC CARTHY is thought of very ill by most

of the Jewish people.

Are you a member of the Communist Party?

My dear sir, I have never consulted with the Communist Party

in any manner regarding the writing of the Fourth __
.

Mr. MANDEL, are you a member of the Communist Party?

I would like to answer your question, sir, under my privilege

of the Constitution, but I am going to answer it in my own

way. Now you say book burning you — - - fire to

the books as Hitler did twenty years ago.

Are you a member of the Communist Party?

We will have no more of that Mr. MANDEL. You will answer

the questions put to you or - where's the offioer?

stand by. We are going to have no more of this. Mr. COHEN

is our Chief Counsel , he is. entitled to normal courtesy* .

6>/- /a <19-

COPIES DESTROYED
* 86£ JWUa Mil



in his line of defense.

That would he excellent proof that It is not Communist.

I feel it would be.

The National Guardian* has been conducting quite a vigorous

campaign in defense of the convicted atom spies.

Who are you referring tot

JULIUS and ET SENBERG.

I want to make that clear. Convicted what?

Atom spies

.

Do you know your law. Mr. COHEN (ph)t

Well, I prosecuted the case, I think so.

What were those people convicted of?

They were convicted of conspiracy.

Exactly, and conspiracy is not espionage.
* W

They were convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage and the

delivery of atom secrets to representatives of the Soviet Union.

Now the question was, is the •National Guardian" today con-

ducting a vigorous campaign asking for the release of the

ROSENBERGS?

The National Guardian* to the best of my knowledge and belief,

and I am not an editor or a member of its staff

Do you read It?

I read it. "The National .Guardian* to the best f>A»y know- w
ledge and belief i is conducting a vigorous campaign asking

for executive clemency in that case on the grounds that

scientists told those people that GREENGLAS8, the stoolplgeon,

could not possibly have remembered the information that he

•aid he remembered.

You say that their campaign is limited to a request for

executive clemency?

Insofar as my memory serves "me. I may be mistaken about that.



but that 1 s my recollection.

Do you think that the R0SENBERG8 are guilty?

Unlike a great many people who are taking an active part in
that campaign and who have read the transcript of the trial
from beginning to end andiho have drawn a conclusion that they
are not guilty, I, as a scholar, will not offer an opinion be-
cause I have not read the transcript from beginning to end.
However, I do think that the offering of the death sentence
in peace time is unjustified, and 1 do think, to return to an
earlier matter, that it is rather typical of the situation
existing in this country that the first two people ever to get
the death sentence in peaoe time for this crime happen to be
Jewish.

Let me ask you this. You say to show that the "National
Guardian" is not Communist dominated the fact that they
published an appeal for funds by EARL BROWDER?

Yes sir.

Was not the "Daily Worker* itself sympathetic to EARL BROWDER
and articles published following his indictment for perjury?

I do not know. /

Do you read the "Dally Worker"?

There again we have to return, although it is very unfortunate
for a scholar to have to do this, I have got under today's
circumstances to return to the Fifth Amendment and state that
I refuse to answer that question under the provisions of the
Constitution not to testify against myself.

Narrator :

At this point the reoordlng ends, and pertinent portions of
the remainder of the hearing are reinacted from the steno-
graphic transcript with the participation of Mr. MANDEL.

Senator MC CARTHY : This is the second time that the witness
has brought up the word, Jewish. He tries apparently, to
hold himself out as a representative of the Jewish people.

HANDEL! No sir.

MC CARTHY: Be quiet now until I finish.

- 15
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FEDERAL BUREAU*OF INVESTIGATION

NEW YORK iY » t 1956

REPORT MADE BY

J72EEKW887, 30; 5/7-
10, 11/56

H. RAWLINS OVERTON

CHARACTER OF CAS

INTERNAL SECURITY - C;
INTERNAL SECURITY ACT OP 1950

3^ 3Mil*orjt •"
/. 22*$?

MKkdZMStSdirSA VWa
Civil Rights Congress (CRC) in Los Angeles continued operationqa***,^/^
from June, 1955# until 1/6/56, at which time it dissolved in ; .

accordance with decision of the CRC in New York. Prior to
1/6/56, major activities were carried on by CRC Headquarters
in Los Angeles, California, and by three local chapters. Generally,
CRC program in Los Angeles during last six months called for |l
Organizing support around STEVE NELSON'S fight against his 1
conviction and sentence under the Pennsylvania\State Sedition *%

Laws, support of the Los rAngeles, Denver and Puerto "Rico Smith ^

Act "victims." Other major activities Included protests of /i

the murder of EMMITT TILL in Mississippi, the murder of MAC AltTHUR J
MALONE in Los Angeles, and the murder of Reverend GEORGE W, LEE
in Mississippi. CRC in Los Angeles continued its efforts to *
free ROSA LEE INGRAM and WESLEY ROBERT WELLS from Jail. CRC
in Los Angeles protested the segregation of Negro firemen in the ,

“
Los Angeles Fire Department. During the 'past six months the CRC ^
in Los Angeles experienced falling income^and^ financial difficulties. /
At the time of its dissolution on l/6/56,lfiRC in Los Angeles had >
debts of $1,200.00 and owed $879.00 in back salaries] offset '

**(/ /
bv i85Q.lo cash on hand as of 12/31/55. Upon dissolution. CRC <1 %by $859.18 cash on hand as of 12/31/55. Upon dissolution, CRC
officials Instructed toi liquidate all assets, pay back salaries
and all debts b

...





U 100-23717

WmiJM L. PATTBSOH
;

_ ypp SODBfZ, a self-adbitted CP aombar and former editor of the'^*
*avlr?.00 Iter«h »®3 that mil* PiHBSOH was enaaaoeUta

to
lfV S? 1,38

\>J2
D“Z ‘•tod that 1» *» «M»d5 y^.l*1*-**1 »1»« to Chicago, PATTSRSOW had baan a rapraaantaUaaor the Anglo-Americai CP at the Camsmlet International *

Of tha CP lTw!5,‘
t*t*'1 th,t TmBSW "* «*« Of tha national ooandttaa

PABLO GARCIA RQHtlQOEZ

gTHEL ROSBJBERQi JOLHE RQ6EWBSR0

Ccnrt for oSifK?®^aTSrlf«YShi£.'’nift*d S
l*

t« Matrlct
*•*<«*. Statute,

tencad to death. They were executed on Jme 19, 19&. *
Ay>A *“ 0er^

MORTCH SOBELL

i«i 8^fg„Ms**March 29, 1951 and sentenced to serve thirty years in the Federal Penitentiary. ^
ELIZABETH SPBCTOR ^

*"• ' XfeSrt 1. iyPga* t ?•»>* - - .y,: i

Records of the Halted States District Court for tte Souttem

- 37 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOffice Memorandum •

el®-
Ur. B. M. Ladd datb: February 24, 1953s'

T«Im*

fy ROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. A. S. Belmont

,.^c<(2 S-.fi
WALTER WINCHELL
SUmi&T, TEBRU4RT 22, 1953

t~
LM(hlia
Mdu
Itewwi4.
T«k.*_

I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAl rffl~Telecast WMAL - 3T Channel 7 . 6.»4S p.m. HEREIN IS UPLA'^IF 1

^ ^

—

••••• Bronxville , New York, Sarah Lawrence College and
Scarsdale High School will get the Conareseional spotlight on
Tuesday next . Alleged Red penetration

- 'comment

Robert Morris, Chief Council of the Subcommittee on
Internal Security of the U. S. Senate, recently advised a Bureau »

official that the Committee planned to continue hearings into

|

ttmmunis* infiltration of the education field and indicated that
I

the Committee had an interest in Sarah Lawrence College . TheNew York Office has been requested to advise the Bureau of the
identities of any members of the faculty at Sarah Lawrence who
are included in the Security In$ex

. (Also the Scarsdale High School,)

WINCHELL

**• •• • Washington, D. C*, Senator McCarthy's Committee
will expose one of the top men in the Department of State as aflaming pinko • A holdover from the Truman crowd .

"

COMMENT
r , ( - ,

. . *
individual may be Reed \arris/' who holds a high

position at State in the Voice of America Section . Harris hasbeen investigated by the Bureau under a Loyity of GovernmentEmployees and Voice of America classification . The LoyaltySection is presently preparing a memorandum reflecting a summary
of the results of our investigation of Harris

.

WINCHELL

1

••••Washington. A senate committee's big witness thiswee* will be the female leader of over five hundred Communist
Z°Z

in the
„
Red underground in the United States. She wastrained at Moscow. "... | <7/ ;—— - -

A Wvm IFEB 261953
9

EAB: rep
) . . it\DcXED * S v k /\j



WINCEELL

”....Secretary of State Dulles is considering several

men foK JC'Dwyer's post as Ambassador to Mexico . One ts

John BAGlenn, the Tice President of the\American Trust Company

of NewT±£k3 another is William Bandolph\Bearst, the publisher

.

COMMENT

To date there has been no request made of the Bureau

for an investigation of either Glenn or Bearst . V (Washington Post of

2/24/53 states White Bouse has nominated FrangjaUBLiiAL to be
—L WINCEELL Ambassador to Mexico.) \

”•«•••New York Journal American

.

JultuS/pRosenberg

now tn the death house at Sing Sing for giving the qpssians our

secrets, the A-Bomb Secrets, has turned Anti-Semetic of all

people. Be now calls Rabbis \politicians with beards' according

to the accredited Jewish organisations

•

COMMENT

Rosenberg appears to be merely following the Communist

Party ltne in assuming an "antt-clertc " attitude

.

“ WINCEELL

"....San Francisco Call~Bulletin. Another youth

outfit, the Eugene Debs Social Club, of the Socialist Workers

Party is being established on the campus of the University of
California

COMMENT

The San Francisco Office advised recently of the

existence of the Eugene Debs Social Club at the University of

California . Berkeley. The Socialist Workers Party has Been cit ,

by the Attorney General. This matter ts being closely followed

by the San Francisco Field Office.

Bj^adcast
mm
n{AL_630kc^9:C0_P^j^

WINCEELL

" Pueblo. Louts Sturgis and Vtrgtnia Iser wanted

for bank robbery and murder have just been captured.
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Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : Mr. Tolson DATS: March 5, 1957

mom

SUBJECT:

L. B.

BRIGADIER GENERAL

While talking to Irvin^Caufman on other matters, he&~l*&0
mentioned Julius Klein and stated that he has Jumped Klein on several
occasions for Klein’s going to bat for Ma^owenflial soiVyearBragb^

nal Security Subcommittee. ICa

mg
Bo
Belmonl

‘ele. Boom
Holloman
Gandy .

when
KaufmanLowenthal was called before the Internal

[claims that

iasked to do
|to Fineberg ti

_

Uavi^i’ahLwho used to be with Fineberg probably was back of this, that
Wahl was the individual who maneuvered Lowenthal’s appointment to General
Clay’^ staff in Germany, and that he has since taken the Fifth Amendment.

Irving stated that this is apparently preying on Klein’s mind
and that Klein has commented on numerous occasions what a fool he was. .

'

|

Irving thinks this might account for the fact that Klein has personally bought
land distributed approximately 100 copies of "The--FBI Story, ” and Klein thinke
that he perhaps is getting back into the Bureau's good graces, hiijl

'

It I told

If
to trust Klein. _

*

t i

that this is not a fact, that frankly it would be impossible

HE a

I

Irving stated that Klein wouMi do anything to make amendfe. I told
Irving that we would never have known of Klein’s alleged change of heart if it had
not been for his bringing this up. Irving commented that the Director had
personally talked to him about Julius some years ago and that he had Jumped
Julius at the time and has jumped him on other occasions. I told him that, insofa
as we know, Julius is still carrying water for Lowenthal other than what he,
Irving, told us.

1

_ Irving stated that at one time Julius was a great friend ofJ&y£_
but today Klein is very bitter against Bazelon as a result of Bazelon's

_ _ sition to Irving. I told Irving that he should not be led off base, that Klein
carries water on both shoulders, and that It would be difficult to have anything
other than an uneasy feeling about him. Irving stated he was going to talk to
Kleinone more time to try to be absolutely sure that Klein has really chaneecL. ,

cc - Mr. Belmon^

“If!
->«

-



C3
Memorandum to Mr. Tolson March 5, 1957

' Irving said Klein has even talked to him about how he could right himself with

the Director. I told Irving that the Director is a very charitable man and could

understand when an individual was played for. a sucker but that the Director could

not foxget Klein's duplicity and that, if Klein had really had a change of heart,

then he should have gotten himself on record. Irving stated that Klein had even

mentioned he might ask his friend StylesdBridges to try to right the situation

for him. I told Irving that this situation was akin to that of Miles Standish and
that Klein would have to speak for himself. fjjJ.

'

~
J ! .^J-^Tfind that I reported informally the information furnished me by

Roberffaorris on June 22, 1953, to the effect that members of the Senate Internal

Security Subcommittee had been approached on behalf of Lowenthal, that Senator

Eastland had told Morris that everyone he knew in New York had seen or called

him, that Brigadier General Julius Klein had called Morris to urge that Lowenthal
not be called for June 16, 1953, which was the scheduled date for theryosenberg
execution, that Klein had advanced as his reason that the Internal Security Sub- ,

,

committee should avoid any anti-Semitic charge and not give any ammunition to ’

,

~7

anyone who would say this was an anti-Semitic plot, that Senator Jenner had told

Morris so many people were calling his office that he did not go near his office

for a couple of days to avoid pressure being brought on behalf of Lowenthal.

The foregoing is submitted for record purposes since it should

be a part of the files.

1st ^ '
; v Ce * "+*7 1 vmr^
.-f t

- 2 -
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Mr. Tol«on

Mr. E. A. T»mm_
Mr. Clegs.

• -

Office of Director
“

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

September 29, 1948

Ift 88 Altcb O'Donnell of *the

Attorney General's Office
.

called to request any infor-
mation we might have~^n' our
files on Julius _^dtosenberg
of 39 Broadway, Mew Torjr City, Mr. Mohr

Mew York • Mr. Pennington__

Tele. Room
lit, JZeay on Mr • Fletdher's deskut. Neeee

Mr. Gurnee.

Mr. Harbo__

Mr. Jonea

gan

-j^Lyk

hr1
d^t
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(RELEASE AT 7 tOO P*M. EST)
(SPIES)

S THT CPNCRESSJLQNA1 ^tamtp rtirp^v cnMMTTTFF TODAY NAMED THE "FOUR _

DEADLIEST* flfip r SPT ire awn £EA£Ce5 tjjtlb fa A T TOR 01S DEEDS SPEEDED, UP

THE puss TAN A-BOMB PROJECT BY AT LEAST 18 MONTHS,
"IN 'OTHER WORDS" ' IP WaOHOULD COME," THITcOMMI TTEE SAID IN A 196-

PAGE SUMMATION OF KNOWN SOVIET ATOMIC ESPIONAGE IN THE U, S, AND

i
BMTAiNr^uSi^ muma

mjest wiIl be rprftTiv BV pea^on-oe thesf ram? men .

' THT'MAN WHO CAUSED "THE MOST DAMAGE* WAS THE NOTORIOUS . DR KU

U

jS

uos German

-

‘

torn britoh scientist tAnvicted of espionage intonbon
'EAR. THE COMMITTEE SAID "IT IS

* _ .... . —_. m , w r ftiATS HT?AH T T* A A ^ f*AMD T TC UD T\ 1

b*:t\ yl'

FUCHS AI^ILJiAS_JLNFiJJENCE£_IHIL2AEEI3L^J10RIL^£QEIX^MOQCP^LISJjE^
cRT^7er~~DAMAGE THAN^ANY^jQXHER--SJ^-^T-~QMJ.Y IN .THE H ISTORY .Q£j££.

ITED STATES . BUT IN THE HISTORY oy NATIONS^" •

“rof"cpvSMf "nfAm.StrgT PFTRA-YffR* M ‘amed AS ITALIAN-BORN BRUNO.

’ONTECORVO WHO VANISHED BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN LAST SEPTEMBER AND MAY

ftVE OTE.

M

SOME TRITIUM, CHIEF INGREDIENT OF THE DREAD HYDROGEN BOMB,

WITH HIM, THE COMMITTEE SAID HE HAD BEEN WORKING WITH IT, IT ADDED

THAT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE PONTECORVO BETRAYED A-SECRETS PRIOR TO HIS

FLIGHT"
IN THE LESSER TRAITOROUS RANKS WERE PLACED DR, ALLA N fflffJNHfrAV/

BRI TI S

H

-BORTTggTENTlH T, CONVin'ETlN ENGLAND FOLLOWING THE CANADIAN

ATOMIC SPY INQUIRY, AND DAVTflteREENgftASS
f
AN AMEBI CAILAND^MJLY NQN-

SCIENTIST IN THE GROUP WilQ-Ji?AS.^£NTENCED IN -NEW -¥0RK-L>A5T^FRIDAY TO/

15
'YEARS ‘TN ^FRTSON#"
THE COMMITTEE ALSO LISTED VARIOUS "COURIERS AND AGENTS" INVOLVED

THE RUSSIAN SPY NETWORK, INCLUDING JULIUS AND ETHEDyn-OS ENBERG WHO WF

SENTENCED TO DEATH THURSDAY IN NEW YORK, AND HARR^&fOLD
VT7 A nr« ^

i
!

i

I
M
:E__ WHO IS SERVI ;g

A v *» » - -/ - 1 «. »
30 YEARS
r IN ADDITION, THE REPORT REVIEWED SOME CASES TURNED UP BY THE HOU c 2

COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES, IT STRESSED THAT NONE OF THES;

’jftS BEEN "PROVEN IN A COURT OF LAW* BUT SAID SJME jOS /THE tflA^RES AR.

UNDER PROSECUTION FOR PERJURY OR C0NTEMPitQ&jE-<»M«»5j* f .

.

THE COMMITTEE SAID THE DAMA^jGrfWSaUP^THE AMERICAN ATOMIC POSH ION

•IS INDISPUTABLY SEVERE." ShKlffirn ltiJMWQfMra.

'

IT SAID IT IS "POSSIBLE TONHBre wflOCENT-.EXPLANATION j

ACCOUNTS FOR PONTECORVO »S DISAPPEAlJflJCfc* BUT THE FACTS "SUGGEST"
THAT ‘IS "EXTREMELY REMOTE." /. A\ f

f
g>

. j/g^s^P f -j,
ylj » w-

I

m m m + * WASHINGTON CITY NEWS
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%
Memorandum • united states government'

/*
'
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SYNOPSIS:
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Transcript of Eastland Committee hearings concerning
recording of jury deliberations in connection with University of f

Chicago Law School project received from Eastland Committee. .Edward %v
| j

Levi, Dean, University of Chicago Law School, testified that that law r%jjf
school conducting research tnto juries system in effort to tnprove it.VV^ •

Admitted making recordings of jury deliberations at Wichita, Kansas,
at request of attorney there and with consent of judges and counsel, r
Stated no control over project by Ford Foundation. Admitted prior
]*ejn&ersMp in National Lawyers Guild. Harvey Kalven, Jr., Professor r%y
of Law at University of Chicago, testified concerning project and l

j

stated law school approached by Wichita attorney to record jury delibela
tions and recordings done with’consent of judges and counsel. Stated
he^felt recordings of deliberations a legitimate operation if done /otv ^

I scientific purposes under proper safeguards and noted that matter not ^
-—feeder

-'^public by University of Chicago. Admitted writing letters and _
—

dqjtitig speeches asking clemency for' Rosenborgs but based his actions v
JX^ort\?obj*h#ion to death penalty. Does not feel jury operations harmed a

*recorRings and stated no plans' exist to record 500 or 1000 cases ^
(SvUt£i‘epor4fd in public press. Logan Green, Garden City, Kansas, attorney!*
'jZ’siaied he gave authority to record in case he was attorney for but did^'i

'note, believe he would tn future, r ^% * * -- * ^ r
"•>- *’

4^ rj

l ASXIML

; (1)
th0 testtmoi

The original of ^i s memorandum and the Photostcrzc
should be placed in'£he Eastland Control File 55-56527.^5
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the Amendment was adopted. I am not making that as a firm
%

proposition of law, Bir. It is Just my impression on that point.

Chairman Eastland. Let me ask you this question — Rave

you finished your answer?

Mr. Kalven. Yes, Bir.

Chairman Eastland. Did you write a letter to President

ITruman, asking olemency for the atomic Bpiec, Eosenbergs

?

Mr. Kalven. I did, sir. I have the letter with me.

Chairman Eastland. You say you have the letter with you?

Mr. Kalven. Yes, sir.

Chairman Eastland. Give us a copy of the letter.

Mr. Kalven. I would be pleased to read the letter.

Chairman Eastland. . You may read the letter,

* Mr. Kalven. It is a somewhat long and tedious letter,

but I think it mi^it be ~ May I say, sir, that I wrote this

letter to the President. It was as a private citizen. Ihis

letter has not been given out to anyone else.

Chairman Eastland. Sir?

Mr. Kalven. I wrote this letter as a private citizen to

the President. No copies of this letter have been given out.

This copy is from my file.

•Chairman Eastland. Do you not know that the Daily Worker

knci* about it?

Mr. Kalven. The only way I know is that Fulton Lewis, Jxf

§
had it on his broadcast the other night. I have no idea how the



Daily Worker knew about it.

Chairman Eastland. Have you read the Daily Worker?

Mr. Kalven. No, sir; I have never read the Daily Worker.

Chairman Eastland. You did know that the Daily Worker

had a Btory about that letter?

Mr. Kalven. May I see the story, sir?

Chairman Eastland. On September 25, 1952, page 8.

(A photostat was shown to the witness .

)

Chairman Eastland. Now, did you make a copy of that

letter available to any other person?

Mr. Kalven. No, sir.

I think I can explain the apparent confusion. The letter

I am talking about — the letter I thought wa3 referred to —

was a letter which I wrote to the President on the 24th of

November, 1952, as a letter from myself, as a personal citizen,

to the President. So far as I know, this is the only other copy

one or two copies that I made for the file at that time.

Chairman Eastland. You never made it available?

Mr. Kalven. I never made it available.

Mr. Sourwine. Would you furnish that for the record, Bid

Mr. Kalven. Yes, sir. I

(The letter referred to, dated November 24, 1952, is as

follows :

)
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Chairman Eastland* Wait Just a minute.

In writing that letter, was that the only thing that you

did on behalf of the Rosenbergs?,

Mr. Kalven. No, sir.

I have had an interest in the Rosenberg case from about

the time the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit denied the

appeal. I have read the record myself . I think I have formed

an independent opinion about it. Occasionally, I have talked

at meetings about it. I have had that kind of an Interest in

it, sir, and I still have it, as I have never quite been able

to make up my mind about the case. I find It puzzling.

I, by no means, have a firm conviction of innocence or

anything like that on the part of the Rosenbergs. On the other

hand, as I say, the case puzzles me somewhat, leaves me a little

uneasy, and that is it.

Chairman Eastland. My question wa3, did you do anything

else in behalf of the Rosenbergs?

Mr. Kalven. Sir, I —

Chairman Eastland. Except write the letter?
|

Mr. Kalven. I am not quite sure I understand the meaning

of that. I do not regard n^self as having done anything on
|

behalf of the Rosenbergs. I vias interested in the case as a
|

legal problem, a case — J

Chairman Eastland. You do not think that letter was inf

behalf of the Rosenbergs? . §



Mr. Kalven. Well, I suppose that is true, sir.

Chairman Eastland. Well, certainly.

This states that a delegation from Chicago, of some people

associated with the University of Chicago, called at the White

House pleading for clemency for the Rosenbergs. Were you one

of those?

Mr. Kalven. No, sir, I was not.

Chairman Eastland. Yes, sir.

So far as you know, you did nothing else in their behalf

except write the letter, and you studied the record?

Mr. Kalven. Unless expressing an opinion at any time

about the case is considered doing something on their behalf. .

Chairman Eastland. You said you made speeches at meetings

Mr. Kalven. No, sir. In a very limited way. 1 think

there were perhaps tvro or three meetings at the University, at

various stages of the case, at which I believe I spoke. I do no

have a very clear recollection of this.
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2 Chairman Eastman. She read a speech?

Mr. Kalven. I have a copy of the speech with me. I would

be glad to provide that for the committee.

Chairman Eastman. Yes; we would like tohave that for the

record.

Mr. Kalven. The speech, sir, is a speech to Mr. Urey.

Mr. Sourwine. Did you. Professor, say a moment ago that

you had never made up your mind about the Rosenbergs?

' Mr. Kalven. Look; that is a hard matter to discuss.

It is a complicated record.

Mr. Sourwine. I just asked what you said a moment ago.

.Mr. Kalven. All right; let me put it thio way. In

connection with the death penalty, I have some doubts about

the propriety of the death penalty under the circumstances.

I have some doubts — well, not ones that I can evaluate

very clearly, about tho quality of the evidence giving effect

that the death penalty was Imposed. It is an elaborate matter.

I would not be unhappy to discuss it with you at some other

time.

Mr. Sourwine. I do not want to try the Rosenbergs.

Mr. Kalven. I do not, either, sir.

Mr. Sourwine. I just wondered if I have heard you

correctly; if you did say that you never finally had made

up your mind about the innocence or guilt of the Ro3enbergs.

Mr. Kalven. In the sense that I just stated ic.
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Mr. Sourwine. If that is the. case, sir, why did you

sign a letter to the President of the United States stating

"Vie appeal to you as President of the United States to

exercise your power and act at once to grant clemency to

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg"?

Mr. Kalven. I do not really recall signing that letter.

I take it that Is the docunmt I was just shown?

Mr. Sourwine. This is the document we showed you, and I

understood you had said you did sign it.

Mr. Kalven. It appears that I did sign it, sir.

Mr. Sourwine. Then the question is valid, if you had

not made up your mind about their innocence or guilt, why did*

you sign that letter?

Mr. Kalven. I think the question of clemency is a

question independent of the question of innocence and guilt.

Mr. Sourwine . May this go in the record?

Chairman Eastman. Yes, sir; it will be admitted into

tie record.

(The document, a photostatic copy marked Exhibit No. 1,

5s as follows:)
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Mr. Sourwine. Here is an article from the Daily Worker

of New York, Monday, February 14, 1955 — that is this year —

a four- column head, "Urey Cites Role of Roy Cohn in

Ccnrictlon of Sobell," and discusses a speech made by Dr.

Harold Urey, in which he declared that "injustice had been

done ^to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and that many dhers in

, the United States today are similarly threatened .

”

Speaking at a banquet of moro than 700 guests in his

honor -- and towards the end of the story it says "Other

5>eakers Included Carey McWilliams, author and editor, and

Prof. Harry Kalven, of the University of Chicago."

Do you recall that incident?

Mr. Kalven. Yes, sir; I referred to this already. That

Is the occasion on which my wife was good enough to read my

Bpeech, as I was not able to be there.

Mr. Sourwine. This story was in error; that you were

not there, that you said your wife was?

Mr. Kalven. That is right.

Mr. Sourwine. Have you furnished that speech for tte

record, sir?

Mr. Kalven. I am trying to find a copy, sir; I have it

with me.

Mr. Sourwine. I think you offered it. May thi 3 go

iito the record?

Chaim an Eastman. Yco; it may.

\ CjC vtluOilo , ivJ x V .1 xl~.lla- iJ-L y x.-x. .. S X ^..1 x.t j • y
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SCOPE OF SOVIET ACTIVITY IN THE UNITED STATES

Friday, April 27 , 1956

United States Senate,

Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration

of the Internal Security Act and Other

- Internal ^Securlty LawsVyof„the

Committee on the Judiciary,

Washington, D. C.

r . ~^r_The subcommittee met / ’pursuant to recess/ at 10:50
~

o'clock a.m., In Room 424 , :Senate Office Building, Senator

Herman Welker presiding. • .

. #

Present: Senators Welker (presiding, and Jenner.

Also Present: ; Robert Morris, Chief Counsel; Benjamin

Handel, Research Director; and William A. Rusher, :Administrative

Counsel.

Sen
„
ator Welker. ' The meeting will come to order, please.

The witness will be sworn. -

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give -before

the subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
’

but the truth, so help you God?

Mr ."Creenglass

I

-do , "sir:



/ TESTIj lOI'JY OP DAVID ’ GREEMGLASS

,

, . ACCOMPANIED BY; 0. JOHN ROGGE,

HIS ATTORNEY

’
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Senator Welker. Your name is David -Greenglass?

Mr. Greenglass. 1 Yes, sir. /,

Senator Welker. Where do you reside?

Orecn2lc3s,._.".265.
7;"..,---, .- . Street, in New -York. - -

Senator Welker. Where are you presently ’domiciled?

Mr. Greenglass. The Federal Penitentiary in Lewlsburg,

-PannaYlVahla/ '
J-“‘

"

H‘- r "

"

: r ” : ~

Senator Welker. How long have you been there?

Mr. Greenglass. I have been there. at the penitentiary

for the past five years.

Senator Welker. Very well. Proceed, counsel*

;

- Mr. -Morris. Mr. Chairman, this witness has been called

iii connection with the series of hearings being carried on by

the Internal Security Subcommittee into the scope arid nature

of Soviet Activity. in the United States. ... ....... ......

During the course of yesterday's testimony, we received

evidence that three Soviet "Intelligence ^Operators connected
'

with Amtor-g, two assigned to the United States, to the Soviet

Consulate’ in New York, and one to the Soviet Delegation at the

United Nations, directed an intricate series of act 3 of

espionage against the United States.

This witness today wa3 mentioned in the course of the
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testimony yesterday, and he is being called here in the

same context.

-'• Where were you born, Mr. Greenglass?

Mr. -Greenglass. I was born in New York City.

•

'-Mr ."^Morris. '“ In what year?

; ,Mr. Greenglass. 1922.
r

- -

v--,r * /V

-

-Mr. Morris. -»Can you tell -us of your education?

^Mr. Greenglass. I went -to.Haaren Aviation -High School.

.AMr. .Morris. --Will .you spell that,^please?

vMr.' Greenglass. %-a-a-r-e-nj Haaren. ~
. •

.

*

^Mr.^Moriss . -^Aviation High School?"

Mr. TGreenglass. . Yes. -

'

Mr . Morris . - Where is that ?

.-;
:.’SSMr. -Greenglass. c At ^Fifty-Ninth and Tenth Avenue in _ ..AT.;

•-Manhattan.
,

'
.

. -fir. Morris. «*And then -after .that?

- • •••’/ Mr. -Greenglass . >1 went -to .Brooklyn Polytechnic

.

•~~
r ^Mr .Morris. “*-*Did you graduate .from Brooklyn Polytechnical

. -atiSchool? -

* Mr. Greenglass. No.
,!

'I “dropped out 'to go to^work. .

Mr. Morris. Did you return to college thereafter?

1 _ AlTMr. Greenglass, ___Ijreturned to college ^afterwards, rafter ...

«$r Array career was over.

A _ A Mr. Morris. >1 see. Do you“have a college odegree?

i

. r >
'

Hr. Greenglass. No, I haven't.

- 3B? - ~
: -

.
TA ^gSagSgag
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Did you ever belong to the

Mr. Greenglass. No, I never was a member of the Communist

Party.

. . ^r
*_
Mcr

f
ls

*...
you ever belong to the Young Communist

League?

" Greenglass. :^Yea,-. I -was. - r

Mr. Morris. Will you tell us when you Joined the .Young

/Communist League? . •

'

tir. Greenglass, I was
p

years of age when I Joined the ~-

^Young Communist League.

v
Mr. Morris. ^And how dong did you remain,a member of the l

Young.Communist League? -

Mr. Greenglass. :0h, a very short period of time, -until
- - ..- about :a year or a year and a half later.’

'
:

' Mr - Morris. :Did you resign Yrom the Young Communist

... .t- League? .

’
'

i^?lr
^.?

I
!

ee,?s158fl • :i‘
No JU3t dropped out .m stopped going

:

:V{to ^he meetings and Just generally didn't do any of the things
' r ^ ^

.

*

'it ' *

* - 9

; .~v/that .were assigned for me to do.

'Mr. Morris. Now, why did you drop out of the Young

~Communist League?

'r*T>fef£-

*#**“’

p
1^ * Greenglass. Well , .it .bored me . , It held no interest

hfor ray type of personality. -I ^couldn’t subject myself -to the
’

.discipline.that was needed. L^would -rather 4.ie In bed on
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Sunday morning than be up at six o*c1ock: shoving Daily

Workers under people *s doors. -And so I tapered off and stopped

going.
_

. „ .
......

Mr. Morris . - So by the time you were 18 years of age, you

“were no longer formally a member of the Young Communist League?

Mr. Greengiass. That is true.

Mr. Morris. Did you at any subsequent time Join the .

Communist Party?

.-Mr. Greengiass. No, sir, I never did.

... r -Iir. sMorri3. Now, -what
:
jwas the date of;your ..abandoning the

Young Communist League activities? '

'"^TVlrriGreeriglass.
1

“v«Ch,*about 1939 or *4o. It was 440, I

guess;

Mr. Morris. 1939 or 1940. Now, what was your outlook, *

. your ideological ^outlook, with respect to things relating to

the Communist Party and the Soviet Union at -this particular

time?

j^Uow, Mr. Chairman, we try*not to ask in the course of the

testimony anyone* s fideological outlook with respect to -the

Cominunlst conspiracy. -This morning we have a witness .who has

appeared In Executive Session and who has come forward -and co

operated fully with the subcommittee, and I think the sub-
, .. , . i

committee should take testimony-^about the circumstances -and .the

mental viewpoint leading up to his doing work for Soviet

espionage. . ^

.

m
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Senator Welker. Very well. It will be so ordered.

Proceed, Mr. Witness.

Mr. Greenglass. "Well, what .it was: Philosophically, I

was a Communist . Everything they stood for, I Identified myself

with But my idea of what communism was, -wasn't, the actuality

of communism. It was my idea of what the actuality of communism

M~..Was , .z^It was %h . idealized version of communism .
• *-•—

-

Now, being unwilling to subject myself to the .discipline

of the Young Communist League, I was not unwilling to believe

‘ In the principles behind- it.
'

Now, all^through this period, if anybody asked me, was I

WE Communist Party member, I would say, no, -.but .I definitely
\ * #

.-believed In what they believed in.
"W

• Mr. Morris. If , -for instance, you had been subpoenaed to

;c appear before a congressional ^committee and you had been masked

=fethe question, - uAre -you now a Communist," what would your answer

>have been? ... . .

— - -I^r.HGreenglass. -.;! probably -would have pleaded the Fifth ~

Amendment

.

Mr. Morris, ; You would have?

Mr, dreenglas3. Probably at -that time, for £he simple

;
reason that I wanted to show my. solidarity with what the .....

7Communist s” would do." at "this' part icular t ime

-Mr,. Morris. I sec.

^ Proceed, Mr. Greenglass. ,

i

%
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'Senator Jenner. Mr, Chairman, that Is very enlightening

for the benefit of ?this committee, 'In that we have witnesses --

•
(

rhere that take the Rifth Amendment who may not 4n fact actually

be 'Communists nor not guilty of any conspiracy or related to

^any acts that -.criminally indict them.

Mr. Morris. -It would Indicate that, Senator,

--— —
-r

•' -
'i*. -yrrv**

- •

'

; f M

'

i. { v *

i “
i

^•Proceed, .Mr, -Creenglass.

• - Mr. :*Greenglass. - Although in fact I would .not Jiave.been a

-Communist at the time, as you see, it *was a ^strange situation.

•^rzsa^Senator ijenner, :^But.-you :Would have used the^Fifth~ :

VVr’Amendment ? v
‘ '

~~
i-l'tr.^Creengiass

.
^Phat is. right. ^My mentor, Julius

^'Rosenberg — --

-^Senator Welker. ^Your What?

:
.
t*Mr, Greenglass

.
pty .mentor, ^Julius^Rosenberg, -never -

-considered anybody a Communist ^unless he wa3 a member of the

^Communist iParty and subjected himself to the discipline of the

.tComraunist Party. tHe didn't aeven consider -a Young Communist

• ^ League ^member as a Communist Party member, ‘you -see . ^He was

. -very specific about -that . %He was derisive ^of people who .called

themselves -sympathizers .
- -2,.--...-

.. . ~ '

M*v. -Morris. <JIow was Julius Rosenberg related to you?

'Senator Welker . r-'xJust a moment .
- - — -

-

' 4 Mr. Morris. .-.Excuse me. -
•

:JP§i»
. \ .

f*

- >.-** Senator Welker. H^Why do you use the wordj^-'my mentor”? *

- &»jsri
v' * "***

i

*
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Mr. Greenglass. At the time, that is exactly what he was.

He was the one who taught me about what communism was. .It was

i-his own version. -Probably he lied to me, or maybe he'even

believed what he told me. X don’t know. .. But in that way, he

•was mymentor.

Senator Welker. Was he a relative of .yours?

: _
Greenglass. - Yes. -- He is my brother-in-law.

7

TiJHe awas

- my brother-in-law. .

^Senator JWelker. Very well. - Proceed.
r ,

f-
• v".:~vMr .•'-MorrlD . -ill right ;~JNow, will you tell us"how long

"

“

-you remained in that state of mind that you have Just described^

v to .the committee/ Mr ,*rGreenglass?... #

-' Mr. Greenglass. I stayed in that state of mind until

fairly, long —— I should say, it is really a short period of

^ time -fairly — well, about -six to nine months after ! started

.
to .give Ilnformat ion,..which was in 19^5. It is only with ihe ad-

•^vent of my becoming an espionage agent that a certain itruth

- -'.Qtftyted to penetrate thatjdid jiot penetrate -.before. - -

tir. .Morris , in other words, you remained in the ^conviction

^of-mind, that you have described for us until •about six to

eight months after you began transmitting secrets to the Soviet

Union? -

~=^Mr.l;Greengiass . That is right .

'

: v -- —:r • '

Mr. Morris. Wow, before wo get to .that point, Jfa*.

Greenglass, may X ask you a few questions about your-career? -*
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Meanwhile, you were inducted into the Array, -were you not?

Mr. Greenglass. iYes, sir.

Mr. Morris. When jflid that take place? - ^

-'--Mr. Greenglass. In 1943, in April.

Mr. Morris. And what was your first assignment in the

' ’
'

'-Array?
*

' /

_ Greenglass. ^Well, of course, *there .was the -basic -

training, -.which in my particular case was ifour .weeks,because

-of my technical skills, and I was ^transferred -to the JOrdnance

Department- at the "Aberdeen ^Proving Ground, ^where -we~^id various

'

;

;v types *of .research work .and testing of German "captured -equipment.

i- 3.Hr, ''.Morris. -And then from there where "Were you assigned?

Mr. •' Greenglass. r.I was sent out to the West Coast .where I

worked for a General Motors plant in South Gate, California,

where
r
they made tanks. I .worked in the tool and machine ;ehop .

:

Then after that, I was at .various Ordnance abases, .and assigned

to an -overseas outfit. ."This -outfit never — I mean,^lt was

^scheduled for overseas, and these -other men did go , Vbut I

was ;’£aken out and sent to Oak jlldge, which was part of bhe

Manhattan Project.
. .

"
.

•4.

......Hr, Morris. ...Wow, ..did you know what Oak ftidge was when

you .fir3t went there?

-r Hr Greenglass . --Mo, Idhadn*t the slightest :idea-of -where
~

I was going or for what purpose J[ was being sent \there . ,*'t

Mr . Morris. - When did you first learn what was going on

1
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Mr. Greenglass. As a matter of fact, I never did learn

what was going on at Oak Ridge. I was Bhipped from Oak Ridge

to another part of the Project, Los Alamos.

Mr. Morris. Los Alamos.

"Mr.’ Greeriglass. At Oak Ridge I was just given security

checks and some tests. I don't remember whether I was ever
vf 1.'^ :Xiaer*r\?-*

:

„asked whether I was a member of any subversive group, but If I

3

:were asked, 1 -could assure you, I probably would have said no.

, ^Morris. ^.-Oan you place the time when you -were

transferred from Oak Ridge to Los Alamos?

““Mr .~GreengiasB .
" lt

_
was“July7^l9^r^or August ; or early ~

August; .

Mr. Morris. "At that time, did you know what was going on'

pat Los Alamos?
"

. *

Mr. Greenglass. -No, I didn't know that, either, I --

."Mr. :Morri3. 'When did you .“first learn-- - Excuse me,

•'Senator. .

-

‘ Senator Welker r"*Did you finish <your .answer?

-

-

;
;Mr. iGreenglass. .1 was about to go a little further.

Mr.* Morris.
.
Go right ahead. ,i

Senator Welker. Go ahead. ^Finish your ‘answer.

....... Mr., Greenglass. „I.did know what I dad to do in my --- ---
r 7'.

, .

* .....
^immediate surroundings, which was an instrument rshop doing

experimental set-up work. That .means we made the Component

s

. i
-
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of various experimental apparatus that was to be used In

research leading to the development of the atom bomb.

^What I was doing specifically I knew, but what It was In

'"'.a larger sense , '£ did not know at the time, no.

-/.Senator Welker . -Very .well . ,v. Proceed, counsel .

Mr. Morris.' Will you tell us when you first -learned of

.isthe existence of the atom bomb?
trrr~r*rf rz*

—

/ "rr-o-.-,w -z r» -T'-Ti” r
% y

~~ *" -~rT

;4Mr.^reenglass. >?In November, 31944, my -wife came to. see

;,me on .our second wedding anniversary. :/Jor a while it 'was Just

r~an ordinary second honeymoon. '---But the -third day, -
:
she told me

.^a strange story. ;*It seems that -Julius and Ethel Jtosenberg

ijhad invited her .to the ’apartment .where they aived,-nand when she
- . . . .

'

rf • * ** ~ v -

• '

' #

- came in, '-Julius, after /the usual ^social amenities, took .her

vaside and asked her whether she imew what I was doing.

_

Ofcourse, -it .was a secret .project, _-and I did have a cover

/f'My cover was the fact .that I was ^supposed 4;o /be -a machine
"

‘^handler in a warehouse. /^Similarly, mother men with various

^vtypes of skills =were given similar coverings. >

. J Mr. Morris. afeNow^may I .break in at this time? At this

>>tlme, you were still a ^Communist -Party .'sympathizer? -

Mr. 0reengla3s. -I still was. -..••* • '

Mr. Morris. ..And you had no more formal connection either

--with^the Communist Party --or -the Soviet organization than that? •

„Mr.-*Greenglass . ^JJone whatsoever.

Mr, Morris. '
'Proceed, Mr. Greenglass.



Mr. Greenglass. In this particular meeting, when she said,

"No, I don’t know what he is doing, except that this is what

he h&8 Julius said, "Well, he is working on an atom

bomb."
• • '•

•• X

- r fr .®°.UI'sei my wife it -doesn’t mean very much. ‘Tit
'

-didn’t at the time, .1 should say. But he said to Ruth, he X' -
"

^sai^'3Sha^ 'we-want -him to do is to give us‘
w
lnf^imHon^ori1bhi8

'V:,

bomb to be transmitted to the Russians." --And she TeltXvery X

^badly about it immediately and said, no, that -she didn’t feel
I nmtMyMlr^TrrmWt'IWO' ^ ' - -,* •- ,

— < —» »«'» “ *•*?**y**~-*- ;_«

•J^that.;^Vsa‘> -proper thing to do, “and that "You are not going -

SftO do it.". AJ n /
V- Ari V

Vv ,OI
.

- c-trTTrr^
"4Mr. Morris. :V?5he was not going to tell you about it?

1 ^Mrr?Ore,englabs .
‘- She was not going to tell me about it.

.SftSenator Welker . ’^TWill you read that entire answer?

The preceding answer. of the witness was read by the - >.
*• -* ^ r *• - - „

^freportar^-^::--- V'
* " *'• *• " 7 •-**•-*-

* k
’

x X .
;

.

,^6enator Welker. -^Very well. ^Proceed.
;A

XX X^.^a^ee5fja88 .XsWhen JShe said this^Julius and Itthel *oth

v^discussed it-with her, bringing out that the Russians were

allies, and tKat JLs no way to streat an ally; *;and .secondly, - that
• '**m*h ^+***+*4m**' *9** » +*** •% *•» -y ;••**/* *

/**' "X
'

'X^V". X.XX
* '

"X*

X would want to do -it, -and it -was her duty as my wife to trans-
c * rT^-'+r * * *

mit this Apformat ion to me and J.et me make the decision.
:

’"X’£

tXwust«have gone -on for quite some time, *but ?Tinally

.^she agreed to go out and see me . .jcAnd -he said -to herXJ&isten.
‘

5iiJt 4-s your -a nniversary, and since you want |to go outXthere, "I X-
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will put up the money for the trip."

So since she did not have much money, of course, 'he knew

.rhe had to -give her the money. r^The — -V ” : t~-

Senator Welker. Did he put up the money for the trip?

'jyir.^Greenglass . -'-I think my wife put up thejnoney, and

«%ln -dribbles and dahs lie paid Attack. .2lt was mostly talk.

^."i^t5enato^Welker v̂ Very.fwell. ^Proceed —

;

> >llr/€Greenglass. pNow,ithis Is -the ctory ^ehe .told on the

r.way, while -we were walking down :by the river, ^the Rio ;Grande,

^il^hu^f^is''%t^his^ime i^At first when^this happened,"When

¥8he told me this, "T felt -as though the whole world had opened

-up .and I was ^falling into a yChaBm because, Iwhile I instinctively

said^r no,: .1 .was not, going to give the information, in i;he back

of my mind I knew I was agoing to.give that information because -

'V-Ohi-yesy-he did say -one thing to here: %'You Just tell him .

i that .a;man has to have the courage of his convictions." “
r«--

' -i^Now, it seems a strange reason to do a serious thing of

i^this nature , ibecause you want -to have the .good will -of .some

w-other man. ' But we do strange things, ^especially since it would

bewery difficult to explain our relationship without going

•- into' a lot of background of how I was the younger, he was the r

'older, he was the graduate engineer, I was the young apprentice,

Tihe tyro. It was a strange relationship, and yet ^one where' I
~

genuinely liked this man. *And I wanted to have his approbation.

Mr. Morris. Mr. Chairman, may I point out at this time
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in the teBt^ony, we are coning pretty g_nerally to the area

where the witness here testified at the Rosenberg trial.

Now, since all his testimony there is a part of the public

record, I. suggest that we just pass over that, with only

suggestions. by.way of -filling in the continuity, until we get

back into the area where inhere "will be new evidence "coming r'

before the committee.

^Senator Welker. It is so' ordered.

, ^Senator Jenner?

. ^Senator Jenner . What I am interested in is .this. -EAs you

say,—the testimony of the ~witnes8 is a matter of .public record.

.
;-4v.

;

---.£Ut -i-think what- the committee is primarilyinterested in" is,
"

;>«kdid you know 'from your^own ^experience or from your mentor,

.,3^Julius Rosenberg, about the existence of -Soviet intelligence

the Soviet Delegation or theiSoviet Embassy?

‘iMr. . Greenglass . Well ,~ later on, when >we were in business

;;^i^together,*»flien I had long since rgiven up giving information,

.

r> and was'itJ^ing" iri general to disentangle myself ifromihe web,

he would use me as a sounding Aboard, a door mat . —-~~

Morris. You mean Rosenberg?
. > it. S'i't A j. •

«
.

-Mr. * Greenglass . ^Rosenberg,^yes

.

1 'mm *»-* i‘ ** —-•'f

* Mr .
" Morris . Julius Rosenberg

.

; ".Mr.
_
^Greenglass . -— because I was close by, and in this „

type bf^WdlHesS 'you' don't confide what you want to say to

;

* people who are casual acquaintances, and even your best friends



I
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;

A ^ %^i6o

jriare not to beAold. *But ^because I had been in the apparatus

before, -he .would use me In that sense; he would talk about
' ^

. 11hii^s^Kal'lfe'Should not have If he was strictly adhering to

-the way ‘espionage agents should work. *But he did ’say .that not
d w .m + »<*•***»- -j*

1 * * -JS. * * ‘ * » - ' * ' **
.... , tv

,'^only are there, agents In the .Russian Embassies in the satellite

countries, the satellite country embassies, but also in the

>• the -Western Democracies ,
~ RusSian agents .~~ZThis is"'

- , -jlgfa -direct *quote. v.
!

.7 '
_

,‘-V ,L.

- ^Senator Jenner. -Did he make any reference about the

‘ ^COll©flJ©S2.k .*•

—

-—^^r»;0.ree
t
nglass.,^3ell, «initrying to -get me -back -into -the -

^apparatus after I had quit Los Alamos, when I left the Army,

' I couTd*have 'very well stayed on dn a very nice Job, tbut I

panted to -oome home for one reason: J. wanted to disentangle

^myself . Julius .constantly wanted me to ,go to schools where I

~*£had Xriehds^b'cientiBts, -people 11 knew, -going to -these schools

.

'^In- the’Universlty of Chicago 1 knew two or three .people,

'some ln JILT . x He;wanted me . to go to .these schools, -develop my*
. f *> ^ .

v ;
contacts, •'get -my- degree , and then -continue in the service of

-Sthe m\W merrrneni .

~

---ttiui

V „**#*-*»-

^jJWhen I said, "Well, how am 1 going to do all this?", well,
. . -«• --ft |- - >y^> -»*./*, »

..j'ihe said, "Spme ^)f. it ..you will do on the GI Bill of Rights. "

But.^i>«^^a^^iwit was insufficient to raise a family on.

..I had a wife and a jehild at the time. *550 the Russians will

j:^pay you to go to school. t»
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And I said, "Tills is very interesting."

And he said, "Yes. I do it all the time. I have a number

of people that I send to school and I pay."

Mr. Morris. Did he say what schools, Mr. Greenglass?

Mr. Greenglass. Veil

Mr. Morris. ' I do not mean by name," but he describe the

schools?

..Mr. Greenglass. -The type of school was of .the Princeton,

University -of -Chicago, MIT, harvard type -of school.

He She ;*e.^
ter schools. - He wanted them well-known,

and that had fine engineering and scientific departments.-
*T*Mr .""Morris rZ Now, you are -not naming those schools by way

_~of -identifying the schoclB, but ^mentioning them by way of the

:fetypes of school that He had in mind at the time that he had this

^conversation?

Mr.:Greenglass. ^That is correct.
'

*
. .

^. Senator Jenner. *%©id he name to you any .of the schools

~*iwhere the Russians were "financing students?

~-*" 3

vlMr. TGfeenglasa
. .(Shakes“ head negatively. )

-

- Senator tenner. fBut he said he did it all the time?

.. 3did .it all the time. ..... - .

'Senator Welker. " Proceed, counsel.

- „ 7- Mr *
'

Gr>eenSlas3 • .r He, as a matter of fact , iif ..you will/ he
- was a paymaster. ? He had wide contacts with a wide group of men.
’ He was the type Of man that >juaa xharmlng, hard, and a wonderful
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salesman. The proverbial statement about selling refrigerators

*jto Eskimoes, he could do that. -He had many facets to his

. personality, , and with it all, he was a fine technical man.

He also had a certain directness, a certain ruthlessness,

that would let him leave everything by the wayside. , -One of the

things he did say to me that turned me cold — this was late

May, 1950 -- he was trying to,get me to leave the. country, and
> > ~ii

‘

-sJ ’7T, r ;w ~

he had all kinds of schemes :ot ways of getting out, and —
.Mr. Jforris. Mr. 0reenglas3 -and Senators, may I get back

- to jthe continuity of the -story? —I did not mean.ito break “Into .1

it at that time.

.Senator Welker. .Surely.

x .Mr.’ Morris. .But I did want to make the point that we

"should not go over the whole material covered in the trial.

=*?Now, ‘roughly, -during the
.
period that you were at Los , ,

Alamos, you came east on your vacation, son your furlough, at

one .time, fdid you not?

-Mr. Greenglass. Yes; twice, as a matter of ^fact/?once

: in January and once “In September.

' Mr. Morris. -S;Novf, X wonder ifyou would tell us of your

rfirst meeting with Julius .Bosenberg when you discussed the

atom bomb. 1 wonder if you would give us as many details of

^that .as possible, because. Senator, I think -thiB ^particular

^testimony does bear on the subject matter of our^investigation.

Senator Welker . Very well . Proceed

.
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Stanton Street. It was about 11:30 in the evening. I don’t

remember the exact day of the i^eek. A knock came on the door,

and when I opened the door, I found Julius Rosenberg stsmding

there. -He came in, and he kept his finger to his lips. I

didn’t say a word. He leaned close to my ear and he said,

"Go next door and discover if there is a listening apparatus

JLn the rooms next"door."

Well, I was very much taken aback. X didn’t know what

^to say to him* But he gave me an ’order and, all right, _I — .

-•-Mr. Morris. -.'-Who lived next door? • -

-^Mr. -Greenglaos. -rThere was an old couple living next

door who must have -been in bed for hours .
*

•-Mr. Morris. What time was it, now?

.Mr. Xreenglass. sit waB probably about twenty to -twelve,

i went next door. 31 knocked on -the door, and an old woman in

a bathrobe came to the door ;and aaid, ?What can I do for you?”

:
*"'««sjAnd I had to Invent a lie.

-f^'Mr. -Morris. -JfcSpeaic up ,^ust a bit, Mr. 'Greenglass.' ~ \;;.“

. ; Mr. Greenglass. .'••I had to invent a lie. Cl said/l^I locked

myself out -and I would .like -to get through your -window on the

fire escape to my own apartment." '

And she said, ^"Well, all right."

.Mr. Morris. She was surprised by it,-was she?

Mr. -Greenglass. *Yes, -She was very surprised. ^She ,must
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%thave been even more .surprised when X went through her bedroom

-•• :^6to get to the fire escape. Of course, I Just wanted to make

".’s^Bure that there^was nobody there.
. • . ...•#•• .

•
. F. .

*

. - . > *
;

-

" '
• :Mr. Morris. How old .was this woman?

* • * •» \ *<• V * * *-• * *• *• '* ‘

‘
- Mr.^reenglass. v-There was an old man lying in bed half

y: asleep, *her husband, and, ^>f course, I went through the window

^^and came-tnfro’nhrapartment .:.^And he said r—^Julius, ^that T
±s,v*

#®aid --t'ffell?" '

...
;

_

v
'
•*

-
•

.
- - '

.

ftl said , f'No , *ihere was nothing there," "
.

. .f

'it'W'ali^i^it to .talk. -T\The' first filing
^

: ?the said to -me ,'is,"you know, " Ruth told you you are working on

;^i*an atom bomb." :

,
- ,.v ._

”•

. ^aid, ^rJyes. %-Now I know.". . .. - -•* .

- - "Well, *do you know how it operates?"

I ^Baldr^Ndr T 'hSiven' t the slightest idea how it ^operates

-^Except for some theories, -I wouldn’t -.know how tohegin to -put

-mone together." - y.'-V

'

'

. . r ... ^Hesays . to me,^Well, ^fchen, .£will tell-you what to look

-y>for .
" ... ; y ...

'

r
.

.
.

^sThereafter^-he described a type df homb that was made in F

v^Los -Alaitks;;'

—

r

''J£‘

Mr.'Morris.'“Tlh^other words,without going into ..the de-

'

-'^-tails of Fit ,
* .Mr * jOreenglassy he then did reveal to you and

r^satisfied you that he had a knowledge of what .was going on?

- Mr. yCreenglass
.
^{e definitely -knew what i.t was .about

.
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Mr. Morris. Now, will you place this time for us -

generally? We do not have to have the precise date. .

Mr. Greenglass. January, 1945.

Mr. Morris. -1945 .

- - -
• ' - 'Senator, that was about eight months prior to the detonation

-at Hiroshima.

Mr. Greenglass. If that is all you are interested in, I

.mean — .
.

’

:

. -_
:
;^Mr.JMqrris. —No. ^Whlle you were on that rfurlough, -did

'• you meet with any Russians, -Mr. Greenglass?

, Mr,~*Greenglass . Oh, -yqs. -Of course, in order to:under-

rviatand why I met ^with -one of the iBussians, j had best - tell you

^•about the rest of this conversation.

^He did cay — of course, 3 can't -quote him verbatim be- I

; cause I-*don‘t .remember it that well — he said »- ’

-

"r ,
/^Mr. Morris. iiSenator, may 2 4>reak in at .this time?

\
* •• • •

• V -* •
* -

.

- '

.

:

v/^Z&JotMjTRQBge^iOio has been counsel for David Greenglass,

-^apparently was due “here thiB morning when we began the hearing,

***and has Just arrived. I would he very happy if -he could sit up

^vhere next to the .witness here .today. -
:

‘ Senator Welker. We are very glad to have you, Mr. -Rogge.

. . .. . _r.£Mr. klbgge. --Senator Welker.

* -Senator -Jenner. ^Oood Morning, John.
. \ -

* '
- .

' >*.

^ vhSenator -Walker* ^Proceed,’^counsel. *

• *
• >

* \ - ... -t . ^

Mr. Morris. May I bring counsel up to date an this,
1

1 t
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Senator?

.Senator Welker. «^Go ahead.

, , Mr. Morris. Mr.. Rogge, we have been covering the area of

Mr. ~Greenglass» . early developments since Joining the Young

. Ctoramunist League, his induction into -the Army, his transfer

from Oak Ridge to Los Alamos, his furlough back to hew York,

./.at which .time Julius Rosenberg described to him that there was

•an atomic bomb, and we are Just at -that point.

..In the general framework of the hearing, Mr. *Rogge, we

4^re taking -testimony on the. general nature of the^ovlet

-'conspiracy, ^and we are trying not to duplicate to -any /.great

-^extent the testimony that was taken at the trial, because that
. +

is ‘available to the committee. . .

vwe are trying to get new and Additional information. V

^ Mr.^Rogge. As I havevindicated to you, /Judge Morris,*-my --

-client does have Information relating to the inquiry jrtiich this

^committee is conducting, ’ and will he happy to give such informa

r ation as he has in response to questions that may be put to him.

j^As a matter of fact , he has cooperated with the ^Government al-

most from the beginning. ^Indeed, he was drawn into this thing

by others. .1 do not think he liked it from the beginning. -.And

after .the net started closing, .when he was given money and

—persuaded to leave the-country, -he refused to do so. - - ~--

-Shortly thereafter, when. agents of the^RBI came to him,

it was not long after that until he made a brief statement to
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them. He ^ook time out to consult with counsel, and thereafter

decided to continue his course of cooperation, and has since

then cooperated with the Government and will continue to co-

operate and will cooperate with this committee.

.
Senator Welker. Thank you very much, Mr. Rogge.

-Mr. Rogge. - -May I say:this? I thought the hearing this
; "

'

morning wa3 to begin at eleven.

"" Mr. "Morris."' Ten-thirty T~'*"

~

^Senator Welker. cVery well. Thank you, "Mr. Rogge.

J Proceed, counsel.
.

.: Mr . Morris . -TMr. - Greenglass , did you, ;as a result of your
‘

—^conversation with -Julius Rosenberg which ~1 thinkyouwere^iust
"

-describing —
Mr. 'X}reenglas8. I was about ito go on with that.

.Mr. 'Morris. -Will you go on with that?

Mr . Greenglass . He asked me to write up what I .knew about

whatiljiras doing generally, .nobody else but myself, because he

..realized that without any of thiB previous knowledge I would not

-iJiave .very much to -tell. - - — ————r

—

:^Well, one of the i;hing3 I rwas particularly ^working on was

~a thing called the high explosive lens mould. ~ -

Mr. Morris. -Will you spell that, please, for the record?

- Mr . Greenglass. Well,_it is “lens’T Just as^lenses” in 1.

your glasses, and "high-Explosive"

.

Mr. Morris. “ You say, “lens ;tnould
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Mr.^Greenglass. / Yes, ""lens mould." -

Mr. "Morris. ,-; (Spelling) M-o-u-l-d?
'

'
.

• Mr. ’Oreenglass . Yes

.

.rltfhen I put this down on ‘paper, he took the information.

I
»wch, but whatever It was, he took, and .later

- .-on —U don’t remember how he did it, but he. got in touch with

he said that the Russians are very much interested in

j- v^gthlB lens mould, and that he felt that he ^needed to get me in

- >^ktouch with somebody who "would know more about this subject and

axplalii what a lens mould was, *and .this man would

.^understand what.I was talking about. _

ilWell, .some -time later, I borrowed a car and X was told to

. i-;meet him. -^As a matter of vfact,>it was at the ;place where the

VUN is now. ^ On First Avenue in New York City -there was a very

^large . section of slaughter houses, and generally at the late

-.-T3hours of night it *was quite dull^and quiet. TiThere was a dingy

v^bar^and grill located -in a .hind of step-down, ocellar affair,

^and
„
I :*aS ;t0ld :to

.

meet
j
hini

.

111
:
front Of that, ?Just about -between

*-«h2nd and 49th, -some place in that neighborhood.

" pulled up the car and somebody approached me from across

an<^ *b burned out to-be Julius hosenberg. sHeiold

V me to pull up to a more dimly lit .section than I was already,

-^rand he said/ ^Wait here;" and he ;came back wlth another man T

mwhora he introduced to me by some:first name which I am not

; certain of.
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When he got Into the car, he said, '•"Drive

’

His hat

was pulled down low -- '

-44b? Morris.^ When you say, "his hat," whose hat do you

, mean?
’

•

Mr. OreenglaBs. " This gentleman sitting beside me.

Mr. Jflorris. Did Julius Rosenberg accompany you on that

<rVtrlp? - -*~ i: ’’
‘

y X-". * - r”-'

,%Jlr. Greenglass. -No. He stayed behind.

-' 4Mr. ^Morris . -aSHe Just Introduced you? '
.

.

*^e ^ust^Introduced island JBtayed'behindT
<gPh, ~yes. ^L&ter,mfter3^i^eting,jjulius told ,me that

;§thi8 was a Russian 1 was speaking to. ..What Russian — all I

" knew^ls that, he. .was some kind -of ^technical man, -this particular

~ - ^Russian. •

LWellrln'the -dourse or !the strip, he kept tasking me questions
’ v -* / 't*

;

,A ‘ *

vfcabout .this lens mould, -and in driving in a New York street, try-

?T^n® IfO ^atch the Itrpad and at Sthe same time expounding on a

8u^ec^' get ranything across

ito him. - : But he milked it dry, ^suppose,

4SWe.irode»ifor^about twenty minutes. Each -time *£ turned'"*

v„ , .

•
•
* ' -*?'’*

. -v. /

'

around *tcr emphasize a point, he«would put his hand to jay face

^and say,*fKeep your eyes on the road." And we —
•

- V .V *
"*• -*

*
,

...
he do. that so that you tcould not see his

:?face, or did he do -that .because he was afraid J*or -his personal ;

^jasafety in driving? ..
- -
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•» m -v *

Mr. Greenglass. No. It was obvious to me that he Just

"didn’t want me to get a good look at him.

^
V

vre'
v
“dii0vevti|5'arfdund York Avenue under the Queensborough

Bridge;' down "ai’ound First Avenue, and continued to drive that
• • m « -flu* -+>'* *+* v * ~ ‘ ~

a * * * * - '
f

*way for about twenty minutes
. .

+ Then I was told, to park jin. the

'•same place I had picked him up, and when I did bo, he got out

.:tlie^ffi
:,^^-hp;;the,ilook ca hit, and Julius ^Rosenberg «

f came -hack and said to me,' 4,It 4.S -all right." .

'

1 offered him a drive home, rand he said, no, --that he was

"
.going

.

^o^av^. a,4?ink with this (gentleman, and he 4eft ..^And ,

•^«that was the end of it. HThat-was the first and last timeJX

•^?ever rBaw a Russian. * ...
•

*
*

V.- / .vr-- .

- * -Mr^Morris r*«Now , sbhen, ^there were other .occasions ,*were

there not, in which you transmitted secrets that .you were acquir-

:;:ing aVXos Alaiuo^ to* Julius^Rosenberg? ' y v ---~y

• , * *. • <r
** * *

• «^Krgreenglass,•’^'Yes/^Once — - , . .

. r-
. .. ..

jiftMr...Morris. *%Without..going "Into.detailB/tthere were..other
«*

‘ • • -
.

^

occasions, -Were there not? -

r ^ v *.' " ** ~ ..

* * ’ y ^r: . .

Greenglass. Tes,t?that xis right.
' "r

'

"

• •• • ** -1
** **# . ;

’ / -
... .

' *

t

v~Vy*.
,

\ ‘
• ;

-.
*•’-^Mr^Horrid"/*fCan you roughly -tell us how many?

"

“LassT Well, after this, you mean?
* * n ' A # J*

I
1

'^rr'Korrisr^TTwo, three, rfovir, five?
- *v* *y> v ;•;* :** ‘

.

'-fcogetiiei*, there were
^ Y^^ribeiieve;

iMr . Morris . -Now, were you present yesterday when Harry

-Gold testified to a meeting that he had with you dn your

.


